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ROM the primitive pine-torch to the
parafﬁn candle, how wide an inter

val! between them how vast a contrast!
The means adopted by man to illuminate
his home at night, stamp at once his posi
tion in the scale of civilisation.

The ﬂuid

bitumen of the far East, blazing in rude
Vessels of baked earth; the Etruscan lamp,

exquisite in form, yet ill adapted to its
ofﬁce; the whale, seal, or bear fat, ﬁlling

the but of the Esquimaux or Lap with
odour rather than light; the huge wax

candle on the glittering altar, the range of
gas lamps in our streets,—-all have their
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stories to tell.

All, if they could speak

(and, after their own manner, they can),
might warm our hearts in telling, how
they have ministered to man’s comfort,
love of home, toil, and devotion.

Surely, among the millions of ﬁre-wor
shippersyand ﬁre-users who have passed

away in earlier ages, some have pondered
over the mystery of ﬁre; perhaps some
clear minds have guessed shrewdly near the
truth. Think of the time man has lived in
hopeless ignorance: think that only during
a period which might be spanned by the
life of one man, has the truth been known.

Atom by atom, link by link, has the
reasoning chain been forged. Some links,
too quickly and too slightly made, have
given way, and been replaced by better

PREFACE.

vii

work; but now the great phenomena are
known—the outline is correctly and ﬁrmly
drawn—cunning artists are ﬁlling in the
rest, and the child who masters these Lec

tures knows more of ﬁre than Aristotle

did.
The candle itself is now made to light
up the dark places of nature; the blowpipe
and the prism are adding to our know
ledge of the earth’s crust; but! the torch
must come ﬁrst.

Among the readers of this book some
few may devote themselves to increasing

the stores of knowledge: the Lamp of
Science mus! burn.

“Alereﬂammam.”
VJ. CROOKES.
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THE

CHEMICAL HISTORY OF A CANDLE.

LECTURE I.
A CANDLE: THE FLAME—ITS SOURCES;—

STRUCTURE—MOBILITY—BRIGHTNESS.

PURPOSE, in return for the honour you do
us by coming to see what are our proceed
ings here, to bring before you, in the course of

these lectures, the Chemical History of a Candle.
I have taken this subject on a former occasion;
and were it left to my own will, I should prefer
to repeat it almost every year—so abundant is
the interest that attaches itself to the subject, so
wonderful are the varieties of outlet which it
offers into the various departments of philosophy.
There is not a law under which any part of this

14
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universe is governed which does not come into
play, and is touched upon in these phenomena.
There is no better, there is no more open door
by which you can enter into the study of natural
philosophy, than by considering the physical
phenomena of a candle.

I trust, therefore, I‘

shall not disappoint you in choosing this for my
subject rather than any neWer topic, which could
not be better, were it even so good.

And before proceeding, let me say this also—=
that though our subject be So great, and our

intention that of treating it honestly, seriously,
and philosophically, yet I mean to pass away
from all those who are seniors amongst us. I
claim the privilege of speaking to juveniles as
a juvenile myself. I have done so on former

occasions—and, if you please, I shall do so again.
And though I stand here with the knowledge of
having the words I utter given to the world, yet

that shall not deter me from speaking in the
same familiar way to those whom I esteem
nearest to me on this occasion.
And now, my boys and girls, I must ﬁrst tell
you of what candles are made. Some are great
curiosities.

I have here some bits of timber,

CA .VDLE- IVOOD.

I5

branches of trees particularly famous for their
burning. And here you see a piece of that very
curious substance taken out of some of the bogs
in Ireland, called calzd/e-zvooaﬂ—a hard, strong,

excellent wood, evidently ﬁtted for good work
as a resister of force, and yet withal burning so
_ well that where it is found they make splinters
of it, and torches, since it burns like a candle,

and gives a very good light indeed. And in
this wood we have oneof the most beautiful
illustrations of the general nature of a candle
that I can possibly give. The fuel provided, the
means of bringing that fuel to the place of
chemical action, the regular and gradual supply
of air to that place of action—heat and light—
all produced by a little piece of wood of this
kind, forming, in fact, a natural candle.

But we must speak of candles as they are in
commerce. Here are a couple of candles com
monly called dips. They are made of lengths
of cotton cut off, hung up by a loop, dipped into
melted tallow, taken out again and cooled, then

re-dipped until there is an accumulation of tallow
round the cotton. In order that you may have
an idea of the various characters of these candlcs,

16
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you see these which I hold in my hand—they
are very small, and very curious. They are, or
were, the candles used by the miners in coal
mines.- In olden times the miner had to ﬁnd
~his own candles; and it was supposed that a
small candle would not so soon set ﬁre to the
ﬁre-damp in the coal mines as a large one; and
for that reason, as well as for economy’s sake, he
had candles made of this sort—20, 30, 40, or 60

to the pound. They have been replaced since
then by the steel-mill, and then by the Davy
lamp, and other safety-lamps of various kinds.
I have here a candle that was taken out of the
ROJ/lll George (1), it is said, by Colonel Pasley.
It has been sunk in the sea for many years,
Subject to the action of salt water. It shews
you how well candles may be preserved; for
though it is cracked about and broken a good
deal, yet, when lighted, it goes on burning
regularly, and the tallow resumes its natural
' condition as soon as it is fused.
Mr. Field, vof Lambeth, has supplied me
abundantly with beautiful illustrations of the
candle and its materials. I shall therefore now
refer to them.

And, ﬁrst, there is the suct—

STEAK/N CANDLES.

'
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the fat of the ox—Russian tallow, I believe,

employed in the manufacture of these dips,
which Gay Lussac, or some one who entrusted
him with his knowledge, converted into that
_ beautiful substance, stearin, which you see lying

beside it. A candle, you know, is not now a
greasy thing like an ordinary tallow candle, but
a clean thing, and you may almost scrape off
and pulverise the drops which fall from it with
out soiling anything. This is the process he
adopted (’):—The fat or tallow is ﬁrst boiled
with quick-lime, and made into a soap, and then
the soap is decomposed by sulphuric acid,
which takes away the lime, and leaves the fat
re-arranged as stearic acid, whilst a quantity of
glycerin is produced at the same time. Glycerin
—absolutely a sugar, or a substance similar to
sugar—comes out of the tallow in this chemical
change. The oil is then pressed out of it; and
you see here this series of pressed cakes, shewing
how beautifully the impurities are carried out by
the oily part as the pressure goes _on increasing,
and at last you have left that substance which is
melted, and cast into candles as here represented.
The candle I have in my hand is a stearin candle,

7
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made of stearin from tallow in the wayl have
told you. Then here is a sperm candle, which
comes from the puriﬁed oil of the spermaceti
whale. Here also are yellow bees-wax and
reﬁned bees-wax, from which candles are made,
Here, too,

is that

curious substance called

parafﬁn, and some parafﬁn candles made of I
paraﬁ’in obtained from the bogs of Ireland. I
have here also a substance brought from Japan,
since we have forced an entrance into that out
of-the-way place—a sort of wax which a kind
friend has sent me, and which forms a new
material for the manufacture of candles.

And how are these candles made? I have
told you about dips, and I will shew you how
moulds are made. Let us imagine any of these
candles to be made of materials which can be

cast. “Cast!” you say. “\Vhy, a candle is a.
thing that melts; and surely if you can melt it,
you can cast it.” Not so. It is wonderful, in
the progress of manufacture, and in the con
sideration of the means best ﬁtted to produce
the required result. how things turn up which
one would not expect beforehand. Candles
cannot always be cast. A wax candle can

TALLO W CANDLES.
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never be cast. ’It is made by a particular pro
cess, which I can illustrate in a minute or two;

but I must not spend much time on it. \Vax is
a thing which, burning so well, and melting so
easily in a candle, cannot be cast.

However, let

us take a material that can be cast.

Here is a

frame, with a number of moulds fastened in it.

The ﬁrst thing to be done is to put a wick
through them. Here is one—a plaited wick,
which does not require snufﬁng (3)—supported
by a little wire. It goes to the bottom, where it
is pegged in—the little peg holding the cotton
tight, and stopping the aperture, so that nothing
ﬂuid shall run out. At the upper part there is a
little bar placed across, which stretches the
cotton and holds it in the mould. The tallow
is then melted, and the moulds are ﬁlled. ‘After
a certain time, when the moulds are cool, the
excess of tallow is poured off at one corner, and

then cleaned off altogether, and the ends of the
wick cut away. The candles alone then remain
in the mould, and you have only to upset them,
as I am doing, when out they tumble, for the

candles are made in the form of cones, being
_narrower at the top than at the bottom; so that
’2

B
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what with their form and their own shrinking,
they only need a little shaking, and out they fall.
In the same way' are made these candles of
stearin and of parafﬁn. It is a curious thing to
see how wax candles are made. A lot of cottons
are hung upon frames, as you see here, and
covered with metal tags at the ends to keep the
wax from covering the cotton in those places.
These are carried to a heater, where the wax is

melted. As you see, the frames can turn round;
and as they turn, a man takes a vessel of wax
and pours it ﬁrst down one, and then the next,
and the next, and so on. \Vhen he has gone
once round, if it is sufﬁciently cool, he gives the

ﬁrst a second coat, and so on until they are all
of the required thickness. When they have.
been thus clothed, or fed, or made up to that

thickness, they are taken off, and placed else
where. I have here, by the kindness of Mr.
Field, several specimens of these candles. Here
is one only half-ﬁnished. They are then taken
down, and well rolled upon a ﬁne stone slab, and
the conical top is moulded by properly shaped
tubes, and the bottoms cut off and trimmed.

This is done so beautifully that they can make

ORNAI‘I/[EN TAL CANDLES.
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candles in this way weighing exactly four,
or six, to the pound, or any number they
please.
We must not, however, take up more time
about the mere manufacture, but go a little
further into the matter.

I have not yet referred

you to luxuries in candles (forthere is such a
thing as luxury in candles). See how beauti
fully these are coloured: you see here mauve,
magenta, and all the chemical colours recently
introduced, applied to candles.
also, different forms employed.

You observe,
Here is a ﬂuted

pillar most beautifully shaped; and I have also
here some candles sent me by Mr. Pearsall,
which are ornamented with designs upon them,
so that .as they burn you have as it were a
glowing sun above, and a bouquet of ﬂowers

beneath. All, however, that is ﬁne and beautiful
is not useful. These ﬂuted candles, pretty as
they are, are bad candles; they are bad because
of their external shape. Nevertheless, I shew
you these specimens sent to me from kind
friends on all sides, that you may see what is
done, and what may be done in this or that
direction; although, as I have said, when we

22
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come to these reﬁnements, we are obliged to
sacriﬁce a little in utility.
Now, as to the light of the candle. We will
light one or two, and set them at work in the
performance of their proper functions. You
observe a candle is a very different thing from
a lamp. With a lamp you take a little oil,
ﬁll your vessel, put in a little moss or some
cotton prepared by artiﬁcial means, and then
light the top of the wick. When the ﬂame
runs down the cotton to the oil, it gets extin_

guished, but it goes on burning in the part
above.

Now, I have no doubt you will ask,

how is it that the oil, which will not burn of

itself, gets up to the top of the cotton, where
it will burn?

We shall presently examine that;

but there is a much more wonderful thing about
the burning of a candle than this.

You have

here a solid substance with no vessel to contain
it; and how is it that this solid substance can
get up to the place where the ﬂame is? How
is it that this solid gets there, it not being a
ﬂuid? or, when it is made a ﬂuid, then how is

it that it keeps together?
thing about a candle.

This is a wonderful

THE CUP.
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We have here a good deal of wind, which
will help us in some of our illustrations, but
tease us in others; for the sake, therefore, of a

little regularity, and to simplify the matter, I
shall make a quiet ﬂame—for who can study a
subject when there are difﬁculties in the way
not belonging to it? Here is a clever inven
tion of some costermonger or street stander in
the market-place for the shading of their
candles on Saturday nights, when they are
selling their greens, or potatoes, or ﬁsh. I
have very often admired it. They put a
lamp-glass round the candle, supported on a
kind of gallery, which Clasps it, and it can be
slipped up and down as required. By the use
of this lamp-glass, employed in the same way,
you have a steady ﬂame, which you can look
at, and carefully examine, as I hope you will do,
at home.
You see, then, in the ﬁrst instance, that a
beautiful cup is formed. As the air comes to
the candle it moves upwards by the force of
the current which the heat of the candle
produces, and it so cools all the sides of the
wax,

tallow, or fuel,

as to

keep the edge

24
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much cooler than the part within; the part
within melts by the ﬂame that runs down the
wick as far as it can go before it is extin
guished, but the part on the outside does not
melt. If I made a current in one direction,
my cup would be lop-sided, and the ﬂuid would
consequently run oven—for the same force of
gravity which holds worlds together holds this
ﬂuid in a horiZontal position, and if the cup
be not horizontal, of course the ﬂuid will run

away in guttering. You see, therefore, that the
cup is formed by this beautifully regular ascend
ing current of air playing upon all sides, which
keeps the exterior of the candle cool. No fuel
Would serv'e fer a candle which has not the
property of giving this cup, except such fuel as
the Irish bog‘Wood, where the material itself is
like a sponge, and holds its OWn fuel; You see
now why you would haVe had such a bad result
if you were to burn these beautiful candles that
I have shown you, which are irregular, inter

mittent in their shape, and cannot therefore
have that nicely-formed edge to the cup which

is the great beauty in a candle. I hope you
will now see that the perfection of a process—

CAUSE OI" GUTTERING.
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that is, its utility—is the better point of beauty
about it.’ It is not the best looking thing,
but the best acting thing, which is the most
advantageous to us. This good-looking candle
is a bad burning one. There will be a
guttering round about it because of the
irregularity of the stream of air and the
badness of the etip which is formed thereby.
You may see some pretty examples (and I
trust you will notice these instances) of the
action of the ascending current when you have
a little gutter run down the side of a candle,
making it thicker there than it is elsewhere.
As the candle goes on burning, that keeps its
place and forms a little pillar sticking up by
the side, because, as it rises higher above the
rest of the wax or fuel, the air gets better round
it, and it is more cooled and better able to

resist the action of the heat at a little distance.
Now, the greatest mistakes and faults with
regard to candles, as in many other things,
often bring with them instruction which we
should not receive if they had not occurred.
We come here to be philosophers; and I hope
you will always remember that whenever a result
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happens, especially if it be new, you should say,

“ \Vhat is the cause? \Vhy does it occur?” and
you will in the course of time find out the reason.
Then, there is another point about these
candles which will answer a question,—that is,

as to the way in which this ﬂuid gets out of
the cup, up the wick, and into the place of
combustion. You know that the ﬂames on
these burning wicks in candles made of bees
wax, stearin, or spermaceti, do not run down to

the wax or other matter, and melt it all away,
but keep to their own right place. They are
fenced off from the ﬂuid below, and do not

encroach on the cup at the sides. I cannot
imagine a more beautiful example than the
condition of adjustment under which a candle

makes one part subserve to the other to the
very end of its action. A combustible thing
like that, burning away gradually, never being

intruded upon by the ﬂame, is a very beautiful
sight; especially when you come to learn what
a vigorous thing ﬂame is—what power it has

of destroying the wax itself when it gets hold
of it, and of disturbing its proper form if it
come only too near.

CAPILLARY ATTRACTION.
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But how does the ﬂame get hold of the fuel?
There is a beautiful point about that—capillary
altraclz'on
“ Capillary attraction!” you say,
~—“ the attraction of hairs."

Well, never mind

the name: it was given in old times, before we

had a good understanding of what the real
power was. It is by what is called capillary
attraction that the fuel is conveyed to the part
where combustion goes on, and is deposited
there, not in a careless way, but very beauti
fully in the very midst of the centre of action

which takes place around it. Now, I am going
to give you one or two instances of capillary
attraction. It is that kind of action or attrac
tion which makes two things that do not
dissolve in each other still hold together.
When you wash your hands,. you wet them
thoroughly; you take a little soap to make
the adhesion better, and you ﬁnd your hand
remains wet.

This is by that kind of attraction

of whichI am about to speak. And, what is
more, if your hands are not soiled (as they
almost always are by the usages of“ life), if you
put your ﬁnger into a little warm water, the
water will creep a little way up the ﬁnger,
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though you may not stop to examine it. I have
here a substance which is rather porous—a
column of salt~and I will pour into the plate
at the bottom, not water, as it appears, but a
saturated solution of salt which cannot absorb
more; so that the action which you see will
not be due to its dissolving anything. \Ve may
consider the plate to be the candle, and the salt
the wick, and this solution the melted tallow.

(I have coloured the ﬂuid, that you may see the
action better.) You observe that, now I pour
in the ﬂuid, it rises and gradually creeps up the
salt higher and higher; and provided the column
does not tumble over, it will go to the top. If

1' lg. I.

this blue solution were combustible, and we

were to place a wick at the top of the salt,
it would burn as it entered into the wick.

It

ACTION OF THE SYPHON.

2)

is a most curious thing to see this kind of
action taking place, and to observe how singular
some of the circumstances are about it. When
you wash your hands, you take a _towel to wipe
off the water; and it is by that kind of wetting,
or that kind of attraction which makes the towel
become wet with water, that the wick is made
\vet with the tallo'w. I have known some care
less boys and girls (indeed, I have known it
happen to careful people as well) who, having
‘washed their hands and wiped them with a
towel, have thrown the towel over the side of

the basin, and before long it has drawn all the
'water out of the basin and conveyed it to the
ﬂoor, because it happened to be thrown over

the side in such a way as to serve the purpose
of a syphon.(5) That you may the better see
the way in 'which the substances act one upon
another, I have here a vessel made of wire

gauze ﬁlled with 'water, and you may compare
it in its action to the cotton in one respect, or
to a piece of calico in the other. In fact, wicks
'are sometimes made of a kind of wire gauze.
You will observe that this vessel is a porous
thing; for if I pour a little water on to the top,
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it will run out at the bottom. You would be
puzzled for a good while if I asked you what
the state of this vessel is, what is inside it, and

why it is there? The Vessel is full of water,
and yet you see the water goes in and runs out
as if it were empty. In order to prove this to
you, I have only to empty it. The reason is
this,—the wire, being once wetted, remains wet ;

the meshes are so small that the ﬂuid is
attracted so strongly from the one side to the

other, as to remain in the vessel although it
is porous.
In like manner the particles of
melted tallow ascend the cotton and get to the
top; other particles then follow by their mutual
attraction for each other, and as they reach the
flame they are gradually burned.
Here is another application of the same
principle. 'You see this bit of cane. I have
seen boys about the streets, who are very
anxious to appear like men, take a piece of

cane, and light it and smoke it, as an imita
tion of a cigar.
They are enabled to do
so by the permeability of the cane in one
direction, and by its capillarity.
If I place
this piece of cane on a plate containing

COJIBUSTIBLE VAPOUR FROJI A CANDLE
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some camphin (which is very much like
parafﬁn in its general character), exactly
in the same manner as the blue ﬂuid rose
through the salt will this ﬂuid rise through
the piece of cane. There being no pores at
the side, the ﬂuid cannot go in that direction,

but must pass through its length. Already
the ﬂuid is at the top of the cane: now I
can light it and make it serve as a candle.
The ﬂuid has risen by the capillary attraction
of the piece of cane, just as it does through
the cotton in the candle.
Now, the only reason why the candle does
not burn all down the side of the wick is,

that the melted tallow extinguishes the ﬂame.
You know that a candle, if turned upside
down, so as to allow the fuel to run upon
the wick, will be put out. The reason is,
that the ﬂame has not had time to make the
fuel hot enough to burn, as it does above,
where it is carried in small quantities into
the wick, and has all the effect of the heat
exercised upon it.

There is another condition which you must
learn as regards the candle, without which
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you would not be able fully to understand
the philosophy of it, and that is the vaporous
condition of the fuel.
In order that you
may understand that, let me shew you a
very pretty, but very common-place experi

ment. If you blow a candle out cleverly,
you will see the vapour rise from it. You
have, I know, often smelt the vapour of a
blown-out candle—and a very bad smell it
is; but if you blow it out cleverly, you will
be able to see pretty well the vapour into
which

this

solid

matter is

transformed.

I

will blow out one of these candles in such a

way as not to disturb the air around it, by
the continuing action of my breath; and now,
if I hold a lighted taper two or three inches
from the wick, you

will observe a train of

ﬁre going through the air till it reaches the
candle. I am obliged to be quick and ready,
because, if I allow the vapour time to cool,
it becomes condensed into a liquid or solid,
or the stream of combustible matter gets
disturbed.
/ Now, as to the shape or form of the ﬂame.
It concerns us much to know about the con

SHAPE OF FLAME.
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dition which the matter of the candle ﬁnally
assumes at the top of the wick—where you
have such beauty and brightness as nothing

Fig. 2.

but combustion or ﬂame can produce. You
have the glittering beauty of gold and silver,
and the still higher lustre of jewels, like the
ruby and diamond; but none of these rival
the brilliancy and beauty of ﬂame. What
diamond can shine like ﬂame? It owes its
lustre at night-time to the very ﬂame shining
upon it. The ﬂame shines in darkness, but
the light which the diamond has is as nothing
until the ﬂame shine upon it, when it is
brilliant again. The candle alone shines by
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itself, and for itself, or for

those who

have

arranged the materials.
Now, let us look a
little at the form of the ﬂame as you see it
under the glass shade. It is steady and equal;
and its general form is that which is repre
sented in the diagram, varying with atmo
spheric disturbances, and also varying according
to the size of the candle. It is a bright
oblong—brighter at the top than towards the
bottom—with the wick in the middle, and

besides the wick in the middle, certain darker

parts towards the bottom, where the ignition
is not so perfect as in the part above. I have
a drawing here, sketched many years ago by

SHADO I/V OF FLAZIIE.

Hooker, when he made his investigations. It
is the drawing of the ﬂame of a lamp, but it
will apply to the ﬂame of a candle. The cup
of the candle is the vessel or lamp, the
melted spermaceti is the oil, and the wick is
common to both.
Upon that he sets this
little ﬂame, and then he represents what is
true—a certain quantity of matter rising about
it which you do not see, and which, if you
have not been here before, or are not familiar

with the subject, you will not know of. He
has here represented the parts of 4 the sur
rounding atmosphere that are very essential to
the ﬂame, and that are always present with it.
There is a current formed, which draws the

ﬂame out—for the ﬂame which you see is
really drawn out by the current, and drawn
upward to a great height—just as Hooker
has here shewn you by that prolongation of
the current in the diagram. You may see
this by taking a lighted candle, and putting
it in the sun so as to get its shadow thrown
on a piece of paper.
How remarkable it is
that that thing which is light enough to
produce Ishadows of other objects, can be
C

9
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made to throw its own shadow on a piece
of white paper or card, so that you can
actually see streaming round the ﬂame some
thing which is not part of the ﬂame, but is
ascending and drawing the ﬂame upwards.
Now, I am going to imitate the sunlight, by
applying the voltaic battery to the electric
lamp. You now see our sun, and its great
luminosity; and by placing a candle between
it and the screen, we get the shadow of the
ﬂame. You observe the shadow of the candle
1'|"|'|"l'|l'|lm1|
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Fig. 4.

and of the wick; then there is a darkish
part, as represented in the diagram, and then‘

ASCENT 0F FLAAIE.

a part which

is more distinct.

Curiously

enough, howeVer, what we see in the shadow

as the darkest part of the ﬂame is, in reality,
the brightest part; and here you see stream
ing upwards the ascending current of hot air,

as shewn by Hooker, which draws out the
ﬂame, supplies it with air, and cools the sides
of the cup of melted fuel.
I can give you here a little further illustra
tion, for the purpose of shewing you how
ﬂame goes up or down, according to the
current. I have here a ﬂame—it is not a
candle ﬂame—but you can, no doubt, by this
time, generalise enough to be able to compare
one thing with another.

\/Vhat I am about to

do is to change the ascending current that
takes the ﬂame upwards into a descending
current. This I can easily do by the little
apparatus you see before me. The ﬂame, as
I have said, is not a candle ﬂame, but it is

produced by alcohol, so that it shall not
smoke too much. I will also colour the ﬂame
with another substance (6), so that you may
trace its course; for with the spirit alone you
_ could hardly see well enough to have the
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opportunity of tracing its direction. By light
ing this spirit-of-wine, we have then a ﬂame
produced; and you observe that when held in
the

air,

it

naturally goes

upwards.

You

understand now easily enough why ﬂames go

Fig. 5.

up under ordinary circumstances—it is because
of the draught of air by which the combustion
is formed. But now, by blowing the'ﬂame
down, you see I am enabled to make it go
downwards into this little chimney—the direc

tion of the current being changed.

Before we

have concluded this course of lectures, we shall

shew you a lamp in which the ﬂame goes up
and the smoke goes down, or the ﬂame goes

CHANGE OF DIRECTION OF FLAJIE.

down and the smoke goes up. You see, then,
that we have the power in this way of vary
ing the ﬂame in different directions.
There are now some other points that I
must bring before you. Many of the ﬂames
you see here vary very much in their shape
by the currents of air blowing around them
in different directions; but we can, if we like,
make ﬂames so that they will look like ﬁxtures,
and we can photograph them—indeed, we have
to photograph them—so that they become
ﬁxed to us, if we wish to ﬁnd out everything
concerning them.

That, however, is not the

only thing I wish to mention. If I take a
ﬂame sufﬁciently large, it does not keep that
homogeneous, that uniform condition of shape,

but it breaks out with a power of life which
is quite wonderful. I am about to use another
kind of fuel, but one which is truly and fairly
a representative of the wax or tallow of a
candle. I have here a large ball of cotton,
which will serve as a wick. And, now that I
have immersed it in spirit and applied a light
to it, in what way does it differ from an
ordinary candle? Why, it differs very much
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in one respect, that we have a vivacity and
power about it, a beauty and a life entirely
different from the light presented by a candle.
You see those ﬁne tongues of ﬂame rising up.
You have the same general disposition of the
mass of the ﬂame from below upwards; but, in
addition to that, you have this remarkable
breaking out into tongues which you do not
perceive in the case of a candle. Now, why
is this? I must explain it to you, because
when you understand that perfectly, you will
be able to follow me better in what I have to
say hereafter. I suppose some here will have
made for themselves the experiment I am
going to shew you. Am I right in supposing
that anybody here has played at snapdragon?
I do not know a more beautiful illustration
of the philosophy of ﬂame, as to a certain
part of its history, than the game of snap
dragon. First, here is the dish; and let me
say, that when you play snapdragon properly,
you ought to have the dish well-warmed ; you
ought also to have warm plums and warm
brandy, which, however, I have pot got. When
you have put the spirit into the dish, you have

GAJIIE OF SA’APDRAGON.
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the cup and the fuel; and are not the raisins
acting like-the wicks? I now throw the
plums into the dish, and light the spirit, and
you see those beautiful tongues of ﬂame that I
refer to. You have the air creeping in over
the edge of the dish forming these tongues.
Why? Because, through the force of the
current and the irregularity of the action of
the ﬂame,

it

cannot ﬂow in

one uniform

stream. The air ﬂows in so irregularly that
you have what would otherwise be a single
image, broken up into a variety of forms, and
each of these little tongues has an independent
existence of its own. Indeed, I might say,
you have here a multitude of independent
candles. You must not imagine, because you
see these tongues all at once, that the ﬂame
is of this particular shape. A ﬂame of that
shape is never so at any one time. Never is
a body of ﬂame, like that which you just saw
rising from the ball, of the shape it appears
to you.

It consists of a multitude of different

shapes, succeeding each other so fast that the
eye is only able to take cognisance of them
all at once. In former ti= 1es, I purposely
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analysed a ﬂame of that general character,
and the diagram shews you the different parts
of which it is composed. They do not occur
all at once: it is only because we see these
shapes in such rapid succession, that they seem
to us to exist all at one time.
It is too bad that we have not got further
than my game of snapdragon; but we must not,
under any circumstances, keep you beyond your
time. It will be a lesson to me in future to

hold you more strictly to the philosophy of the
thing, than to take up your time so much with
these illustrations.

,"

",
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LECTURE II.
A CANDLE! BRIGHTNESS OF THE FLAME—AIR
NECESSARY FOR COMBUSTION—PRODUCTION
OF WATER.

E were occupied the last time we met in
considering the general Character and
arrangement as regards the ﬂuid portiOn of a
candle, and the way in which that ﬂuid got into
the place of combustion. You see, when we
have a candle burning fairly in a regular, steady
atmosphere, it will have a shape something like
the one shewn in the diagram, and will look
pretty uniform, although very curious in its
character. And now, I have to ask your
attention to the means by which we are enabled
to ascertain what happens in any particular

part of the ﬂame—why it happens, what it does
in happening, and where, after all, the whole
candle goes to: because, as you know very well,
a candle being brought before us and burned,
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disappears, if burned properly, without the least

trace of dirt in the candlestick—and this is a
very curious circumstance. In order, then, to
examine this candle carefully, I have arranged
certain apparatus, the use of which you will see
as I go on. Here is a candle: I am about to
put the end of this glass tube into the middle
of the ﬂame—into that part which old Hooker

Fig. 7.

has represented in the diagram as being rather
dark, and which you can see at any time, if you
will look at a candle carefully, without blowing
it about. We will examine this dark part ﬁrst. _

VAPO UR FR 011! INTERIOR OF FLAJIE.

Now, I take_this bent glass tube, and intro

duce one end into that part of the ﬂame, and
you see at once that something is coming from
the ﬂame, out at the other end of the tube; and

if I put a ﬂask there, and leave it for a little
while, you will see that something from the
middle part of the ﬂame is gradually drawn out,
and goes through the tube and into that ﬂask,
and there behaves Very differently from what it i
does in the open air.

It not only escapes from

the end of the tube, but falls down to the bottom

of the ﬂask like a‘heavy substance, as indeed it
is. We ﬁnd that this is the wax of the candle
made into a vaporous ﬂuid—not a gas. (You
must learn the difference between a gas and a
vapour: a gas remains permanent, a vapour is
something that will condense.) If you blow out a
candle, you perceive a very nasty smell, resulting
from the condensation of this vapour. That is
very different from what you have outside the
ﬂame; and, in order to make that more clear to

(you, I am about to produce and set ﬁre to a
larger portion of this vapour—for what we have
_in the small way in a candle, to understand

thoroughly, we must, as philosophers, produce
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in a larger way, if needful, that we may examine
the different parts. And now Mr. Anderson
will give me a source of heat, and I am about to
shew you what that vapour is. Here is some
wax in a glass ﬂask, and I am going to make it
hot, as the inside of that candle-ﬂame is hot,

and the matter about the wick is hot. [The
Lecturer placed some wax in a glass ﬂask, and
heated it over a lamp] Now, I dare say that is
hot enough for me. You see that the wax
I put in it has become ﬂuid, and there is a
little smoke coming from it. We shall very
soon have the vapour rising up. I will make it
still hotter, and now we get more of it, so that I

can actually pour the vapour out of the ﬂask
into that basin, and set it on ﬁre there.

This,

then, is 'exactly the same kind of vapour as we
have in the middle of the candle; and that you
may be sure this is the case, let us try whether
we have not got here, in this ﬂask, a real com
bustible vapour out of the middle of the candle.
[Taking the ﬂask into which the tube from the
candle proceeded, and introducing a lighted
taper.] See how it burns. Now, this is the
vapour from the middle of the candle, produced

COJIBUS T10.V OF THE VAPOUR'.
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by its own heat; and that is one of the ﬁrst
things you have to consider with respect to the
progress of the wax in the course of its combus
tion, and as regards the changes it undergoes.
I will arrange another tube carefully in the
ﬂame, and I should not wonder if we were able,

by a little care, to get that vapour to pass
through the tube to the other extremity, where
we will light it, and obtain absolutely the ﬂame
of the candle at a place distant from it. Now,
look at that. Is not that a very pretty experi

Fig. 8.

ment? Talk about laying on gas—why, we can
actually lay on a candle! And you see from
this that there are clearly two different kinds of
action—one the prodmtz'an of the vapour, and
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the other the coméustia/z of it—both of which
take place in particular parts of the candle.
I shall get no vapour from that part which is
- already burnt. If I raise the tube (ﬁg. 7) to the
upper part of the ﬂame, so soon as the vapour
has been swept out, what comes away will be no
longer combustible : It is already burned. How
burned? Why, burned thus 2~In the middle of
the ﬂame, where the wick is, there is this com

bustible vapour; on the outside of the ﬂame is
the air which we shall ﬁnd necessary for the
burning of the candle; between the two, intense
chemical action takes place, whereby the air and
the fuel act upon each other, and at the very
same time that we obtain light the vapour inside
is destroyed. If you examine where the heat
of a candle is, you will ﬁnd it very curiously
arranged. Suppose I take this candle, and hold
a piece of paper close upon the ﬂame, where is
the heat of that ﬂame? Do you not see that it
is not in the inside?

It is in a ring, exactlykin

the place where I told you the chemical action
was; and even in my irregular mode of making
the experiment, if there is not too much dis
turbance, there will always be a ring. This is a

AIR A'ECESSAR Y FOR COAT/B US TIOA'.

good experiment for you to make at home.
Take a strip of paper, have the air in the room
quiet, and put the piece of paper right across the
middle of the ﬂame (I must not talk while I
make the experiment), and you will ﬁnd that
it is burnt in two places, and that it is not burnt,
or very little so, in the middle; and when you
have tried the experiment once or twice, so as
to make it nicely, you will be very interested to
see where the heat is, and to ﬁnd that it is where

the air and the fuel come together.
This is most important for us as we proceed
with our subject. Air is absolutely necessary
for combustion; and, what is more, I must have
you understand that frat/z air is necessary, or

else we should be imperfect in our reasoning
and our experiments. Here is a jar of air. I
place it over a Candle, and it burns very nicely
in it at ﬁrst, shewing that what I have said
about it is true; but there will soon be a change.
See how the ﬂame is drawing upwards,presently
fading, and at last going out. And going out,
why? Not because it wants air merely, for the
jar is as full now as it was before ; but it wants
pure, fresh air.

The jar is full of air, partly
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changed, partly not changed; but it does not
contain sufﬁcient of the fresh air which is neces
sary for the combustion of a candle. J These are

all points which we, as young chemists, have to
gather up; and if we look a little more closely
into this kind of action, we shall ﬁnd certain

steps of reasoning extremely interesting. For
instance, here is the oil-lamp I shewed you—an
excellent lamp for our experiments—the old
Argand lamp. I now make it like a candle
[obstructing the passage of air into the centre of
the ﬂame]; there is the cotton; there is the oil

rising up it; and there is the conical flame. It
burns poorly, because there is a partial restraint
of air.

I have allowed no air to get to it, save

round the outside of the flame, and it does not

burn well.

I cannot admit more air from the

Outside, because the wick is large; but if, as

Argand did so cleverly, I open a passage to the
middle of the ﬂame, and so let air come in there,

you will see how much more beautifully it burns.

If I Shut the air off, look how it smokes; and
Why? NVe have now some very interesting
POints to study. We have the case of the
cornbustion of a candle; we have the case of a.

SOOT FRO/ll lllIPERFECT COJIBUSTION.
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candle being put out by the want of air; and we
have now the case of imperfect combustion; and
this is to us so interesting, that I want you to
understand it as thoroughly as you do the case
of a candle burning in its best possible manner.
I will now make a great ﬂame, because we need
the largest possible illustrations. Here is a
larger wick [burning turpentine on a ball of
cotton]. All these things are the same as
candles, after all.

If we have larger wicks, we

must have a larger supply of air, or we shall
have less perfect combustion. Look now at this
black substance going up into the atmosphere;
there is a regular stream of it. I have provided
means to carry off the imperfectly burned part,
lest it should annoy you. Look at the soots
that ﬂy off from the ﬂame: see what an impera
fect combustion it is, because it cannot get
enough air. What, then, is happening? Why,
certain things which are necessary to the
combustion of a candle are absent, and very
bad results are accordingly produced; but we see

what happens to a candle when it is burnt in a
pure and proper state of air. At the time when
I shewed you this charring by the ring of ﬂame
9

D
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on the one side of the Paper, I might have also
shewn you, by turning to the other side, that
the burning of a candle produces the same kind
of soot—charcoal or carbon.
But, before I shew that, let me explain to
you—as it is quite necessary for our purpose-—
that, though I take a candle and give you, as
the general result, its combustion in the form
of a ﬂame, we must see whether combustion is

always in this condition, or whether there are
other conditions of ﬂame; and we shall soon

discover that there are, and that they are most
important to us. I think, perhaps, the best
illustration of such a point to us, as juveniles, is

to shew the result of strong contrast. Here is
a little gunpowder. You know that gunpowder
burns with ﬂame—we may fairly call it ﬂame.
It contains carbon and other materials, which

altogether cause it to burn with a ﬂame. And
here is some pulverised iron, or iron ﬁlings.
Now, I purpose burning these two things to
gether.

I have a little mortar in which I will

mix them.

(Before I go into these experi

ments, let me hope that none of you, by trying
to repeat them, for fun’s sake, will do any harm.

COJIBUSTION 1177!! AND I'VITHOUT FLAZIIE.

These things may all be very properly used if
you take care; but without that, much mischief
will be done.) Well, then, here is a little gun
‘ powder, which I put at the bottom of that little
wooden vessel, and mix the iron ﬁlings up with
it, my object being to make the gunpowder set
ﬁre to the ﬁlings and burn them in the air, and

‘ thereby shew the difference between substances
burning with ﬂame and not with ﬂame. Here
is the mixture; and. when I set ﬁre to it, you

must watch the. combustion, and you will see
that it is of two kinds. You will see the gun
powder burning with a ﬂame, and the ﬁlings
thrown up. You will see them burning too,
but without the production of ﬂame. They
will each burn separately. [The Lecturer then
ignited the mixture] There is the gunpowder,
which burns with a ﬂame; and there arethe
ﬁlings—they burn with a different kind of com
bustion.

You see, then, these two great dis

tinctions; and upon these differences depend
all the utility and all the beauty of ﬂame
which we use for the purpose of giving out
light.

When we use oil, or gas, or candle,

for the purpose of illumination, their ﬁtness
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all depends upon these different kinds of com
bustion.
There are such curious conditions of ﬂame,
that it requires some cleverness and nicety of

discrimination to distinguish the kinds of com
bustion one from another.

For instance, here

is a powder which is very combustible, consist
ing, as you see, of separate little particles. It is
called lycopodium (7), and each of these particles
can produce a vapour, and produce its own

ﬂame; but, to see them burning, you would
imagine it was all one ﬂame. I will now set
ﬁre to a quantity, and you will see the effect.
We saw a cloud of ﬂame, apparently in one
body; but that rushing noise [referring to the
sound produced by the burning] was a proof
that the combustion was not a continuous or
regular one. This is the lightning of the pan
tomimes, and a very good imitation.
[The
experiment was twice repeated by blowing
lycopodium from a glass tube through a spirit
ﬂame.] This is.not an example of combustion
like that of the ﬁlings I have been speaking
of, to which we must now return.

Suppose I take a candle, and examine that

SOOT FROJI A LUJIINOUS FLAME.

part of it which appears brightest to our eyes.
Why, there I get these black particles, which
already you have seen many times evolved from
the ﬂame, and which I am now about to evolve

in a different way. I will take this candle and
Clear away the gutterage, which occurs by
reason of the currents of air; and if I now

arrange a glass tube so as just to dip into this
luminous part, as in our ﬁrst experiment, only
higher, you see the result. In place of having
the same white vapour that you had before, you will now have a black Vapour. There it goes,
as black as ink. It is certainly very different
from the white vapour; and when we put a light
to it, we shall ﬁnd that it does not burn, but

that it puts the light out. Well, these particles,
as I said before, are just the smoke of the
candle; and this brings to mind that old
employment which Dean Swift recommended to
servants for their amusement, namely, writing

on the ceiling of a room with a candle. But
what is that black substance? Why, it is the
same carbon which exists in the candle. How
comes it out of the candle? It evidently
existed in the candle, or else we should not
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have had it here. And now I want you to
follow me in this explanation. You would
hardly think that all those substances which
ﬂy about London, in the form of soots and
blacks, are the very beauty and life of the
vflame, and which are burned in it as those iron

ﬁlings were burned here. Here is a piece of
lu'ire gauze, which will not let the flame go
through it; and I think you will see, almost

immediately, that when I bring it low enough
-to touch that part of the ﬂame which is other
wise so bright, that it quells and quenches
it at once, and allows a volume of smoke to

rise up.
I want you now to follow me in this point,—
that whenever a substance burns, as the iron

ﬁlings burnt in the ﬂame of gunpowder, with
out assuming the vaporous state (whether it
becomes liquid or remains solid), it becomes
exceedingly luminous. I have here taken three
or four examples apart from the candle, on
purpose to illustrate this point to you ; because
what I have to say is applicable to all sub
stances, whether they burn or whether they do

not burn,—that they are exceedingly bright if

CAUSE OF THE LUAIIA’OSITY OF FLAIUE.

they retain their solid state, and that it is to
this presence of solid particles in the candle~
ﬂame that it owes its brilliancy.
Here is a platinum-wire, a body which does
not change by heat. ’IfI heat it in this ﬂame,

see how exceedingly luminous it becomes. I
will make the ﬂame dim, for the purpose of
giving a little light only, and yet you will see
that the heat which it can give to that plati
num-wire, though far less than the heat it has
itself, is able to raise the platinum-wire to a
far higher state of effulgence. This ﬂame has
carbon in it; but I will take one that has no
carbon in it.

There is a material, a kind of

fuel—a vapour, or gas, whichever you like to
call it—in that vessel, and it has no solid par
ticles in it; so I take that because it is an

example of ﬂame itself burning without any
solid matter whatever; and if I now put this
solid substance in it, you see what an intense

heat it has, and how brightly it causes the
solid body to glow. This is the pipe through
which we convey this particular gas, which we
call hydrogen, and which you shall know all
about next time we meet. And here is a sub
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stance called oxygen, by means of which this

hydrogen can burn; and although we produce,
by their mixture, far greater heat (8) than you
can obtain from the candle, yet there is very
little light.

If, however, I take a solid sub

stance, and put that into it, we produce an
intense light. If I take a piece of-lime, a
substance which will not burn, and which will

not vaporise by the heat (and because it does
not vaporise, remains solid, and remains heated),

you will soon observe what happens as to its
glowing. I have here a most intense heat,
produced by the burning of hydrogen in con
tact with the oxygen; but there is as yet
very little light—not for want of heat, but for
want of particles which can retain their solid
state; but when I hold this piece of lime in
the ﬂame of the hydrogen as it burns in the
oxygen, see how it glows! This is the glorious _
lime-light, which rivals the voltaic-light, and
which is almost equal to sunlight. I have here
a piece of carbon or charcoal, which will burn
and give us light exactly in the same manner
as if it were burnt as part of a candle. The
heat that is in the ﬂame of a candle decomposes

C01118 US TION OF PHOSPHOR US.

the vapour of the wax, and sets free the carbon
particles—they rise up heated and glowing as
this now glows, and then enter into the air.
But the particles when burnt never pass off
from a candle in the form of carbon. They
go off into the air as a perfectly invisible sub
stance, about which we shall know hereafter.

Is it not beautiful to think that such a process.
is going on, and that such a dirty thing as
charcoal can become so incandescent? You
see it comes to this—that all bright ﬂames
contain these solid particles; all things that
burn and produce solid particles, either during
the time they are burning, as in the candle,
or immediately after being burnt, as in the
case of the gunpowder and iron-ﬁlings,—all
these things give us this glorious and beauti
ful light.
I will give you a few illustrations. Here is
a piece of phosphorus, which burns with a
bright ﬂame. Very well; we may now con
clude that phosphorus will produce, either at
the moment that it is burning or afterwards,
these solid particles. Here is the phosphorus
lighted, and I cover it over with this glass for
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the purpose of keeping in what is produced.
\Vhat is all that smoke? That smoke con
sists of those very particles which are pro
duced by the combustion of the phosphorus.
Here, again, are two substances. This is
chlorate of potassa, and this other sulphuret

0f antimony.
I shall mix these together a
little, and then they may be burnt in many
ways. I shall touch them with a drop of
sulphuric acid, for the purpose of giving you
an illustration of chemical action, and they
will instantly burn (9). [The Lecturer then

ignited the mixture by means of sulphuric
acid]

Now, from the appearance of things,

you can judge for yourselves whether they
Produce solid matter in burning. I have given

you the train of reasoning which will enable

CCMB us TION 0F ZINC.
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you to say whether they do or do not; for
what is this bright ﬂame but the solid par
ticles passing off?
Mr. Anderson has in the furnace a very hot
crucible,—I am about to throw into it some

zinc ﬁlings, and they will burn with a ﬂame
like gunpowder.
I make this experiment
because you can make it well at home. Now,
I want you to see what will be the result of
the combustion of this zinc.

Here it is burn

ing—burning beautifully like a candle, I may
say. But what is all‘ that smoke, and what
are those little clouds of wool which will come
to you if you cannot come to them, and make
themselves sensible to you in the form of the
old philosophic wool, as it Was called? We
shall have left in that crucible, also, a quantity
of this woolly matter. But I will take a piece
of this same zinc and make an experiment a
little more closely at home, as it were. You
will have here the same thing happening. Here
is the piece of zinc, there [pointing to 'a jet of
hydrogen] is the furnace, and we will set to
work and try and burn the metal. It glows,
you see: there is the combustion, and there is
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the white Substance into which it burns. And
so, if I take that ﬂame of hydrogen as the
representative of a candle, and shew you a
substance like zinc burning in the ﬂame, you
will see that it was merely during the action of
combustion that this substance glowed—while

it was kept hot; and if I take a ﬂame of
hydrogen, and put this white substance from
the zinc into it, look how beautifully it glows,
and just because it is a solid substance.

I will now take such a ﬂame as I had a
moment since, and set free from it the particles
of carbon. Here is some camphine, which will
burn with a smoke; but if I send these particles
0f smoke through this pipe into the hydrogen

ﬂame, you will see they will burn and become
luminous, because we heat them a second
time.
There they are. Those are the par
ticles of carbon re-ignited a second time.
They are those particles which you can easily

see by hOIding a piece of paper behind
them, and which, whilst they are in the ﬂame,
are ignited
50 ignited,
the particles

by the heat produced, and, when
produce this brightness. When
are

not separated, you get no

LUJIINOSITY 0F COAL-GAS FLAJIIE.

brightness. The ﬂame of coal-gas owes its
brightness to. the separation, during combus
tion, of these particles of carbon, which are
equally in that as in a candle.

I can very

quickly alter that arrangement. Here, for
instance, is a bright ﬂame of gas. Supposing
I add so much air to the ﬂame as to cause
it all to burn before those particles are set,
free, I shall not have this brightness; and I
can do that in this way :—If I place over the
jet this wire-gauze cap, as you see, and then
light the gas over it, it burns with a non
luminous ﬂame, owing to its having plenty of
air mixed with it before it burns; and if I raise

the gauze, you see it does not burn below (‘°).
There 'is plenty of carbon in the gas; but,
because the atmosphere can get to it, and mix
with it before it burns, you see how pale and
blue the ﬂame is. And if I blow upon a
bright gas-ﬂame, so as to consume all this
carbon before it gets heated to the glowing
point, it will also burn blue. [The Lecturer
illustrated his remarks by blowing on the gas
light.] 'The only reason why I have not the
same bright light when I thus blow upon the
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ﬂame is, that the carbon meets with sufﬁcient

air to burn it before it gets separated in the
ﬂame in a free state. The difference is solely
due to the solid particles not being separated
before the gas is burnt.
You observe that there are certain products
as the result of the combustion of a candle,

and that of these products one portion may be
iconsidered as charcoal, or soot; that charcoal,
when afterwards burnt, produces some other
product; and it concerns us very much now to

ascertain what that other product is. We
shewed that something was going away; and I
want you now to understand how much is going

- up into the air; and for that purpose we will have
combustion on a little larger scale. From that
candle ascends heated air, and two or three

experiments will shew you the ascending cur
rent; but, in order to give you a notion of the
quantity of matter which ascends in this way, I

Will make an experiment by which I shall try to
1ImPrison some of the products of this combustion.

For this purpose I have here what boys call a
ﬁre-balloon. I use this ﬁre-balloon merely as a
sort of measure of the result of the combustion

THE FIRE BALLOO.V.

we are considering; and I am about to make a
ﬂame in such an easy and simple manner as
shall best serve my present purpose. This plate
shall be the “cup,” we will so say, of the candle;

this spirit shall be our fuel; and I am about to

Fig. 10.

place this chimney over it, because it is better
for me to do so than to let things proceed at
random. Mr. Anderson will now light the fuel,
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and here at the top we shall get the results
of the combustion. What we get at the top of
that tube is exactly the same, generally speaking,
as you get from the combustion of a candle; but

we do not get a luminous ﬂame here, because
we use a substance which is feeble in carbon. I
am about to put this balloon—not into action,
because that is not my object—but to shew you
the effect which results from the action of those
products which arise from the candle, as they
arise here from the furnace. [The balloon was
held over the chimney, when it immediately
commenced to ﬁll.] You see how it is disposed
to ascend; but we must not let it up, because it

might come in contact with those upper gas
lights, and that would be very inconvenient.
[The upper gas-lights were turned out, at the
request of the Lecturer, and the balloon was
allowed to ascend] Does not that shew you
what a large bulk of matter is being evolved?
Now, there is going through this tube [placing a
large glass tube over a candle] all the products
of that candle, and you will presently see that
the tube will become quite opaque. Suppose I
take another candle, and place it under a jar,
r‘.

WATER A PRODUCT OF COJIBUSTION.

and then put a light on the other side, just to
shew you what is going on. You see that the
sides of the jar become cloudy, and the light
begins to burn feebly. It is the products, you
see, which make the light so dim, and this is the
same thing which makes the sides of the jar so
opaque. If you go home and take a spoon that
has been in the cold air, and hold it over a

candle—not so as to soot it—you will ﬁnd that
it becomes dim, just as that jar is dim. If you
can get a silver dish, or something of that kind,

you will make the experiment still better. And
now, just to carry your thoughts forward to the
time we shall next meet, let me tell you that it
is water which causes the dimness; and when we
next meet, I will shew you that we can make it,

without difﬁculty, assume the form of a liquid.

LECTURE III.
PRODUCTS: WATER FROM THE COMBUSTION—
NATURE OF WATER—A COMPOUND—HYDRO_
GEN.

‘

DARE say you will remember that when
we parted we had just mentioned the word
“products” from the candle. For when a
candle burns we found we were able, by nice

adjustment, to get various products from it.
There was one substance which was not
obtained when the candle was burning pro
perly, which was charcoal or smoke; and there

was some other substance that went upwards
from the ﬂame which did not appear as smoke,
but took some other form, and made part of

that general current which, ascending from the
candle upwards, becomes invisible, and escapes.
There were also other products to mention.

You remember that in that rising current having
its origin at the candle, we found that one part

PRODUCTS FROM THE cums.
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was condensable against a cold spoon, or
against a clean plate, or any other cold thing,
and another part was incondensable.
\Ve will ﬁrst take the condensable part, and

examine it; and, strange to say, we ﬁnd that
that part of the product is just water—nothing
but water. On the last occasion I spoke of it
incidentally, merely saying that water was
produced among the condensable products of
the candle; but to-day I wish to draw your
attention to water, that we may examine it
carefully, especially in relation to this subject,
and also with respect to its general existence on
the surface of the globe.
Now, having previously arranged an experi-.
ment for the purpose of condensing water from

the products of the candle, my next point will
be to shew you this water; and perhaps one of
the best means that I can adopt for shewing its
presence to so many at once, is to exhibit a very

visible action of water, and then to apply that
test to what is collected as a drop at the bottom
of that vessel. I have here a chemical sub-_
stance, discovered by Sir Humphrey Davy,
which has a very energetic action upon water,
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which I shall use as a test of the presence of
water. If I take a little piece of it—it is called
potassium, as coming from potash,—if I take a
little piece of it, and throw it into that basin,
you see how it shews the presence of water by
lighting up and ﬂoating about, burning with a.
violent ﬂame. I am now going to take away
the candle which has been burning beneath the
vessel containing ice and salt, and you see a

drop of water—a condensed product of the
candle—hanging from under the surface of the
dish. I will shew you that potassium has the

H'ATER FRO)” A CANDLE.

'

7I

same action upon it as upon the water in that
basin in the experiment we have just tried,
See, it takes ﬁre, and burns in just the same
manner. I will take another- drop upon this
glass slab, and when I put the potassium on to
it, you see at once, from its taking ﬁre, that
there is water present. Now, that water was
produced by the candle. In the same manner,
if I put this spirit-lamp under that jar, you will
soon see the latter become damp, from the dew
which is deposited upon it—that dew being the
result of combustion; and I have no doubt you
will shortly see by the drops of water which fall
upon the paper below, that there is a good deal
of water produced from the combustion of the
lamp. I will let it remain, and you can after
wards see how much water has been collected.
50, if I take a gas-lamp, and put any cooling
arrangement over it, I shall get water—water
being likewise produced from the combustion
of gas. Here, in this bottle, is a quantity of
water—perfectly pure, distilled water, produced
from the combustion of a gas-lamp—in no point
different from the water that you distil from the
river, or ocean, or spring, but exactly the same
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thing.

Water is one individual thing—it never

changes.

\Ve can add to it by careful adjust

ment, for a little while, or we can take it apart,

and get other things from it; but water, as
water, remains always the same, either in a
solid, liquid, or ﬂuid state. Here, again [holding
another bottle], is some water produced by the
combustion of an oil-lamp. A pint of oil, when
burnt fairly and properly, produces rather more
than a pint of water.

Here, again, is some

water, produced by a rather long experiment

from a wax candle

And so we can go on with

almost all combustible substances, and ﬁnd
that if they burn with a ﬂame, as a candle, they
produce water.

You may make these experi

ments yourselves. The head of_a poker is a
very good thing to try with, and if it remains
cold long enough over the candle, you may get
water condensed in drops on it; or a spoon or
ladle, or anything else may be used, provided
it be clean, and can carry off the heat, and so
condense the water.
And now—to go into the history of this
Wonderful production of water from com
bustibles, and by combustion—I must ﬁrst

DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF WATER.

of all tell you that this water may exist in
different conditions; and although you may
now be acquainted with all its forms, they
still require us to give a little attention to
them for the present, so that we may per
ceive how the water, whilst it goes through
its Protean changes, is entirely and absolutely
the same thing, whether it is produced from
a candle, by combustion, or from the rivers

or ocean.
First of all, water, when at the coldest, is
ice.
Now, we philosophers—I hope that I
may class you and myself together in this case
-—speak of water as water, whether it be in
its solid, or liquid, or gaseous state,—we speak
of it chemically as water. Water is a thing
compounded of two substances, one of which
we have derived from

the candle, and the

other we shall ﬁnd elsewhere.

Water may

occur as ice; and you have had most excel

lent opportunities lately of seeing this. Ice
changes back into water—for we had on our
last Sabbath a strong instance of this change,
by the sad catastrophe which occurred in our
own house, as Well as in the houses of many
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of our friends,—ice changes back into water
when the temperature is raised: water also
changes into steam when it is warmed enough.
The water which we have here before us is
in its densest state ("), and although it
changes in weight, in condition, in form, and
in many other qualities, it still is water; and
whether we alter it into ice by cooling, or
whether we change it into steam by heat, it
increases in volume,—in the one case very

strangely and powerfully, and in the other
case very largely and wonderfully. For in
stance, I will now take this tin cylinder, and

pour a little water into it; and seeing how
much water I pour in, you may easily estimate
for yourselves how high it will rise in the
vessel: it will cover the bottom about two
inches. I am now about to convert the water
into steam, for the purpose of shewing to you
the different volumes which water occupies in
its different states of water and steam.
Let us now take the case of water changing
into ice: we can effect that by cooling it in
a mixture of salt and pounded ice (’2) ; and I
shall do so to shew you the expansion of water

WATER CHANGED INTO STE/fill.

into a thing of larger bulk when it is so
changed.
These bottles [holding one] are
made of strong cast iron, very strong and very

thick—I suppose they are the third of an inch
in thickness; they are very carefully ﬁlled
with water, so as to exclude all air, and then

they are screwed down tight. We shall see
that when we freeze the water in these iron
vessels, they will not be able to hold the ice,
and the expansion within them will break
them in pieces as these [pointing to some
, fragments] are broken, which have been bottles
of exactly the same kind. I am about to put
these two bottles into that mixture of ice and
salt, for the purpose of shewing that when
water becomes ice, it changes in volume in
this extraordinary way.

In the mean time look at the change which
has taken place in the water to which we have
applied heat—it is losing its ﬂuid state. You
may tell this by two or three circumstances.
I have covered the mouth of this glass ﬂask,

in which water is boiling, with a watch-glass.
Do you see what happens? It rattles away
like a valve chattering, because the steam
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rising from the boiling water sends the valve
up and down, and forces

itself out, and so

makes it clatter. You can very easily per
ceive that the ﬂask is quite full of steam, or
. else it would not force its way out. You see,
also, that the ﬂask contains a substance very

much larger than the water, for it ﬁlls the
whole of the 'ﬂask over and over again, and
there it is blowing away into the air; and yet
you cannot observe any great diminution in

the bulk of the water, which shews you that
its change of bulk is very great when it
becomes steam.
I have put our iron bottles containing water
into this freezing mixture, that you may see
what happens. No communication will take
place, you observe, between the water in the

bottles and the ice in the outer vessel.

But

there will be a conveyance of heat from the
one to the other; and if we are successful—

we are making our experiment in very great
haste—I expect you will by-and-by, so soon

as the cold has taken possession of the bottles
and their contents, hear a pop on the occasion
of the bursting of the one bottle or the other;

CONVERSION OF WATER INTO STE/1111'.

and, when we come to examine the bottles,
we shall ﬁnd

their

contents masses of ice,

partly enclosed by the covering of iron which
is too small for them, because the ice is larger
in bulk than the water.

You know very_well

that ice ﬂoats upon water: if a boy falls
through a hole into the water, he tries to get
on the ice again to ﬂoat him up.

Why does

the ice ﬂoat ?—think of that, and philosophise.
Because the ice is larger than the quantity of
water which can produce it; and therefore the
ice weighs the lighter, and the water is the
heavier.
To return now to~ the action of heat on
water. See what a stream of vapour is issuing
from this tin vessel!

You observe, we must

have made it quite full of steam to have it
sent out in that great quantity. And now, as
we can convert the water into steam by heat,
we convert it back into liquid water by the
application of cold.

And if we take a glass,

or any other cold thing, and hold it over this
steam, see how soon it gets damp with water;
it will condense it until the glass is warm-—
it condenses the water which is now running
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down the sides of it. I have here another
experiment to shew the condensation of water
from a vaporous state back into a liquid state,
in the same way as the vapour, one of the
products of the candle, was condensed against
the bottom of the dish, and obtained in the

form of water; and to shew you how truly
and thoroughly these changes take place, I
will take this tin ﬂask, which is now full of
steam, and close the top. We shall see what
takes place when we cause this water or steam
to return back to the ﬂuid state by pouring
some cold water on the outside. [The Lecturer
poured the cold water Over the vessel, when it
immediately collapsed] You see what has
happened. If I had closed the stopper, and
still kept the heat applied to it, it would
have burst the vessel; yet, when the steam
returns to the state of water, the vessel collapses,

there being a vacuum produced inside by the
condensation of the steam. I shew you these
experiments for the purpose of pointing out
that in all these occurrences there is nothing
that changes the water into any other thing—
it still remains water;

and so the vessel is

RELATIVE BULKS OF WATER AND STEAAI.

obliged to give way, and is crushed inwards,
as in the other case, by the further appli

Fig. 12.

cation of heat, it would have been blown
outwards.
And-what do you think the bulk of that
water is when it assumes the vaporous con
dition? You see that cube [pointing to a
cubic foot]. There, by its side, is a cubic inch,
exactly the same shape as the cubic foot, and
that bulk of water [the cubic inch] is sufﬁ
cient to expand into that bulk [the cubic foot]
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of steam; and, on the contrary, the application
of cold will contract that large quantity of
steam into this small quantity of water. [One
of the iron bottles burst at that moment]
Ah!

There is one of our bottles burst, and

here you see is a crack down one side an

eighth of an inch in width.

[The other now

Fig. I 3.

exploded, sending the freezing mixture in all
directions] This other bottle is also broker;
although the iron was nearly half-an-inch
thick, the ice has

burst it asunder.

Thee

changes always take place in water: they (0

not require to be always produced by artiﬁcr' ll.
means,—we only use them here because ‘ 'e
want to produce a small winter round tl it

little bottle, instead of a long and severe 0‘ e.
But if you

go to Canada, or to the Nor h,

you will ﬁnd the

temperature there out

of

EXPAJVSIVE FORCE 0F FREEZING IVATER. 81

doors will do the same thing as has been
done here by the freezing mixture.
To return to our quiet philosophy. We shall
not in future be deceived, therefore, by any

changes that are produced in water.

Water

is the same everywhere, whether produced from

the ocean or from the ﬂame of the candle.
W'here, then, is this water which we get from

a candle?
you.

I must anticipate a little, and tell

It evidently comes, as to

part of it,

from the candle; but is it within the candle
beforehand?
and

it is

No,

not

in

It is not in the candle;
the

air

round

about

the

candle which is necessary for its combustion.
It is neither in one nor the other, but it comes
from their

conjoint action, a

part from the

candle, a part from the air; and this we have
now to trace, so that we

may

understand

thoroughly what is the chemical history of a
candle when we have it burning on our table.
How shall we get at this? I myself know
plenty of ways, but I want you to get at it
from the association in your own minds of

what I have already told you.
I think you can see a little in this way.

\Ve
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had just now the case of a substance which
acted upon the water in the way that Sir
Humphrey Davy shewed us (‘3), and which I am
now going to recall to your minds by making

again an experiment upon that dish. It is a
thing which we have to handle very carefully,
for you see, if I allow a little splash of water to
come upon this mass, it sets ﬁre to part of it;
and if there were free access of air, it would

quickly set ﬁre to
metal—~21 beautiful
rapidly changes in
rapidly changes in

the whole, Now, this is a
and bright metal—which
the air, and, as you know,
water. I will put a piece

on the water, and you see it burns beautifully,

making a ﬂoating lamp, using the water in the
place of air. Again, if we take a few iron
ﬁlings or turnings, and put them in water, we

ﬁnd that they likewise undergo an alteration.
They do not change so much as this potassium
does, but they change somewhat in the same
way; they become rusty, and shew an action
upon the water, though in a different degree
of intensity to what this beautiful metal does:
but they act upon the water in the same
manner generally as this potassium. I want

COMEUSTION 0F zzxc.
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you to put these different facts together in your
minds.

I have another metal here [zinc], and

when we examined it with regard to the solid
substance produced by its combustion, we had
an opportunity of seeing that it burned; and I
suppose, if I take a little strip of this zinc and
put it over the candle, you will see something
half-way, as it were, between the combustion
of potassium on the water and the action of
iron,—you see there is a sort of combustion. It
has burned, leaving a white ash or residuum,

and here also we ﬁnd that the metal has a.
certain amount of action upon water.

By degrees we have learned how to modify
the action of these different substances, and to

make them tell us what we want to know.
And now, ﬁrst of all, I take iron.

It is a com- '

mon thing in all chemical reactions, where we
get any result of this kind, to ﬁnd that it is
increased by the action of heat; and if we want
to examine minutely and carefully the action of
bodies one upon another, we often have to refer
to the action of heat.

You are aware, I believe,

that iron-ﬁlings burn beautifully in the air;
but I am about to shew you an experiment of
6

F
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this kind, because it will impress upon you
what I am going to say about iron in its action

on water. IfI take a ﬂame and make it hollow;
—you know why, because I want to get air to
it and into it, and therefore I make it hollow—

and then take a few iron-ﬁlings and drop them
into the ﬂame, you see how well they burn.
That combustion results from the chemical
action which is going on when we ignite those
particles.

And so

we proceed

to consider

these different effects, and ascertain what iron

will

do when it meets with water.
It will
tell us the story so beautifully, so gradually and
regularly, that I think it will please you very
much.
I have here a furnace with a pipe going
through it like an iron gun-barrel, and I have,
stuffed that barrel full of bright iron-turnings,
and placed it across the ﬁre, to be made red-hot.

We can either send air through the barrel to
come in contact with the iron, or we can send

steam from this little boiler at the end of the
barrel. Here is a stop-cock which shuts off the
steam from the barrel until we wish to admit it.
There is some water in these glass jars, which

ACTION OF IRON ON STEAZII.

I have coloured blue, so that you may see what
happens. Now, you know very well that any
steam I might send through that barrel, if it
went through into the water, would be con

densed; for you have seen that steam cannot
retain its gaseous form if it be cooled down.
You saw it here [pointing to the tin ﬂask]
crushing itself into a small bulk, and causing
the ﬂask holding it to collapse; so that if I
were to send steam through that barrel, it
would be condensed—supposing the barrel
were cold:

it is, therefore, heated to perform

the experiment I am now about to shew you.
I am going to send the steam through the
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barrel in small quantities; and you shall judge
for yourselves, When you see it issue from the
other

end,

whether

it

still

remains steam.

Steam is condensible into water, and when you
lower the temperature of steam, you convert it
back into ﬂuid water; but I have lowered the
temperature of the gas which I have collected
in this jar, by passing it through water after it
has traversed the iron barrel, and still it does

-not change back into water. I will take
another test and apply to this gas. (I hold
the jar in an inverted position, or my substance
would escape.) If I now apply a light to the
mouth of the jar, it ignites with a slight noise.
That tells you that it is not steam. Steam puts
out a ﬁre—it does not burn; but you saw that
whatI had in that jar burnt. We may obtain
this substance equally from water produced
from the candle-ﬂame as from‘any other source.
When it is obtained by the action of the iron
upon the aqueous vapour, it leaves the iron in
a state very similar to that in which these
ﬁlings were after they were burnt. It makes
the iron heavier than it was before. So long
as the iron remains in the tube and is heated,
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and is cooled again without the access of air or
water, it does not change in its Weight; but
after having had this current of steam passed
over it, it then comes out heavier that it was

before, having taken something out of the
steam, and having allowed something else to
pass forth, which we see here.

we have another jar full, I
thing most interesting.
gas; and I might at once
ﬁre to the contents, and

And now, as

will shew you some
It is a combustible
take this jar and set »
shew you that it is

combustible; but I intend to shew you more

if I can. It is also a 'very light substance.
Steam will condense: this body will rise in the
air, and not condense. Suppose I take another

Fig. 15.

glass jar, empty of all but air: if I examine it
with a taper, I shall ﬁnd that it contains nothing
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but air. I will now take this jar full of the
gas that I am speaking of, and deal with it as
though it were a light body. I will hold both
upside-down, and turn the one up under the
other; and that which did contain the gas
procured from the steam, what does it contain
now? You will ﬁnd it now only contains air.
But look! Here is the combustible substance
[taking the other jar] which I have poured
out of the one jar into the other. It still pre
serves its quality, and condition, and indepen
dence, and therefore is the more worthy of our
consideration, as belonging to the products- of
a candle.
Now, this substance which we have just pre
pared by the action of iron on the steam or
water, we can also get by means of those other
things which you have already seen act so well
upon the water. If I take a piece of potassium,
and make the necessary arrangements, it will
produce this gas; and if, instead, a piece of zinc,

I ﬁnd, when I come to examine it very care
fully, that the main reason why this zinc can
not act upon the water continuously as the
other metal does, is because the result of the
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action of the water envelopes the zinc in a kind
of protecting coat. We have learned in con
sequence, that if we put into our vessel only
the zinc and water, they by themselves do not
give rise to much action, and we get no result.
But suppose I proceed to dissolve off this
varnish—this encumbering substance—which I
can do by a little acid; the moment I do this,
I ﬁnd the zinc acting upon the water exactly as
the iron did, but at the common temperature.
The acid in no way is altered, except in its
combination with the oxide of zinc, which is

produced. I have now poured the acid into
the glass, and the effect is as though I were
applying heat to cause this boiling up. There
is something coming off from the zinc very
abundantly, which is not steam. There is a
jar full of it; and you will ﬁnd that I have
exactly the same combustible substance remain
ing in the vessel, when I hold it upside-down,
that I produced during the experiment with
the iron barrel. This is what we get from
water—the same substance which is contained
in the candle.
Let us now trace distinctly the connection

._,‘ .Eﬂ?_-_._.s_v _-¢_~eV:-;. weak-“paw
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between these two points. This is hydrogen—
a body classed among those things which in
Chemistry we call elements, because we can get

Fig. 16.

nothing else out of them. A candle is not an
elementary body, because we can get carbon
out of it; we can get this hydrogen out of it,

or at least out of the water which it supplies.
And this gas has been so named hydrogen,
because it is that element which, in association
with another, generates water.’It Mr. Anderson

having now been able to get two or three jars
of gas, we shall have a few experiments to
make, and I want to shew you the best way of
making these experiments. I am not afraid to
shew you, for I wish you to make experiments,
' “r34, “water,” and 'ynvcu, “ I generate.”

TIIE PHILOSOPHER’S CANDLE.
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if you will only make them 'with care and atten
tion, and the assent of those around you. As
we advance in Chemistry, we are obliged to
deal with substances which are rather injurious,
if in their wrong places—the acids, and heat,
and combustible things We use, might do harm
if carelessly employed. If you want to make
hydrogen, you can make it easily from bits of
zinc, and sulphuric or muriatic acid. Here is
what in former times was called the “philo
sopher’s candle.” It is a little phial with a cork,
and a tube or pipe passing through it. And I

Fig. 17.

am now putting a few little pieces of zinc into
it. This little instrument I am going to apply
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to a useful purpose in our demonstrations—for
I want to shew you that you can prepare
hydrogen, and make some experiments with it

as you please at your own homes. Let me here
tell you why I am so careful to ﬁll this phial
nearly, and yet not quite full.

I do it because

the evolved gas, which, as you have seen, is
very combustible, is explosive to a considerable

extent when mixed with air, and might lead to
harm, if you were to apply a light to the end of
that pipe before all the air had been swept out
of the space above the water. I am now about
to pour in the sulphuric acid. I have used very
little zinc, and more sulphuric acid and water,
because I want to keep it at work for some time.
I therefore take care in this way to modify the
proportions of the ingredients, so that I may
have a regular supply—not too quick, and not

too slow. Supposing I now take a glass and
put it upside-down over the end of the tube,
because the hydrogen is light I expect that it
will remain in that vessel a little while. We
will new test the contents of our glass to see if
there be hydrogen in it. I think I am safe in
saying we have caught some [applying a light].

PRODUCT 0F COMBUSTION OF HYDROGEN.

There it is, you see. I will now apply a light
to the top of the tube. There is the hydrogen
burning. There is our philosophical candle. It
is a foolish feeble sort of a ﬂame, you may say;
but it is so hot that scarcely any common ﬂame
gives out so much heat.

It goes on burning

regularly, and I am now about to put that ﬂame
to burn under a certain arrangement, in order
that we may examine its results and make use of
the information which we may thereby acquire.

Inasmuch as the candle produces water, and
this gas comes out of the water, let us see what
this gives us by the same process of combustion
that the candle went through when it burnt in
the atmosphere; and for that purpose I am
going to put the lamp under this apparatus, in
order to condense whatever may arise from the

combustion within it. In the course of a short
time you will see moisture appearing in the
cylinder, and you will get the water running
down the side; and the water from this hydrogen

ﬂame will have absolutely the same effect upon
all our tests, being obtained by the same general
process as in the former case.

is a very beautiful substance.

This hydrogen

It is so light that
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it carries things up: it is far lighter than the

atmoSphere; and I dare say I can shew you this
by an experiment which, if you are very clever,
some of you may even have skill enough to
repeat. Here is our generator of hydrogen,
and here are some soap-suds. I have an
india-rubber tube connected with the hydrogen

Fig. 18.

generator, and at the end of the tube is a
tobacco-pipe. I can thus put the pipe into
the suds, and blow bubbles by means of the
hydrogen.

You observe how the bubbles fall

downwards when I blow them with my warm
breath; but notice the difference when I blow

them with hydrogen. [The Lecturer here blew
bubbles with hydrogen, which rose to the roof'

HYDROGEZV BALLOONS.

of the theatre] It shews you how light this
gas must be in order to carry with it not merely
the Ordinary soap-bubble, but the larger portion
of a drop hanging to the bottom of it. I can
shew its lightness in a better way than this;
larger bubbles than these may be so lifted up;
indeed, in former times balloons used to be

ﬁlled with this gas.

Mr. Anderson will fasten

this tube on to our generator, and we shall have

a stream of hydrogen here with which we can
charge this balloon made of collodion. I need
not even be very careful to get all the air out,
for I know the power of this gas to carry it up.
[Two collodion balloons were inﬂated, and sent
up, one being held by a string] Here is
another larger one made of thin membrane,
which we will ﬁll and allow to ascend. You
will see they will all remain ﬂoating about
until the gas escapes.
What, then, are the comparative weights of

these substances? I have a table here which
will shew you the proportion which their
weights bear to each other. I have taken a
pint and a cubic foot as the measures, and have
placed opposite to them the respective ﬁgures.
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A pint measure of this hydrogen weighs three
quarters of our smallest weight (a grain), and a
cubic foot weighs one-twelfth of an ounce;
whereas a pint of water weighs 8,750 grains,
and a cubic foot of water weighs almost 1,000
ounces.

You see, therefore, what a vast dif

ference there is between the weight of a cubic
foot of water and a cubic foot of hydrogen.
Hydrogen gives rise to no substance that
can become solid, either during combustion or
afterwards as a product of its combustion. But
when it burns, it produces water only; and if

we take a cold glass and put it over the ﬂame,
it becomes damp, and you have water pro
duced immediately in appreciable quantity; and

nothing is produced by its combustion but the
same water which you have seen the ﬂame of
the candle produce. It is important to remem
ber that this hydrogen is the only thing in nature
which' furnishes water as the sole product of
combustion.
And now we must endeavour to ﬁnd some
additional proof of the general character and
composition of water; and for this purpose I
will keep you a little longer, so that at our next
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meeting we may be better prepared for the
subject. We have the power of arranging the
zinc which you have seen acting upon the water
by the assistance of an acid, in such a manner
as to cause all the power to be evolved in the
place where we require it. I have behind me
a voltaic pile, and I am just about to shew you,
at the end of this lecture, its character and

power, that you may see what we shall have to
deal with when next we meet. I hold here the
extremities of the wires which transport the
power from behind me, and which I shall cause
to act on the water.
We have previously seen what a power of
combustion is possessed by the potassium, or
the zinc, or the iron-ﬁlings; but none of them
shew such energy as this. [The Lecturer here
made contact between the two terminal wires of
the battery, when a brilliant ﬂash of light was
produced] This light is, in fact, produced by
a forty-zinc power of burning: it is a power
that I can carry about in my hands, through
these wires, at pleasure—although, if I applied it
wrongly to myself, it would destroy me in an
instant, for it is a most intense thing, and the
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power you see here put forth while you count
ﬁve [bringing the poles in contact, and exhibiting
the electric light] is equivalent to the power of
several thunder-storms, so great is its force (‘4).
And that you may see what intense energy
it has, I will takethe ends of the wires which

convey the power from the battery, and with it
I dare say I can burn this iron ﬁle. Now, this
is a chemical power, and one which, when we
next meet, I shall apply to water, and shew you
what results we are able to produce.

LECTURE IV.
HYDROGEN

IN

\VATER—THE
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CANDLE—BURNS
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SEE you are not tired of the candle yet,
or I am sure you would not be interested
in the subject in the way you are. When
our candle was burning, we found it produced
water exactly like the water we have around
us; and by further examination of this water
we found in it that curious body, hydrogen—
that light substance of which there is some in
this jar. We afterwards saw the burning powers
of that hydrogen, and that it produced water.
And I think I introduced to your notice an
apparatus which I very brieﬂy said was an
arrangement of chemical force, or power, or
energy, so adjusted as to convey its power to
us in these wires; and I said I should use that

force to pull the water to pieces, to see what
G
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else there was in the water besides hydrogen;
because, you remember, when'we passed the

water through the iron tube, we by no means
got the weight of water back which we put in,
in the form of steam, though we had a very
large quantity of gas evolved. \Ve have now
to see what is the other substance present.
That you may understand the character and
use of this instrument, let us make an experi

ment or two.

Let us put together, ﬁrst of all,

some substances, knowing what they are, and

then see what that instrument does to them.
There is some copper (observe the various
changes which it can undergo), and here is
some nitric acid, and you will ﬁnd that this,
being a strong chemical agent, will act very
powerfully when I add it to the copper. It is
now sending forth a beautiful red vapour; but
as we do not want that vapour, Mr. Anderson

will hold it near the chimney for a short time,
that we may have the use and beauty of the
experiment without the annoyance. The copper
which I have put into the ﬂask will dissolve:
it will change the acid and the water into a
luc ﬂuid, containing copper and other things;
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and I propose then shewing you how this
voltaic battery deals with it; and in the mean
time we will arrange another kind of experi
ment for you to see what power it has. This
is a substance which is to us like water—that
is to say, it contains bodies which we do not
know of as yet, as water contains a body
which we do not know as yet. Now, this
solution of a salt (15) I will put upon paper,
and spread about, and apply the power of the
battery to it, and observe what will happen.
Three or four important things will happen
which we shall take advantage of. I place this
wetted paper upon a sheet of tinfoil, which is
convenient for keeping all clean, and also for
the advantageous application of the power; and
this solution,.you see, is not at all affected by

being put upon the paper or tinfoil, nor by
anything else I have brought in contact with it
yet, and which, therefore, is free to us to use

as regards that instrument. But ﬁrst let us
see that our instrument is in order. Here are
your wires. Let us see whether it is in the state
in which it was last time. \Ve can soon tell.
As yet, when I bring them together, we have
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no power, because the conveyers—what we call
the electrodes—the passages or ways for the
electricity—are stopped; but now Mr. Anderson

by that [referring to a sudden ﬂash at the ends
of the wires] has given me a telegram to say
that it is ready. Before I begin our experi
ment I will get Mr. Anderson to break contact
again at the battery behind me, and we will
put a platinum-wire across to connect the poles,
and then if I ﬁnd I can ignite a pretty good
lengthof this wire, we shall be safe in our
experiment. Now you will see the power.
[The connection was established, and the inter
mediate wire became red-hot] There is the
power running beautifully through the wire,
which I have made thin on purpose to shew
you that we have these powerful. forces; and
now, having that power, we will proceed with
it to the examination of water.
I have here two pieces of platinum, and if

I lay them down upon this piece of paper
[the moistened paper on the tinfoil], you will
see no action; and if I take them up, there
is no change that you can see, but the arrange
ment remains just as it was before.

But, now,
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see what happens: if I take these two poles
and put either one or the other of them down
separately on the platinum-plates, they do
nothing for me, both are perfectly without
action; but if I let them both be in contact

at the same moment, see what happens [a
brown spot appeared under each pole of the
battery]. Look here at the effect that takes
place,.and see how I have pulled something
apart from the white—something brown; and
I have no doubt, if I were to arrange it thus,

and were to put one of the poles to the tinfoil
on the other side of the paper—why, I get
such a beautiful action upon the paper, that
I am going to see whether I cannot write
with it—a telegram, if you please. [The
Lecturer here traced the word “juvenile” on

the paper with one of the terminal wires]
See there how beautifully we can get our
results!
You see we have here drawn something,
which we have not known about before, out

of this solution.

Let us now take that ﬂask

from Mr. Anderson's hands, and see what we

can draw out of that.

This, you know, is a
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liquid which we have just made up from copper
and nitric acid, whilst our other experiments
were in hand; and though I am making this
experiment very hastily, and may bungle a
little, yet I prefer to let you see what I do
rather than prepare it beforehand.
Now, see what happens. These two platinum
plates are the two ends (or I will make them
so immediately) of this apparatus; and I am
about to put them in contact with that solution

just as we did a moment ago on the paper. It
does not matter to us whether the solution be
on the paper or whether it be in the jar,
so long as we bring the ends of the apparatus
to it. IfI put the two platinums in by them
selves, they come out as clean and as white as

they go in [inserting them into the ﬂuid without
connecting them with the battery]; but when
we take the power and lay that on [the
platinums were connected with the battery and
again dipped into the solution], this, you see
[exhibiting one of the platinums], is at once
turned into copper, as it were: it has become
like a plate of copper; and that [exhibiting the
other piece of platinum] has come out quite

____.a-.N--_~_
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clean. IfI talce this coppered piece and change
sides, the copper will leave the right-hand
side and

come over to the left side;

what

was before the coppered plate comes out clean,
and the plate which was clean comes out
coated with copper; and thus you see that
the same copper we put into this solution we
can also take out of it by means of this instru_
ment.

i

Putting that solution aside, let us now see
what effect this instrument will have upon
water. Here are two little platinum-plates
which I intend to make the ends of the
battery, and this (C) is a little vessel so shaped

as to enable me to take it to pieces, and shew
you its construction. In these two cups (A and
B) I pour mercury, which touches the ends of
the wires connected with the platinum-plates.
In the vessel (C) I pour some water containing
a little acid' (but which is put only for the
purpose of facilitating the action; it undergoes
no change in the process), and connected with
the top of the vessel is a bent glass tube (1)),
which may remind you of the pipe which was
connected with the gun barrel in our furnace
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experiment, and which now passes under the
jar
I have now adjusted this apparatus,
and we will proceed to affect the water in
some way or other. In the other case, I sent
the water through a tube which was made
red-hot; I am now going to pass the electricity
through the contents of this vessel. Perhaps
I may boil the water; if I do boil the water,
I shall get steam; and you know that steam
condenses when it gets cold, and you will there
fore see by that whether I do boil the water
or not.

Perhaps, however, I shall not boil the

water, but produce some other effect. You
shall have the experiment and see. There is
one wire which I will put to this side (A), and
here is the other wire which I will put to the
other side (B), and you will soon see whether
any disturbance takes place. Here it is seem
ing to boil up famously; but does it boil?
Let us see whether that which goes out is
steam or not.

jar

I think you will soon see the

will be ﬁlled with vapour, if that which

rises from the water is steam. But can it be
steam? Why, certainly not; because there it
remains, you

see,

unchanged.

...\, w.,,_/ . .c/ *_

There it

is
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standing over the water, and it cannot there
fore be steam, but must be a permanent gas
of some sort. What is it? Is it hydrogen?
Is it anything else? Well, we will examine
it. If it is hydrogen, it will burn.
[The
Lecturer then ignited a portion of the gas
collected, which burnt with an explosion] It

Fig. 19.

is certainly something combustible, but not
combustible in the way that hydrogen is.
Hydrogen would not have given you that noise; but the colour of that light, when the
thing did burn, was like that of hydrogen: it
will, however, burn without contact with the

air.

That is why I have chosen this other
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form of apparatus, for the purpose of pointing
out to you what are the particular circumstances
of this experiment. In place of an open vessel
I have taken one that is closed (our battery
is so beautifully active that we are even boiling
the mercury, and getting all things right—not
wrong, but vigorously right); and I am going
to shew you that that gas, whatever it may
be, can burn without air, and in that respect
differs from a candle, which cannot burn with

out the air. And our manner of doing this is
as follows:—I have here a glass vessel (G)

which is ﬁtted with two platinum-wires (I K),
through which I can apply electricity; and
we can put the vessel on the air-pump and
exhaust the air, and when we have taken the

air out we can bring it here and fasten it on
to this jar (F), and let into the vessel that gas
which was formed by the action of the voltaic

battery upon the water, and which we have
produced by changing the water into it,—for I

may go as far as this, and say we have really,
by that experiment, changed the water into that
gas. We have not only altered its condition,
but we have changed it really and truly into
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that gaseous substance, and all the water is
there which was decomposed by the experiment.
As I screw this vessel (G H) on here (11), and
make the tubes well connected, and when I

open the stop-cocks (H H H), if you watch the
level of the water (in F), you will see that the
gas will rise. I will now close_ the stop-cocks,
as I have drawn up as much as the vessel can
hold, and being safely conveyed into that
chamber, I will pass into it an electric spark
from this Leyden jar (L), when the vessel, which
is now quite clear and bright, will become dim.
There will be no sound, for the vessel is strong

enough to conﬁne the explosion. [A spark
was.then passed through the jar, when the
explosive mixture was ignited] Did you see
that brilliant light? If I again screw the vessel
on to the jar, and open these stop-cocks, you
will see that the gas will rise a second time.
[The stop-cocks were then opened] Those
gases [referring to the gases ﬁrst collected in
the jar, and which had just been ignited by
the electric spark] have disappeared, as you see:
their place is vacant, and fresh gas has gone
in. Water has been formed from them; and
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if we repeat our operation [repeating the last
experiment], I shall have another vacancy, as
you will see by the water rising. I always have
an empty vessel after the explosion, because the
vapour or gas into which that water has been
resolved by the battery explodes under the
inﬂuence of the spark, and changes into water;
and by-and-by you will see in this upper vessel
some drops of water trickling down the sides
and collecting at the bottom.
We are here dealing with water entirely,
without reference to the atmosphere.
The
water of the candle had the atmosphere help
ing to produce it; but in this way it can be
{produced independently of the air.
Water,
therefore, ought to contain that other substance
which the
which,

candle

combining

duces water.

takes
with

from
the

the

air, and

hydrogen,

pro

'

Just now you saw that one end of this
battery took hold of the copper, extracting it
from the vessel which contained the blue solu
tion. It was effected by this wire; and surely
we may say, if the battery has such power'
with a metallic solution which we made and
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unmade, may we not ﬁnd that it is possible
to split asunder the component parts of the
water, and put them into this place and that
place? Suppose I take the poles—the metallic
ends of this battery—and see what will happen

Fig. 20.

with the water in this apparatus (ﬁg. 20),
where we have separated the two ends far

apart. I place one here (at A), and the other
there (at B), and I have little shelves with
holes which I can put upon each pole, and
so arrange them that whatever escapes from
the two ends of the battery will appear as
separate gases; for you saw that the water

did not become vaporous, but gaseous. The
wires are now in perfect and proper connection
with the vessel containing the water; and you
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see the bubbles rising: let
bubbles and see what they
glass cylinder (0); I ﬁll it
put it over one end (A) of
will take another (H) and
other end (B),of the pile. I

us collect these
are. Here is a
with water and
the pile; and I
put it over the
And so now we

have a double apparatus, with both places
delivering gas. Both these jars will ﬁll with
gas. There they go, that to the right (11)
ﬁlling very rapidly; the one to the left (0)
ﬁlling not so rapidly; and though I have
allowed some bubbles to escape, yet still the
action is going on pretty regularly; and were
it not that one is rather smaller than the
other, you would see that I should have
twice as much in‘ this (H) .as I have in that
(0).
Both these gases are colourless; they
stand over the water without condensing; they
4

are alike in all things—I mean in all apparent

things; and we have here an opportunity of
examining these bodies and ascertaining what

they are.

Their bulk is large, and we can

easily apply experiments to them.

Iwill take

this jar (H) ﬁrst, and will ask you to be pre
pared to recognise hydrogen.
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Link of all its qualities—the light gas
which stood well in inverted vessels, burning
with a pale ﬂame at the mouth of the jar—and
see whether this gas does not satisfy all these
conditicns. If it be hydrogen, it will remain
here, while I hold this jar inverted. [A light
was then applied, when the hydrogen burnt]
\Vhat is there now in the other jar? You
know that the two tcgether made an explosive
mixture. But what can this be which we
ﬁnd as the other constituent

in water, and

which must therefore be that substance which
made the hydrogen burn? NVe know that the
water we put into the vessel consisted of the
two things tcgether.

\Ve ﬁnd one of these is

hydrogen: what must that other be which
was in the water before the experiment, and
which we now have by itself? I am about
to put this lighted splinter of wood into the
gas.
The gas itself will not burn, but it
will make the splinter of wood burn.
[The
Lecturer ignited the end of the wood, and
introduced it into the jar of gas] See how
it invigorates the combustion of the wood,
and how it mal-.cs it burn far better than the
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air would make it burn; and now you see
by itself that every other substance which is
contained in the water, and which, when the

water was formed by the burning of the candle,
must have been taken from the atmosphere.
\Vhat shall we call it, A, B, or C?

Let us call

it O—call it “Oxygen:" it is a very good
distinct-sounding name. This, then, is the
oxygen which was present in the water, form
ing so large a part of it.
'
NVe

shall

now begin to understand

more

clearly our experiments and researches; because,

when we have examined these things once or
twice, we shall soon see why a candle burns in
the air. When we have in this way analysed
the water—that is to say, separated, or elec

trolysed its parts out of it—we get two volumes
of hydrogen, and one of the body that burns it.
And these two are represented to us on the
following diagram, with their weights also
stated; and we shall ﬁnd that the oxygen is
a very heavy body by comparison with the
hydrogen. It is the other element in water.
I had better, perhaps, tell you now how we
get this oxygen abundantly, having slfewn

OXYGEN FROM WA TER.

youv how we
Oxygen, as
exists in the
candle burn
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can separate it from the water.
you will immediately imagine,
atmosphere; for how should the
to produce water without it?
8

Oxygen»

Oxygen, .
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.

l
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H y drog en '
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.
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.____

Water, ._

.

.

.

100.0

I
Hydrogen.
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Such a thing would be absolutely impossible,
and chemically impossible, without oxygen.

Fig. 2!.

Can we get it from the air? Well, there are
some very'complicated and difﬁcult processes
Ii.
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by which we can get it from the air; but
we have better processes. There is a sub
stance called the black oxide of manganese:
it is a very black-looking mineral, but very
useful, and when made red-hot it gives out
oxygen.

Here is an

iron bottle which has

had some of this substance put into it, and
there is a tube ﬁxed to it, and a ﬁre ready,
made, and Mr. Anderson will put that retort
into the ﬁre, for 'it is made of iron, and can

stand the heat. Here is a salt called chlorate
of potassa, which is now made in large quanti
ties for bleaching, and chemical and medical
uses, and for pyrotechnic and other purposes.
I will take some and mix it with some of
the oxide of manganese (oxide of copper, or
oxide of iron would do as well); and if I put
these together in a retort, far less than a red

heat is sufﬁcient to evolve this oxygen from
the mixture.
I am not preparing to make
much, because we only want suﬂicient for our
eXPeriments; only, as you will see immediately,
if I use too small a charge, the ﬁrst portion of
the gas will be mixed with the air already in
the retort, and I should be obliged to sacriﬁce

PREPARA T1ON OF OX YGEN.
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the ﬁrst portion of the gas, because it would
be so much diluted with air; the ﬁrst portion
must therefore be thrown away. You will
ﬁnd in this case, that a common spirit-lamp
is quite sufﬁcient for me to get the oxygen,
and so we shall have two processes going on
for its preparation. See how freely the gas
is coming over from that small portion of the
mixture.

We will examine it, and see what

are its properties. Now, in this way we are
producing, as you will observe, a gas just like
the one we had in the experiment with the
battery, transparent, undissolved by water, and
presenting the ordinary visible properties of

the atmosphere, (As this ﬁrst jar contains the
air, together with the ﬁrst portions of the
oxygen set free during the preparation, we
will carry it out of the way, and be prepared
to make our experiments in a regular, [digniﬁed
manner.) And, inasmuch as that power of
making wood,

wax,

or

other

things

burn,

was so marked in the oxygen we obtained
by means of the voltaic battery from water,
we may expect to ﬁnd the same property here.

We will try it.

You see there is the com
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bustion of a lighted taper in air, and here is
its combustion in this gas [lowering the taper
into the jar].
See how brightly and how
beautifully it burns! You can
‘ also see more
than this,—you will perceive it is a heavy
gas, whilst the hydrogen would go up like a
balloon, or even faster than a balloon, when
not encumbered with the weight of the envelope.

i
Fig. 22.

You may easily see that although we obtained
from water twice as much _in volume of the
hydrogen as of oxygen, it does not follow
that we have twice as much in weight—because

one is heavy, and the other a very light gas.
We have means of weighing gases or air;
but without stopping to explain that, let me

COMBUSTION OF A CANDLE LV 0X YGEIV. I I9

just tell you what their respective weights are.
The weight of a pint of hydrogen is three
quarters of a grain; the Weight of the same
quantity of oxygen is nearly twelve grains.
This is a very great difference. The weight
of a cubit foot of hydrogen is one-twelfth of
an ounce; and the Weight of a cubit foot of
oxygen is one ounce and a third. And so on
we might come to masses of matter which
may be weighed in the balance, and which
we can take account of as to hundred
weights and as to tons, as you will see almost
immediately.
Now, as regards this very property of oxygen
supporting combustion, which we may compare
to air, I will take a piece of candle to shew it
you in a rough way, and the result will be
rough. There is our candle burning in the
air: how will it burn in oxygen? I have here
a jar of this gas, and I am about to put it over
the candle for you to compare the action of
this gas with that of the air. \Vhy, look at it:
it looks something like the light you saw at
the poles of the Voltaic battery. Think. how
vigorous that action must be! And yet, during
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all that action, nothing more is produced than
what is produced by the burning of the candle
in air. We have the same production of water,
and the same phenomena exactly, when we use
this gas instead of air, as we have when the
candle is burnt in air.
But now We have got a knowledge of this
new substance, we can look at it a little more

distinctly, in order to satisfy ourselves that we
have got a good general understanding of this
part of the product of a candle. It is wonder
ful how great the supporting powers of this
substance are as regards combustion. For
instance, here is a lamp which, simple though
it be, is the original, I may say, of a great
variety of lamps which are constructed for
divers purposes—for light-houses, microscopic
illuminations, and other uses; and if it were

proposed to make it burn very brightly, you
would say, “ If a candle burnt better in oxygen,
will not a lamp do the same?" \Nhy, it will
do so. Mr. Anderson will give me a tube
coming from our oxygen reservoir, and I am
about to apply it to this ﬂame, which I will
previously make burn badly on purpose. There

IRON IVIRE BURNED I.V OXYGEN.
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comes the oxygen: what a combusion that
makes!

But if I shut it off, what becomes of

the lamp? [The ﬂow of oxygen was stopped,
and the lamp relapsed to its former dimness]
It is wonderful how, by means of oxygen, we
get combustion accelerated. But it does not
affect merely the combustion of hydrogen, or
carbon, or the candle; but it exalts all com

bustions of the common kind. We will take
one which relates to iron, for instance, as you
have already seen iron burn a little in the
atmosphere. Here is a jar of oxygen, and this
is a piece of iron wire; but if it Were a bar as
thick as my wrist, it would burn the same. I

Fig 23.

ﬁrst attach a little piece of wood to the iron, I
then set the wood on ﬁre, and let them both

down together into the jar.

The wood is now
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alight, and there it burns as wood should burn
in oxygen; but it will soon communicate its
combustion to the iron. The iron is now burn_
ing brilliantly, and will continue so for a long
time. As long as we supply oxygen, so long
can we carry on the combustion of the iron,
until the latter is consumed.
We will now put that on one side, and take
some other substance; but we must limit our

experiments, for we have not time to spare for
all the illustrations you would have a right to
if we had more time. We will take a piece of
sulphur—you know how sulphur burns in the
air——well, we put it into the oxygen, and you
will see that whatever can burn in air, can burn
=

Fig. 24.

with a far greater intensity in oxygen, leading
you to think that perhaps the atmosphere itself
owes all its power of combustion to this gas,

PIIOSPHOR US BURNING IN OX YGEA'.
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The sulphur is now burning very quietly in the
oxygen; but you cannot for a mement mistake
the very high and increaSed action which takes
place when it is so burnt, instead of being burnt
merely in common air.
I am now about to shew you the combustion

of another substance—phosphorus. I can do
it better for you here than you can do it at
home.

This is a very combustible substance;

and if it be so combustible in air, what might
you expect it would be in oxygen? I am
about to shew it to you not in its fullest
intensity, for if I did so we should almost
blow the apparatus up—I may even now
crack the jar, though I do not want to break
things carelessly. You see how it burns in
the air. But what a glorious light it gives
out when I introduce it into oxygen! [Intro
ducing the lighted phosphorus into the jar
of oxygen] There you see the solid particles
going off which cause that combustion to be
so brilliantly luminous.
Thus far we have tested this power of
oxygen, and the high combustion it produces
by means of other substances. \Ve must now,
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a little while longer, look at it as respects
hydrogen. You know, when we allowed
oxygen and the hydrogen derived from
water to mix and burn together, we had

a little explosion.

You remember, also, that

when I burnt the oxygen and the hydrogen
in a jet together, we got very little light, but
great heat. I am now about to set ﬁre to
oxygen and hydrogen, mixed in the proportion
in which they occur in water. Here is a vessel
containing one volume of oxygen

and

two

volumes of hydrogenf This mixture is exactly
of the same nature as'the gas we just now
obtained from the voltaic battery: it would be
far too much to burn at once; I have therefore

arranged to blow soap-bubbles with it, and burn
those bubbles, that we may see by a general
experiment or two how this oxygen supports
the combustion of the hydrogen. First of all,
we will see whether we can blow a bubble.
\Vell, there goes the gas [causing it to issue
through a tobacco-pipe into some soap-suds].
Here I have a bubble. I am receiving them
on my hand: and you will perhaps think I am
acting oddly in this experiment; but it is to

FORJIIA TION OF IVA TER.
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shew you that we must not always trust to
noise and sounds, but rather to real facts. [Ex
ploding a bubble on the palm of his hand] I
am afraid to ﬁre a bubble from the end of the
pipe, because the explosion would pass up
into the jar and blow it to pieces. This oxygen
then will unite with the hydrogen, as you see
by the phenomena, and hear by the sound,
with the utmost readiness of action, and all its

powers are then taken up in its neutralisation I
of the qualities of the hydrogen.
So now I‘think you will perceive the whole
history of water with reference to oxygen and
the air, from what we have before said. Why
does a piece of potassium decompose water?
Because it ﬁnds oxygen in the water. What
is set free when I put it in the water, as I am
about to do again? It sets free hydrogen, and
the hydrogen burns; but the potassium itself
combines with oxygen; and this piece of potas
sium, in taking the water apart—the water, you
may say, derived from the combustion of the
candle—takes away the oxygen which the
candle took from

the air, and so sets the

hydrogen free; and even if I take a piece of
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ice, and put a piece of potassium upon it, the
beautiful aﬂ‘lnities by which the oxygen and
the hydrogen are related are such, that the ice
will absolutely set ﬁre to the potassium. I
shew this to 'you to-day, in order to enlarge
your ideas of these things, and that you may
see how greatly results are modiﬁed by circum
stances. There is the potassium on the ice,
producing a sort of volcanic action.
It will be my place, when next we meet,
having pointed out these anomalous actions,
to shew you that none of these extra and
strange effects are met with by us—that none
of these strange and injurious actions take place
when we are burning, not merely a candle,- but
gas in our streets, or fuel in our ﬁreplaces, so
long as we conﬁne ourselves within the laws
.that Nature has made for our guidance.

LECTURE V.
OXYGEN PRESENT IN THE AIR—NATURE OF
THE ATMOSPHERE—ITS PROPERTIES—OTHER
PRODUCTS

FROM

THE

CANDLE—CARBONIC

ACID—ITS PROPERTIES.

E have now seen that We can produce
hydrogen and oxygen from the water
that we obtained from the candle. Hydrogen,
you know, comes from the candle, and oxygen,
you believe, comes from the air.

But then you

have a right to ask me, “How is it that the
air and the oxygen do not equally well burn
the candle ?”I If you remember what happened
when I put a jar of oxygen over a piece of
candle, you recollect there was a very different
kind of combustion to that which took place in
the air. Now, why is this? It is a very im
portant question, and one I shall endeavour to
make you understand: it relates most inti_
mately to the nature of the atmosphere, and is
most important to us.
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We have several tests for oxygen besides the
mere burning of bodies. You have seen acandle
burnt in oxygen, or in the air; you have seen
phosphorus burnt in the air, or in oxygen;
and you have seen iron-ﬁlings burnt in oxygen.
But we have other tests besides these, and I

am about to refer to one or two of them for
the purpose of carrying your conviction and
your experience further. Here we have a vessel
of oxygen. I will shew its presence to you:
if I take a little spark and put it» into that
oxygen, you know, by the experience you gained
the last time we met, what will happen; if I
put that spark into the jar, it will tell you
whether we have oxygen here or not. Yes!
\Ve have proved it by combustion; and now
here is another test for oxygen, which is a very
curious and useful one. I have here two jars
full of gas, with a plate between them to pre
vent their mixing; I take the plate away, and
the gases are creeping one into the other_
“What happens?" say you: “they together
produce no such combustion as was seen in the

case of the candle.”

But see how the presence

of oxygen is told by its association with this

TESTS FOR OXYGEN.
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other substance (16). What a beautifully coloured
gas I have obtained in this way, shewing me
the presence of the oxygen! In the same way
we can try this experiment by mixing common
air with this test-gas. Here is a jar containing
air—such air as the. candle would burn in—and
here is a jar or bottle containing the test-gas.
I let them come together over water, and you
see the result: the contents of the test-bottle
are ﬂowing into the jar of air, and you see I
obtain exactly the same kind of action as before,
and that shews 'me that there is oxygen in the
air—the very same substance that has been
already obtained by us from the water produced
by the candle,

But then, beyond that, how is

it that'the candle does not burn in air as well
as in oxygen? We will come to that point at
once. I have here two jars; they are ﬁlled to
the same height with gas, and the appearance
to the eye is alike in both, and I really do not
know at present which of these jars contains
oxygen and which contains air, although I
know they have previously been ﬁlled with
these gases. But here is our test-gas, and I am
going to work with the two jars, in order to
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examine whether there is any difference between
them in the quality of reddening this gas. I
am now going to turn this test-gas into one of
the jars, and observe what happens. There
is reddening, you see; there is then oxygen
present. We will now test the other jar; but
you see this is not so distinctly red as the ﬁrst:
and, further, this curious thing happens,—if I
take these two gases and shake them well
together with water, we shall absorb the red
gas; and then, if I put in more of this test-gas
and shake again, we shall absorb more; and I

can go on as long as there be any oxygen pre
sent to produce that effect. If I let in air, it
will not matter; but the moment I introduce
water, the red gas disappears; and I may go on
in this way, putting in more and more of the
test-gas, until I come to something left behind
which will not redden any longer by the use of
that particular body that rendered the air and

tilt! Oxygen red. Why is that? You see in a
moment it is because there is, besides oxygen,
something else present which is left behind. I
will let a little more air into the jar, and if it
turns red you will know that some of that red

NITROGEN IN THE AIR.
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dening gas is still present, and that consequently
it was not for the want of this producing body
that that air was left behind.
Now, you will begin to understand what I
am about to say. You saw that when I
burnt phosphorus in a jar, as the smoke
produced by the phosphorus and the oxygen
of the air condensed, it left a good deal of
gas unburnt, just as this red gas left some
thing untouched,—~there was, in fact, this gas
left behind, which the phosphorus cannot touch,
which the reddening gas cannot touch, and
this something is not oxygen, and yet is part
of the atmosphere.
So that is one way of opening out air into

the two things of which it is composed——
oxygen, which burns our candles, our phos
phorus, or anything else; and this other sub
stance—nitrogen—which will not burn them.
This other part of the air is by far the larger
proportion, and it is a very curious body, when
we come to examine it; it is remarkably
curious, and yet you say, perhaps, that it is
very uninteresting. It is uninteresting in some
respects because of this—that it shews no
a

I
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brilliant effects of combustion.
If I test it
with a taper as I do oxygen and hydrogen, it
does not burn like hydrogen, nor does it make
the taper burn like oxygen.

Try it in any

way I will, it does neither the one thing nor
the other: it will not take ﬁre; it will not let

the taper burn; it puts out the combustion of
everything. There is nothing that will burn
in it in common circumstances. It has no
smell; it is not sour; it does not dissolve in
water;

it is neither an acid nor an alkali;

it is as indifferent to all our organs as it is
possible for a thing to be. And you might
say, “It is nothing; it is not worth chemical
attention; what does it do in the air?"

Ah!

then come our beautiful and ﬁne results shewn

us by an observant philosophy.

Suppose,

in Place of having nitrogen, or nitrogen and
OXYgen, we had pure oxygen as our atmos

phere; What would become of us? You know
very Well that a piece of iron lit in a jar of

oxygen goes on burning to the end.

When

you see a ﬁre in an iron grate, imagine where

the grate would go to if the whole of the
atmosphere were oxygen.

The grate WOuld

PROPER TIES 0F NITROGEN.
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burn up more powerfully than the coals--—for
the iron of the grate itself is even more com
bustible than the coals which we burn in it.
A ﬁre put into the middle of a locomotive
would be a ﬁre in a magazine of fuel, if the
atmosphere were oxygen.

The nitrogen lowers

it down and makes it moderate and useful for
us, and then, with all that, it takes away with

it the fumes that you have seen produced from
the candle, disperses them throughout the whole
of the atmosphere, and carries them away to
places where they are wanted to perform a
great and glorious purpose of good to man, for
the sustenance of vegetation; and thus does a
most wonderful work, although you say, on

examining it, “ \Vhy, it is a perfectly indifferent
thing.” This nitrogen in its ordinary state is
an inactive element; no action short of the
most intense electric force, and then in the most

inﬁnitely small degree, can cause the nitrogen
to combine directly with the other element of
the atmosphere, or with other things round
about it; it is a perfectly indifferent, and there
fore to say, a safe substance.

But before I take you to that result, I must
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tell you about the atmosphere itself. I have
written on this diagram the composition of one
hundred parts of atmospheric air:—
Bulk.

Weight.

Oxygen, .

.

.

.

.

20

22. 3

Nitrogen,

.

.

.

.

8o

77. 7

100

100.0

It is a true analysis of the atmosphere, so far
as regards the quantity of oxygen and the
quantity of nitrogen present. By our analysis,
we ﬁnd that 5 pints of the atmosphere contain
- only I pint of oxygen, and 4 pints, or 4 parts, of

nitrogen by bulk. That is our analysis of the
atmosphere. It requires all that quantity of
nitrogen to reduce the oxygen down, so as to

be able to supply the candle properly with
.fuel, so as to supply us with an atmosphere
which our lungs can healthily and safely
breathe; for it is just as important to make
the oxygen right for us to breathe, as it is to

make the atmosphere right for the burning of

the ﬁre and the candle.
But now for this atmosphere.

First of all,

hit me tell you the weight of these gases.

A
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pint of nitrogen weighs 1014U grains, or a cubic

foot weighs 1% ounce. That is the weight of
the nitrogen. The oxygen is heavier: a pint
of it weighs 11,96 grains, and a cubic foot weighs

1:} ounce. A pint of air weighs about 10,}
grains, and a cubic foot 1% ounce.

You have asked me several times, and I am
very glad you

have,

“How do you weigh

gases?” I will shew you; it is very simple,
and easily done. Here is a balance, and here a

._...\. ~.\_<»

_.'
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copper bottle, made as light as we can con
sistent with due strength, turned very nicely in
the lathe, and made perfectly air-tight, with a
stop-cock, which we can open and shut, which
at present is open, and therefore alloWs the
bottle to be full of air. Ihave here a nicely
adjusted balance, in which I think the bottle,

in its present condition, will be' balanced by the
weight on the other side. And here is a pump
by which we can force the air into this bottle,
and with it we will force in a certain number of
volumes of air, as measured by the pump.
[Twenty measures were pumped in.] We will
shut that in and put it in' the balance. See
how it sinks: it is much heavier than it was.
By what? By the air that we have forced
into it by the pump. There is not a greater
bulk of air, but there is the same bulk of heavier

air, because we have forced in air upon it. And
that you may have a fair notion in your mind
as to how much this air measures, here is a jar
full of water. \Ve will open that copper vessel
into this jar, and let the air return to its former
state. All I have to do now is to screw them
tightly together, and to turn the taps, when

I
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there, you see, is the bulk
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of the twenty

pumps of air which I forced into the bottle;
and to make sure that we have been quite
correct in what we have been doing, we will
take the bottle again to the balance, and, if it
is now counterpoised by the original weight, we

171g. 26.

shall be quite sure we have made our experi
ment correctly.

It is balanced; so, you see, we

can ﬁnd out the weight of the extra volumes
of air forced in, in that way, and by that means

we are able to ascertain that a cubic foot of
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air weighs 1% ounce. But that small experi
ment will by no means convey to your mind
the whole literal truth of this matter. It is
wonderful how it accumulates when you come
to larger volumes. This bulk of air [a cubic
foot] weighs 1.} ounce. What do you think
of the contents of that box above there, which
I have had made for the purpose?

The air

which is within that box weighs one pound-a
full pound; and I have calculated the weight of
the air in this room,—you would hardly imagine

it, but it'is above a ton.

So'rapidly do the

weights rise up, and so important is the presence
of the-atmosphere, and of the oxygen and
the nitrogen in it, and the use it performs
in conveying things to and fro from place
to place, and carrying bad vapours to places

where they will do good instead of harm.
Having given you that little illustration
with respect to the weight of the air, let me
shew you certain consequences of it. You
have a right to them, because you would not
understand so much without it. Do you
remember this kind of experiment? Have you
' ever seen it? Suppose I take a pump some

IVEIGHT OF THE ATJIOSPHERE.
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what similar to the one I had a little while
ago to force air into the bottle, and suppose
I place it in such a manner that by certain
arrangements I can apply my hand to it: my

Fig. 27. '

hand moves about in the air so easily that it
seems to feel nothing, and I can hardly get
velocity enough by any motion of my own
in the atmosphere to make sure that there is

much resistance to it. But, when I put my
hand here [on the air-pump receiver, which
was afterwards exhausted], you see what
happens. Why is my hand fastened to this
place, and why am I able to pull this pump
about? And see! how is it that I can hardly
get my hand away? Why is this? It is the
weight of the air—the weight of the air
that is above. I have another experiment
here, which I think will explain to you more
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about it.

When

underneath the

the air is pumped from
bladder which

is

stretched

over this glass, you Wlll.S€€ the effect in
another shape: the top is quite ﬂat at pre
sent, but I will make a very little motion
with the pump, and now look at it—see
how it has gone down, see how it is bent in.
You will see the bladder go in more and
more, until at last I expect it will be driven

in and broken by the force of the atmosphere

pressing upon it. [The bladder at last broke
with a loud report] Now, that was done
entirely by the weight of the air pressing on
it, and you can easily understand how that is.
The particles that are piled up in the atmo

WEIGHT OF THE ATMOSPHERE.
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sphere stand upon each other, as these ﬁve
cubes do. You can easily conceive that four
of these ﬁve cubes are resting upon the
bottom one, and if I take that away, the
others will all sink down. So it is with the
atmosphere: the air that is above is sustained
by the air that is beneath; and when the air
is pumped away from beneath them, the
change occurs which you saw when I placed
my hand on the air-pump, and which you saw
in the case of the bladder, and which you
shall see better here. I have tied over this
jar a piece of sheet india-rubber, and I am
now about to take away the air from the

inside of the jar; and if you will watch the
india-rubber—which acts as a partition between
the air below and the air above—you will see,
when I pump, how the pressure shews itself.
See where it is going to—I can actually put
my hand into the jar; and yet this result is
only caused by the great and powerful action
of the air above. How beautifully it shews
this curious circumstance!
Here is something that you can have a pull
at, when I have ﬁnished to-day. It is a little

__\4_\_'
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apparatus of two hollow brass hemispheres,
closely ﬁtted together, and having connected
with it a pipe and a cock, through which we
can

exhaust the air from

the inside;

and

although the two halves are so easily taken
apart, while the air is left within, yet you will
see, when we exhaust it by-and-by, no power
of any two of you will be able to pull them
apart. Every square inch of surface that is
contained in the area of that vessel sustains
ﬁfteen pounds by weight, or nearly so, when the
air is taken out; and you may try your strength

presently in seeing whether you can overcome
that pressure of the atmosphere.
Here is another very pretty thing—the boys’
sucker, only reﬁned by the philosopher. We
young ones have a perfect right to take toys,
and make them into philosophy, inasmuch as
now-a-days we are turning philosophy into
toys. Here is a sucker, only it is made of india
rubber: if I clap it upon the table, you see at
once it holds. Why does it hold? I can slip
vit about, and yet if I try to pull it up, it seems
as if it would pull the table with it. I can
easily make it slip about from place to place;

I , 1"“ .--~4' ,
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but only when I bring it to the edge of the
table can I get it off. It is only kept down by
the pressure Of the atmosphere above. we
have a couple of them; and if you take these
two and press them together, you will see how
ﬁrmly they stick. And, indeed, we may- use
them as they are proposed to be used, to stick
against windows, or against walls, where they
will adhere for an evening, and serve to hang
anything on that you want. I think, however,
that you boys ought to be shewn experiments
that you can make at home; and so here is a

very pretty experiment in illustration of the
pressure of the atmosphere. Here is a tumbler
of water. Suppose I were to ask you to turn
that tumbler upside-down, so that the water
should not fall out, and yet not be kept in by
your hand, but merely by using the pressure of
the atmosphere. COuld you do that? Take a
wine-glass, either quite full or half-full of water,
and put a ﬂat card on the top, turn it upside
down, and then see wliatrbecomes of the card
and of the water. The aiiiicannot get in because
the water by its capillary attraction round the
edge keeps it out.
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I think this will give you a correct notion of
what you may call the materiality of the air;

and when I tell you that the box holds a pound
of it, and this room more than a ton, you will
begin to think that air is something very serious.
I will make another experiment, to convince you
of this positive resistance. There is that beauti
ful experiment of the popgun, made so well and
so easily, you know, out of a quill, or a tube, or

anything of that kind,—where we take a slice of
potato, for instance, or an apple, and take the
tube and cut out a pellet, as I have now done,
and push it to one end.

I have made that end

tight; and now I take another piece and put it
in: it will conﬁne the air that is within the tube
perfectly and completely for our purpose; and I

shall now ﬁnd it absolutely impossible by any
force of mine to drive that little pellet close up
to the other. It cannot be done. I may press
the air to a certain extent, but if I go on
pressing, long before it comes to the second, the
Conﬁned air will drive the front one out with a
force something like that of gunpowder; for
gunpowder is in part dependent upon the same

action that you see here exempliﬁed.

COAIPRESSIBILITY OF AIR.
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I saw the other day an experiment which
pleased me much, as I thought it Would serve
our purpose here. (I ought to have held my
tongue for four or ﬁve minutes before beginning
this experiment, because it depends upon my
lungs for success.) By the proper application
of air I expect to be able to drive this egg out
of one cup into the other by the force of my
breath; but if I fail, it is in a good cause; and

I do not promise success, because I have been
talking more than I ought to do to make the
experiment succeed.
[The Lecturer here tried the experiment, and
succeeded in blowing the egg from one egg-cup
to the other]
You see that the air which I blow goes down
wards between the egg and the cup, and makes

a blast under the egg, and is thus able to lift a
heavy thing—for a full egg is a very heavy
thing for air to lift. If you want to make the
experiment, you had better boil the egg quite
hard ﬁrst, and then you may very safely try to
blow it from one cup to the other, with a little care.
I have now kept you long' enough Upon this
property of the weight of the air, but there is
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another thing I should like to mention.

You

saw the way in which, in this popgun, I was

able to drive the second piece of potato half
or two-thirds of an inch before the ﬁrst piece
started, by virtue of the elasticity of the air—
just as I pressed into the copper bottle the
particles of air by means of the pump. Now,
this depends upon a wonderful property in the
air,'namely, its elasticity; and I should like to

give you a good illustration of this. If I take
anything that Conﬁnes the air properly, as this
membrane, which also is able to contract and

expand so as to give us a measure of the
elasticity of the air, and conﬁne in this bladder
a certain portion of air; and then, if we take
the atmosphere off from the outside of it, just
as in these cases we put the pressure on—if we
take the pressure off, you will see how it will
then go on expanding and expanding, larger
and larger, until it will ﬁll the whole of this
bell-jar, shewing you that wonderful property
of the air, its elasticity, its compressibility, and
expansibility, to an exceedingly large extent,

and which is very essential for the purposes and
services it performs in the economy of creation.

OTHER PRODUCTS FROM THE CANDLE.
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we will now turn to another very important
part of our subject, remembering that we have
examined the candle in its burning, and have

found that it gives rise to various products.
\Ve have the products, you know, of soot, of
water, and of something else which you have
not yet examined. We have collected the
water, but have allowed the other things to go
into the air. Let us now examine some of
these other products.
Here is an experiment which I think will
help you in part in this way. We will put our
candle there, and place over it a chimney, thus.
I think my candle will go on burning, because

the air-passage is open at the bottom‘and the
top. In the ﬁrst place, you see the moisture
appearing—that you know about. It is water
produced from the candle by the action of the
air upon its hydrogen. But, besides that, some
thing is going out at the top: it is not moisture
—it is not water—it is not condensible; and

yet, after all, it has very singular properties.
You will ﬁnd that the air coming out of the top
of our chimney is nearly sufﬁcient to blow the
light out I am holding to it; and if I put the
I\
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light fairly opposed to the current, it will blow it
quite out. You will say that is as it should be;
and I am supposing that you think it ought to

i do so, because the nitrogen does not support

Fig. 29.

combustion, and ought to put the candle out,
since the candle will not burn in nitrogen.

But

is there nothing else there than nitrogen? I
must now anticipate—that is to say, I must
use my own knowledge to supply you with the
means that we adopt for the purpose of ascer_

taining these things, and examining such gases
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I will take an empty bottle—here is

one—and if I hold it over this chimney, I shall
get the combustion of the candle below sending
its results into the bottle above; and we shall
soon ﬁnd that this bottle contains, not merely

an air that is bad as regards the combustion of
a taper put into it, but having other properties.
Let me take a little quick-lime and pour
some common water on to it—the commonest
water will do.

I will stir it a moment, then

pour it upon a piece of ﬁltering paper in a
funnel, and we shall very quickly have a clear
water proceeding to the bottle below, as I have
here. I have plenty of this water in another
bottle; but, nevertheless, I should like to use the

lime-water that was prepared before you, so
that you may see what its uses are.

If I take

some of this beautiful clear lime-water, and pour

it into this jar, which has collected the air from
the candle, you will see a change coming about.
Do you see that the water has become quite
milky? Observe, that will not happen with air
merely. Here is a bottle ﬁlled with air; and if I
put a little lime-water into it, neither the oxygen

nor the nitrogen, nor anything else that is in that
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quantity of air, will make any change in the
lime-water. It remains perfectly clear, and no
shaking of that quantity of lime-water with that
quantity of air in its common state will cause
any change; but if I take this bottle with the
lime-water, and hold it so as to get the general
products of the candle in contact with it, in a
very short time we shall have it milky. There
is the chalk, consisting of the lime which we
used in making the lime-water, combined with

something that came from the candle—that
other product which we are in search of, and
which I want to tell you about to-day. This
is a substance made visible to us by its action,

which is not the action of the lime-water either
upon the oxygen or upon the nitrogen, nor
upon the water itself, but it is something new
to us from the candle. And then we ﬁnd this
white powder, produced by the lime-water and
the vapour from the candle, appears to us
very much like whitening or chalk, and, when
examined, it does prove to be exactly the same

substance as whitening or chalk. So we are
led, or have been led, to observe upon the
various circumstances of this experiment, and
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to trace this production of chalk to its various
causes, to give us the true knowledge of the
nature of this combustion _of the candle—to
ﬁnd that this substance, issuing from the
candle, is exactly the same as that substance
which would issue from a retort, if I were to

put some chalk into it with a little moisture,
and make it red-hot: you would then ﬁnd that
exactly the same substance would issue from
it as from the candle.
But we have a better means of getting this
substance, and in greater quantity, so as to
ascertain what its general characters are. We
ﬁnd this substance in very great abundance in
a multitude of cases where you would least
expect it. All limestones contain a great deal
of this gas which issues from the candle, and
which we call Carbonic acid.

All chalks, all

shells, all corals contain a great quantity of
this curious air. \Ve ﬁnd it ﬁxed in these
stones; for which reason Dr. Black called it

“ﬁxed air"—ﬁnding it in these ﬁxed things
like marble and chalk.

He called it ﬁxed air,

because it lost its quality of air, and assumed
the condition of a solid body. We can easily
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get this air from marble. Here is a jar con
taining a little muriatic acid, and here is a
taper which, if I put it into that jar, will shew
only the presence of common air. There is,
you see, pure air down to the bottom; the jar

is full of it. Here is a substance—marble (17),
a very beautiful and superior marble—and if
I put these pieces of marble into the jar, a
great boiling apparently goes on. That, how
ever, is not steam—it is a gas that is rising
up; and if I now search the jar by a candle,
I shall have exactly the same effect produced
upon the taper as I had from the air which
issued from the end of the chimney over the
burning candle. It is exactly the same action,
and caused by the very same substance that
issued from the candle; and in this way we
can get carbonic acid in great abundanceWe have already nearly ﬁlled the jar. NVe
also ﬁnd that this gas is not merely contained
in marble. Here is a vessel in which I have
put some common whitening—chalk, which
has been washed in water and deprived of
its coarser particles, and so supplied to the
plasterer as whitening. Here is a large jar
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containing this whitening and water, and I
have here some strong sulphuric acid, which
is the acid you might have to use if you
were to make these experiments (only, in using
this acid with limestone, the body that is pro
duced is an insoluble substance, whereas the

muriatic acid produces a soluble substance
that does not so much thicken the water).
And you will seek out a reason why I take
this kind of apparatus for the purpose of shew
ing this experiment.
I do it because you
may repeat in a small way what I am about
to do in a large one. You will have here
just the same kind of action; and I am evolv

ing in this large jar carbonic acid, exactly the
same in its nature and properties as the gas

which we obtained from the combustion of the
candle in the atmosphere. And no matter
how different the two methods by which we
prepare this carbonic acid, you will see, when
we get to the end of our subject, that it is all
exactly the same, whether prepared in the one
way or in the other.
We will now proceed to the next experiment
with regard to this gas. What is its nature?
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Here is one of the vessels full, and we will try
it, as we have done so many other gases, by
combustion.

You see it is not combustible,

nor does it support combustion.
we know, does

it

dissolve

Neither, as

much in

water,

because we collect it over water very easily.
Then, you know that it has

an effect, and

becomes white in contact with lime-water;
and when it does become white in that way,
it becomes one of the constituents to make
carbonate of lime or limestone.
The next thingI must shew you is, that it
really does dissolve a little in water, and there
fore that it is unlike oxygen and hydrogen in
that respect. I have here an apparatus by
which we can produce this solution. In the
lower part of this apparatus is marble and
acid, and in the upper part cold water. The
valves are so arranged that the gas can get
from one to the other. I will set it in action
now, and you can see the gas bubbling up

through the water, as it has been doing all

night long, and by this time We shall ﬁnd
that we have this substance dissolved in the
water. If I take a glass and draw off some
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cf the water,I ﬁnd that it tastes a little acid

to the mouth: it is impregnated with carbonic
acid; and if I now apply a little lime-water
to it, that will give us a test of its presence.

This water will make the lime-water turbid
and white, which is proof of the presence of
carbonic acid.
Then it is a very Weighty gas—it is heavier
than the atmosphere. I haVe put their respec
tive weights at the lower part of this table,
along with, for comparison, the weights of the
other gases we have been examining:—
Pint.

Hydrogen,

.

.

.

1} grains.

Cubic Foot.

71.; ounce.

Oxygen,

.

.

.

I 1196

,,

I},

,,

Nitrogen,

.

.

.

mfg

,,

I};

,,

Air,

.

.

.

10,7,

,,

r;

,,.

Carbonic acid,

~.

-.

I6};

,,

17,”; ,,

.

A pint of it weighs 16% grains, and a cubic
foot weighs

119,; ounce,

almost two ounces.

You can see by many experiments that this
is a heavy gas. Suppose I take a glass con
taining nothing else but air, and from this
vessel containing the carbonic acid I attempt
to pour a little of this gas into that glass;
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I wonder whether any has gone in or not.
I cannot tell by the appearance, but I can
in this way [introducing the taper]. Yes, there
it is, you see; and if I were to examine it

by lime-water, I should ﬁnd it by that test
also. I will take this little bucket, and put it

Fig. 30.
down into the well of carbonic acid—indeed,
we too often have real wells of carbonic acid
—and now, if there is any carbonic acid, I

must have got to it by this time, and it will
be in this bucket, which we will examine with

a taper.

There it is, you see; it is full of

carbonic acid.
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There is another experiment by which I
will shew you its weight. I have here a jar
suspended at one end of a balance—it is now
equipoised;

but

when I pour this

carbonic

acid into the jar on the one side which now
contains air, you will see it sink down at
once, because of the carbonic acid thatI pour
into it. And now, if I examine this jar with
the lighted taper, I shall ﬁnd that the carbonic
acid has fallen into it, and it no longer has
any power of supporting the combustion. If
I blow a soap-bubble, which of course will be
ﬁlled with air, and let it fall into this jar of
carbonic acid, it will ﬂoat. But I shall ﬁrst

Fig. 3i.

of all take one of these little balloons ﬁlled
with air.

I

am not quite sure where the
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carbonic acid is; we will just try the depth,
and see whereabouts is its level. There, you
see, we have this bladder ﬂoating on the
carbonic acid; and if I evolve some more of

the carbonic acid, the bladder will be lifted
up higher.
There it goes—the jar is nearly
full; and now I will See whether I can blow
a soap-bubble on that, and ﬂoat it in the
same way. [The Lecturer here blew a soap
bubble, and allowed it to fall into the jar of
carbonic acid, when it ﬂoated in it midway]
It is ﬂoating, as the balloon ﬂoated, by virtue
of the greater weight of the carbonic acid
than of the air.
And now, having so far
given you the history of the carbonic acid—as
to its sources in the candle, as to its physical
properties and weight—when we next meet I
shall shew you of what it is composed, and
where it gets its elements from.

LECTURE VI.
CARBON OR CHARCOAL—COAL GAS—RESPIRA
TION AND ITS ANALOGY TO THE BURNING
OF A CANDLE—CONCLUSION.

LADY, who honours me by her presence
at these Lectures, has conferred a still

further obligation by sending me these two
candles, which are from Japan, and,

I pre

sume, are made of that substance to which I

referred in a former lecture. You see that
they are even far more highly ornamented
than the French candles; and, I suppose, are
candles of luxury, judging from their appear
ance. They have a remarkable peculiarity
about them—namely, a

hollow wick,—that

beautiful peculiarity which Argand introduced
into the lamp, and made so valuable. To
those who receive such presents from the
‘ East, I may just say that this and such like
materials gradually undergo a change which
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gives them on the surface a dull and dead
appearance; but they may easily be restored

to their original beauty, if the surface be
rubbed with a clean cloth or silk handkerchief,
so as to polish the little rugosity or roughness:

this will restore the beauty of the colours.

I

have so rubbed one of these candles, and you

see the difference betWeen it and the other
which has not been polished, but which may
be restored by the same process. Observe,
also, that these moulded candles from Japan
are made more conical than the moulded
candles in this part of the world.
Itold you, when we last met, a good deal
about carbonic acid. We found, by the lime
Water test, that when the vapour- from the top
of the candle or lamp was received into bottles,
and tested by this solution of lime-water (the
composition of which I explained to you, and
which you can make for yourselves), we had
that white opacity which was in fact calcareous
matter, like shells and corals, and many of the

I‘OCks and minerals in the earth. But I have _
not yet told you fully and clearly the chemical
history of this substance—carbonic acid—‘as we

CARBON IN CARBONIC ACID.
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have it from the candle, and I must now resume

that subject. We have seen the products, and
the nature of them, as they issue from the
candle. We have traced the water to its
elements, and now we have to see where are
the elements of the carbonic acid supplied by

the candle. A few experiments will shew this.
You remember that when a candle burns badly,
it produces smoke; but if it is burning well,
there is no smoke.

And you know that the

brightness of the candle is due to this smoke,
which becomes ignited. Here is an experiment
to prove this: so long as the smoke remains in
the ﬂame of the candle and becomes ignited, it
gives a beautiful light, and never appears to us
in the form of black particles. I will light
some fuel, which is extravagant in its burning.
This will serve our purpose—a little turpentine
on a sponge. You see the smoke rising from it,
and ﬂoating into the air in large quantities; and,
remember now, the carbonic acid that we have

from the candle is from such smoke as that.
To make that evident to you, I will introduce
this turpentine burning on the sponge into a
ﬂask where I have plenty of oxygen, the rich
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part of the atmosphere, and you now see that

the smoke is all consumed.

This is the ﬁrst

part of our experiment; and now, what follows?
The carbon which you saw ﬂying off from the
turpentine ﬂame in the air is now entirely
burned in this oxygen, and we shall ﬁnd that it
will, by this rough and temporary experiment,
give us exactly the same conclusion and result
as we had from the combustion of the candle.
The reason why I make the experiment in this
manner is solely that I may cause the steps of
our demonstration to be so simple that you can
never for a moment lose the train of reasoning,
if you only pay attention. All the carbon
which is burned in oxygen, or air, comes out

as carbonic acid, whilst those particles which
are not so burned shew you the second sub

stance in the carbonic acid—namely, the carbon
—that body which made the ﬂame so bright
whilst there was plenty of air, but which was
thrown off in excess when there was not oxygen
enough to burn it.
I have also to shew you a little more dis
tinctly the history of carbon and oxygen, in
their union to make carbonic acid. You are
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now better able to understand this than before,

and I have prepared three or four experiments
by way of illustration. This jar is ﬁlled with
oxygen, and here is some carbon which has been
placed in a crucible, for the purpose of being
made red-hot.

I keep my jar dry, and venture

to give you a result imperfect in some degree,
in order that I may make the experiment
brighter. I am about to put the oxygen and
the carbon together. That this is carbon
(common charcoal pulverised), you will see by
the way in which it burns in the air [letting
some of the red-hot. charcoal fall out of the
crucible]. I am now about to burn it in ogygen
gas, and look at the difference.

It may appear

to you at a distance as if it were burning with

a ﬂame; but it is not so. Every little piece of
charcoal is burning as a spark, and whilst it
so burns it is producing carbonic acid. I
specially want these two or three experiments
to point out what I shall dwell upon more dis
tinctly by-and-by—that carbon burns in this
way, and not as a ﬂame.
Instead of taking many particles of carbon
to burn, I will take a rather large piece, which
L
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will enable you to see the form and size, and to
trace the effects very decidedly.

Here is the

jar of oxygen, and here is the piece of charcoal,
to which I have fastened a little piece of wood,
which I can set ﬁre to, and so commence the

combustion, which I could not conveniently do
without.- You now see the charcoal burning,
but not as a ﬂame (or if there be a ﬂame, it is
the smallest possible one, which I know the
cause of—namely, the formation of a little
carbonic oxide close upon the surface of the
carbon).

It goes on burning, you see, slowly

producing carbonic acid by the union of this
carbon or charcoal (they are equivalent terms)
with the oxygen. I have here another piece of
charcoal, a piece of bark, which has the quality
of being blown to pieces—exploding as it burns.
By the effect of the heat, we shall reduce the

lump of carbon into particles that will ﬂy off;
still every particle, equally with the whole mass,
burns in this peculiar way: it burns as a coal,
and not like a ﬂame. You observe a multi
tude of little combustions going on, but no
ﬂame. I do not know a ﬁner experiment than
this, to shew that carbon burns with a spark.
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Here, then, is carbonic acid formed from its

elements. It is produced at once; and if we
examined it by lime-water, you will see that
we have the same substance which I have pre
viously described to you. By putting together
6 parts of carbon by weight (whether it comes

from the ﬂame of a candle or from powdered
charcoal) and 16 parts of oxygen by weight,
we have 22 parts of carbonic acid; and, as we
saw last time, the 22 parts of carbonic acid,
combined with 28 parts of lime, produced
common carbonate of lime.

If you were to

examine an oyster-shell, and weigh the com
ponent parts, you would ﬁnd that every 50
parts would give 6 of carbon and 16 of oxygen,
combined with 28 of lime.

However, I do not

want to trouble you with these minutiae—it is
only the general philosophy of the matter that
we can now go into. See how ﬁnely the carbon
is dissolving away [pointing to the lump of
charcoal burning quietly in the jar of oxygen].
You may say that the charcoal is actually dis
solving in the air round about; and if that were
perfectly pure charcoal, which we can easily
prepare, there would be no residue whatever.
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NVhen we have a perfectly cleansed and puri~
ﬁed piece of carbon, there is no ash left. The
carbon burns as a solid dense body, that heat
alone cannot change as to its solidity, and yet it
passes away into vapour that never condenses
into solid or liquid under ordinary circum
stances; and what is more curious still, is the
fact that the oxygen does not change in its
bulk by the solution of the carbon in it. Just
as the bulk is at ﬁrst, so it is at last, only it has
become carbonic acid.
There is another experiment which I must
give you before you are fully acquainted with
the general nature of carbonic acid. Being a
compound body, consisting of carbon and
oxygen, carbonic acid is a body that we ought
to be able to take asunder. And so we can.
As we did with water, so we can with carbonic

acid—take the two parts asunder. The simplest
and quickest way is to act upon the carbonic
acid by a substance that can attract the oxygen
from it, and leave the carbon behind.

You

recollect that I took potassium and put it upon
water or ice, and you saw that it could take
the oxygen from the hydrogen. Now, suppose
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we do something of the same kind here with
this carbonic acid. You know carbonic acid to
be a heavy gas. I will not test it with lime
water, as that will interfere with our subsequent

experiments; but I think the heaviness of the
gas and the power of extinguishing ﬂame will
be sufﬁcient for our purpose.

I introduce a

ﬂame into the gas, and you will see whether
it will be put out. You see the light is ex
tinguished.
Indeed, the gas may, perhaps,
put out phorphorus, which, you know, has a
pretty strong combustion. Here is a piece of
phosphorus heated to a high degree. I intro
duce it into gas, and you observe the light is

put out; but it will take ﬁre again in the air,
because there it re-enters into combustion.
Now, let me take a piece of potassium, a sub
stance which,

even at common temperatures,

can act upon carbonic acid, though not sufﬁ
ciently for our present purpose, because it soon
gets covered with a protecting coat; but if we
warm it up to the burning point in air, as we
have a fair right to do, and as we have done
with phosphorus, you will see that it can burn
in carbonic acid; and if it burns, it will burn by
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taking oxygen, so that you will see what is left
behind. I am going, then, to burn this potas
sium in the carbonic acid, as a proof of the
existence of ogygen in the carbonic acid. [In
the preliminary process of heating, the potas
sium exploded] Sometimes we get an awkward
piece of potassium that explodes, or something
like it, when it burns.

I will take another

piece; and now that it is' heated, I introduce it
into the jar, and you perceive that it burns in
the carbonic acid—not so well as in the air,

because the carbonic acid contains the oxygen
combined; but it does burn, and takes away the
oxygen. If I now put this potassium into
water, I ﬁnd that, besides the potash formed,

(which you need not trouble about), there is a
quantity of carbon produced. I have here made
the experiment in a very rough way; but I
assure you that if I were to make it carefully,
devoting a day to it, instead of ﬁve minutes,
we should get all the proper amount of charcoal
left in the spoon, or in the place where the
potassium was burned, so that there could be
no doubt as to the result.

Here, then, is the

carbon obtained from the carbonic acid, as a
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common black substance; so that you have the
entire proof of the nature of carbonic acid as
consisting of carbon and oxygen. And now,
I may tell you, that whenever carbon burns
under common circumstances, it produces car
bonic acid.
Suppose I take this piece of wood, and put it
into a bottle with lime-water. I might shake
that lime-water up with wood and the atmo
sphere as long as I pleased, it would still remain
clear as you see it; but suppose I burn the

' piece of wood in the air of that bottle. You, of
course, know I get water. Do I get carbonic
acid? [The experiment was performed] There
it is, you see—that is to say, the carbonate
lime, which results from carbonic acid, and that

carbonic acid must be formed from the carbon
which comes from the wood, from the candle,

or any other thing. Indeed, you have your
selves frequently tried a very pretty experiment,
by which you may see the carbon in wood.
If you take a piece of wood, and partly burn
it, and then blow it out, you have carbon left.
There are things that do not shew carbon in
this way. A candle does not shew it, but it
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contains carbon. Here also is a jar of coal-gas,
which produces carbonic acid abundantly. You
do not see the carbon, but we can soon shew it

to you. I will light it, and as long as there is
any gas in this cylinder it will go on burning.
You see no carbon, but you see a flame; and
because that is bright, it will lead you to guess

that there is carbon in the ﬂame. But Iwill
shew it to you by another process. I have
some of the same gas in another vessel, mixed

with a body that will burn the hydrogen of the
gas, but will not burn the carbon. Iwill light
them with a burning taper, and you perceive
the hydrogen is consumed, but not the carbon,
which is left behind as a dense black smoke. I
hope that by these three or four experiments
you will learn to see when carbon
present,
and understand what are the products of com
bustion, when gas or other bodies are thoroughly
burned in the air.
Before we leave the subject of carbon, let
us make a few experiments and remarks upon
its wonderful condition as respects ordinary
combustion.

I have shewn you that the carbon

in burning burns only as a solid body, and yet
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you perceive that, after it is burned, it ceases
to be a solid. There are very few fuels that
act like this. It is, in fact, only that great
source of fuel,

the carbonaceous

series, the

coals, charcoals, and woods, that can do it.

I do not know that there is any other ele
mentary substance besides carbon that burns
with these conditions; and if it had not been

so, what would happen to us?

Suppose all

fuel had been like iron, which, when it burns,

burns into a solid substance. We could not
then have such a combustion as you have in
this ﬁre-place. Here also is another kind of
fuel which- burns very well—“as well as, if not
better, than carbon—so Well, indeed, as to take
ﬁre of itself when it is in the air, as you see

[breaking a tube full of lead pyrophorus].
This substance is lead, and you see how
wonderfully combustible it is. It is Very much
divided, and is like a heap of coals in the ﬁre
place; the air can get to its surface and inside,
and so it burns. But why does it not burn
in'that way now, when it is lying in a mass?
[emptying the contents of the tube in a heap
on to a plate of iron]. Simply because the air
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cannot get to it. Though it can produce a
great heat, the great heat which we want in
'our furnaces and under our boilers, still that

which is produced cannot get away from the
portion which remains unburned underneath,
and that portion, therefore, is prevented from

coming in contact with the atmosphere, and
cannot be consumed. How different is that
from carbon. Carbon burns just in the same
way as this lead does, and so gives an intense
ﬁre in the furnace, or wherever you choose to
'burn it; but then the body produced by its
combustion passes away, and the remaining
carbon is left clear.

I shewed you how carbon

went on dissolving in the oxygen, leaving no
ash; whereas here [pointing to the heap of
pyrophorus] we have actually more ash than
fuel, for it is heavier by the amount of the
oxygen which has united with it. Thus you
see the difference between carbon and lead or
iron: if we choose iron, which gives so wonderful
2. result in our application of this fuel, either
as light or heat. If, when the carbon burnt,
the product went off as a solid body, you
would have had the room ﬁlled with an opaque
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substance, as in the case of the phosphorus;
but when carbon burns, everything passes up
into the atmosphere.

It is in a ﬁxed, almost

unehangeable condition before the combustion;

but afterwards it is in the form of gas, which
it is very difﬁcult (though we have succeeded)

to produce in a solid or a liquid state.
Now,I must take you to a very interesting
part of our subject—to the relation between

the combustion of a candle and that living
kind of combustion which goes on within us.
In every one of us there is a living process of
combustion going on very similar to that of a
candle; and I must try to make that plain to
you. For it is not merely true in a poetical
sense—the relation of the life of man to a
taper; and-if you will follow, I think I can
make this clear. In order to make the relation
very plain,'I have devised a little apparatus
which we can soon build up before you. Here
is a board and a groove cut in it, and I can

close the groove at the top part by a little
cover. I can then continue the groove as a
channel by a glass tube at each end, there being
a free passage through the whole. Suppose
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I take a taper or candle (we can now be
liberal in our use of the word “candle,” since

we understand what it means),- and place it
in one of the tubes; it will go on, you see,
burning very Well. You observe that the air
which feeds the ﬂame passes down the tube

at one end, then goes along. the horizontal
tube, and ascends the tube at the other end

in which the taper is placed. If I stop the
aperture through which the air enters, I stop
combustion, as you perceive. I stop the supply
of air, and consequently the candle goes out.
But, now, what will you think of this fact?
In a former experiment I shewed you the air
going from one burning candle to a second
candle. If I took the air proceeding from
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another candle, and sent it down by a com
plicated arrangement into this tube, I should
put this burning candle out. But what will
you say when I tell_you that my breath will
put out that candle? I do not mean by
blowing at all, but simply that the nature
of my breath is such that a candle cannot
burn in it. I will now hold my mouth over
the aperture, and without blowing the ﬂame
in any way, let no air enter the tube but what
comes from my mouth. You see the result.
I did not blow the candle out. I merely let
the air which I expired pass into the aperture,
and the result was that the light went out for
want of oxygen, and for no other reason.
Something or other—namely, my lungs—had
taken away the oxygen from the air, and
there was no more. to supply the combustion
of the candle. It is, I think, very pretty to
see the time it takes before the bad air which
I throw into this part of the apparatus has
reached the candle. The candle at ﬁrst goes
on burning, but so soon as the air has had
time to reach it, it goes out.

And, now, I will

shew you another experiment, because this is
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an important part of our philosophy. Here is
a jar which contains fresh air, as you can see
by the circumstance of a candle or gas-light
burning it. I make it close for a little time,
and by means of a pipe I get my mouth over
it so that I can inhale the air. By putting it
over water, in the way that you see, I am able

to draw up this air (supposing the cork to
be quite tight), take it into my lungs, and
throw it back into the jar. We can then
examine it, and see the result.

You observe,

I ﬁrst take up the air, and then throw it back,
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as is evident from the ascent and descent of
the water; and now, by putting a taper into
the air, you will see the state in which it is,
by the light being extinguished. Even one
inspiration, you see, has completely spoiled this
air, so that it is no use my trying to breathe
it a second time. Now, you understand the
ground of the impropriety of many of the
arrangements among the houses of the poorer
classes, by which the air is breathed over and
over again, for the want of a supply, by means
of proper ventilation, sufﬁcient to produce a
good result. You see how bad the air becomes
by a single breathing; so that you can easily
understand how essential fresh air is to us.
To pursue this a little further, let us see what
will happen with lime-water. Here is a globe
which contains a little lime-water, and it is so

arranged as regards the pipes, as to give access
to the air within, so that we can ascertain the

effect of respired or unrespired air upon it. Of
course, I can either draw in air (through A), and
so make the air that feeds my lungs go through
the lime-water, or I can force the air out of my
lungs through the tube (B), which goes to the
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bottom, and so shew its effect upon the lime
water. You will observe that, however long I
draw the external air into the lime-water, and

then through it to my lungs, I shall produce no
effect upon the water—it will not make the
lime-water turbid; but if I throw the air from
my lungs through the lime-water, several times

in succession, you see how white and milky
the water is getting, shewing the effect which
expired air has had upon it; and now you begin
to know that the atmosphere which we have
spoiled by respiration 'is spoiled by carbonic
acid, for you see it here in contact with the
lime-water.
I have here two bottles, one containing
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lime-water and the other common water, and

tubes which pass into the bottles and connect
them. The apparatus is very rough, but it is

Fig- 35

useful notwithstanding. If I take these two
bottles, inhaling here and exhaling there, the
arrangement of the tubes will prevent the air
going backwards. The air coming in will go
to my mouth and lungs, and in going out,
will pass through the lime-water, so that I can
go on breathing and making an experiment,
very reﬁned in its nature, and very good in its
results. You will observe that the good air
has done nothing to the lime-water; in the
M
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other case nothing has come to the lime-water
but my respiration, and you see the diﬂerence
in the two cases.
Let us now go a little further. What is
all this process going on within us which
we cannot do without, either day or night,
which is so provided for by the Author of
all things that He has arranged that it shall
be independent of all will? If we restrain
our re5piration, as we can to a certain extent,
we should destroy ourselves.

When we are

asleep, the organs of respiration, and the parts
that are associated with them, still go on
with their action—so necessary is this process
of respiration to us, this contact of the air with
the lungs. I must tell you, in the briefest
possible manner, what this process is. We
consume food: the food goes through that
strange set of vessels and organs within us,
and is brought into various parts of the
system, into the digestive parts especially;
and alternately the portion which is so changed
is carried through our lungs by one set of
vessels,

while

the

air

that

we

inhale and

exhale is drawn into and thrown out of the
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lungs by another set of vessels, so that the
air and the food come close together, separated
only by an exceedingly thin surface: the air
can thus act upon the blood by this process,
producing precisely the same results in kind as
we have seen in the case of the candle. The
candle combines with parts of the air, forming
carbonic acid, and evolves heat; so in the
lungs there is this curious, wonderful change
taking place. The air entering, combines with
the carbon (not carbon in a free state, but, as
in this case, placed ready for action at the
moment), and makes carbonic acid, and is so
thrown out into the atmosphere, and thus this
singular result takes place: we may thus look
upon the food as fuel. Let me take that piece
of sugar, which will serve my purpose. It is a
compound of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,
similar to a candle, as containing the same
elements, though not in the same proportion——
the proportions being as shewn in this table:—
SUGAR.
Carbon,

.

Hydrogen,

Oxygen,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

72
II

.

.

.

.

.

88

99
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This is, indeed, a very curious thing, which

you can well remember, for the oxygen and
hydrogen are in exactly the proportions which
form water, so that sugar may be said to be
compounded of 72 parts of carbon and 99 parts

of water; and it is the carbon in the sugar that
combines with the oxygen carried in by the

air in the process of respiration—so making us
like candles—producing these actions, warmth,
and far more wonderful results besides, for the

sustenance of the system, by a most beautiful
and simple process. To make this still more
striking, I will take a little sugar; or, to hasten

the experiment, I will use some syrup, which
contains about three-fourths of sugar and a
little water. If I put a little oil of vitriol on
it,

it takes away the water, and leaves the

carbon in a black mass. [The Lecturer mixed
the two together] You see how the carbon
is coming out, and before long we shall have
a solid mass of charcoal, all of which has

come out of sugar. Sugar, as you know, is
food, and here we have absolutely a solid
lump of carbon where you would not have
expected it. And if I make arrangements so
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as to oxidize the carbon of sugar, we shall
have a much more striking result. Here is
sugar, and I have here an oxidizer—a quicker
one than the atmosphere; and so we shall
oxidize this fuel by a process different from
respiration in its form, though not different
in its kind. It is the combustion of the
carbon by the contact of oxygen which the
body has supplied to it. If I set this into
action at once, you will see combustion pro
duced. Just what occurs in my lungs—taking
in oxygen from another source, namely, the
atmosphere—takes place here by a more rapid
process.
You will be astonished when I tell you what
this curious play of carbon amounts to. A
candle will burn some four, ﬁve, six, or seven

hours. What, then, must be the daily amount
of carbon going up into the air in the way
of carbonic acid! NVhat a quantity of carbon
must go from each of us in respiration! What
a wonderful change of carbon must take place
under these circumstances of combustion or
respiration! A man in twenty-four hours
converts as much as seven ounces of carbon
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into carbonic acid; a milch cow will convert
seventy ounces, and a horse seventy-nine ounces,

solely by the act of respiration. That is, the
horse in twenty-four hours burns seventy-nine
ounces of charcoal, or carbon, in his organs
of respiration, to supply his natural warmth

in that time.

All the warm-blooded animals

get their warmth in this Way, by the conver
sion of carbon, not in a free state, but in a

state of combination. And what an extra
ordinary notion this giVes us of the alterations
going on in our atm05phere. As much as
5,000,000 pounds, or 548 tons, of carbonic acid

is formed by respiration in London alone in
twenty-four hours. And where does all this
go? Up into the air. If the carbon had been
like the lead which I shewed you, or the iron
which, in burning, produces a solid substance,
what would happen? Combustion could not
go on. As charcoal burns, it becomes a vapour
and passes off into the atmosphere, which is the
great vehicle, the great carrier for conveying it
away to other places. Then, what becomes of
it? Wonderful is it to ﬁnd that the change
produced by respiration, which seems so
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injurious to us (for we cannot breathe air
twice over), is the very life and support of
plants and vegetables that grow upon the
surface of the earth. It is the same also
under

the

surface,

in

the great bodies

of

water; for ﬁshes and other animals respire
upon the same principle, though not exactly
by contact with the open air.
Such ﬁsh as I have here [pointing to a
globe of gold-ﬁsh] respire by the oxygen which
is dissolved from the air by the water, and
form carbonic acid; and they all move about
to produce the one great work of making
the animal and vegetable kingdoms subser
vient to each other. And all the plants
growing upon the surface of the earth, like
that which I have brought here to serve as
an illustration, absorb carbon.

These leaves are

taking up their carbon from the atmosphere,
to which we have given it in the form of
carbonic

acid,

and

they are

growing

and

prospering. Give them a pure air like ours,
and they could not live in it; give them carbon
with other matters, and they live and rejoice.
This piece of wood gets all its carbon, as the
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trees and plants get theirs, from the atmo
sphere, which, as we have seen, carries away
what is bad for us and at the same time good
for them,—what is disease to the one being
health to the other. So are we made de
pendent, not merely upon our fellow-creatures,
but upon our fellow-existers, all Nature being
tied together by the laws that-make one part
conduce to the good of another.
There is another little point which I must
mention before we draw to a close—a point
which concerns the whole of these operations,
and most curious and beautiful it is to see it
clustering upon and associated with the bodies
that concern us—oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon,
in different states of their existence. I shewed
_you just now some powdered lead, which I set
burning (‘8); and you saw that the moment
the fuel was brought to the air, it acted, even

before it got out of the bottle—the moment
the air crept in, it acted.

Now, there is a

case of chemical afﬁnity by which all our
operations proceed. When we breathe, the
same operation is going on within us. When
we burn a candle, the attraction of the dif
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ferent parts one to the other is going on.
Here it is going on in this case of the lead;
and it is a beautiful instance of chemical
afﬁnity; If the products 'of combustion rose
off from the surface, the lead would take ﬁre,

and go on burning to the end; but you
remember that we have this difference between
charcoal and lead—that, while the lead can
start into action at once, if there be access

of air to it, the carbon will .remain days,
weeks, months, or years. The manuscripts of
Herculaneum were written with carbonaceous
ink, and there they have been for 1,800 years

or more, not having been at all changed by
the atmosphere, though coming in contact
with it under various circumstances.

Now,

what is the circumstance which makes the
lead and carbon differ in this respect? It is
a striking thing to see that the matter which
is appointed to serve the purpose of fuel wail:
in its action: it does not start off burning,
like the lead and many other things that I
could shew you, but which I haVe not encum
bered the table with ; but it waits for action.
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This waiting is a curious and wonderful thing.
Candles—those Japanese candles, for instance
—do not start into action at once, like the

lead or iron (for iron ﬁnely divided does the
same thing as lead), but there they wait for
years, perhaps for ages, without undergoing
any alteration. I have here a supply of coal
gas. The jet is giving forth the gas, but you
see it does not take ﬁre—it comes out into the

air, but it waits till it is hot enough before it
burns. If I make it hot enough, it takes ﬁre.
If I blow it out, the gas that is issuing forth
waits till the light is applied to it again. It
is curious

to

see

how different

substances

wait—how some will wait till the temperature
is raised a little, and others till it is raised a

good deal. I have here a little gunpowder
and some gun-cotton; even these things differ
in the conditions under which they will burn.
The gunpowder is composed of carbon and

other substances, making it highly combustible;
and the gun-cotton is another combustible pre
Paration. They are both waiting, but they will
start into activity at different degrees of heat, i
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or under different conditions.

By applying a

heated wire to them, we shall see which will

start ﬁrst [touching the 'gun-cotton 'with the
hot iron]. You see the gun-cotton has gone
off, but not even the hottest part of the wire
is now hot enough to ﬁre the gunpowder.
How beautifully that shews you the difference
in the degree in which bodies act in this way!
In the one case the substance will wait any
time until the associated bodies are made
active by heat; but in the other, as in the
process of respiration, it waits no time. In
the lungs, as soon as the air enters, it unites
with the carbon; even in the lowest tem
perature which the body can bear short of
being frozen, the action begins at once, pro
ducing the carbonic acid of respiration: and
so all things go on ﬁtly and properly.’ Thus
you see the analogy between respiration and
combustion is rendered still more beautiful and
striking. ' Indeed, all I can say to you at the

end of these lectures (for we must come to an
end at one time or other) is to express a wish
that you may, in your generation, be ﬁt to
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compare to a candle; that you may, like it,
shine as lights to those about you; that, in
all your actions, you may justify the beauty
of the taper by making y0ur deeds honour
able and effectual in the discharge of your
duty to your fellow-men.

LECTURE ON PLATINUM.
[Delivered beﬁre’ t/ze ROYAL INSTITUTION, on Friday,
Frbruaagv 22, 1861.]

HETHER I was to have the honour
of appearing before you this evening
or not, seemed to be doubtful upon one or

two points.
One of these I will mention
immediately; the other may or may not
appear during the course of the hour that
follows. The ﬁrst point is this. When I was
tempted to promise this subject for your
attention this evening, it was founded upon a
promise, and a full intent of performing that
promise, on the part of my friend Deville, of
Paris, to come here to shew before you >
a phenomenon in metallurgic chemistry not
common. In that I have been disappointed.
His intention was to have fused here some
thirty or forty pounds of platinum, and so to
have made manifest, through my mouth and
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my statement, the principles of a new process
in metallurgy, in relation to this beautiful,
magniﬁcent, and valuable metal; but circum
stances over which

neither

he

nor

I, nor

others concerned, have suﬂicient control, have

prevented the fulﬁlment of that intention; and
the period at which I learned the fact was so
recent, that I could hardly leave my place
here to be ﬁlled by another, or permit you,
who in your kindness have come to hear what
might be said, to remain unreceived in the
best manner possible to me under the circum
stances. I therefore propose to state, as well
as I can, what the principles are on which
M. Deville proceeds, by means of drawings,
and some subordinate or- inferior experiments.

The metal platinum, of which you see some
very ﬁne specimens on. the table, has been
known to us about a hundred years. It has
been wrought in a beautiful way in -this
country, in France, and

elsewhere, and sup

plied to the consumer‘in ingots of this kind,
or in plates, such

as we

have here, or in

masses, that by their very fall upon the table
indicate the great weight of the substance,
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which is, indeed, nearly at the head of all

substances in that respect. This substance
has been given to us hitherto mainly through
the philosophy of Dr. Wollaston, whom many
of us know, and it is obtained in great purity
and beauty.

It is a very remarkable metal in

many points, besides its known special uses.
It usually comes to us in grains. Here is a
very ﬁne specimen of native platinum in grains.
Here is also a nugget or ing-0t, and here are
some small pieces gathered out of certain
alluvial soils in Brazil, Mexico, California, and

the Uralian districts of Russia.
It is strange that this metal is almost always
found associated with some four or ﬁve other
metals, most curious in their qualities and
characteristics. [They are called platiniferous
metals; and they have not only the relation of
being always found associated in this manner,
but they have other relations of a curious
nature, which I shall point out to—you by a
reference to one of the tables behind me. This
substance is always native—it is always in the
metallic state; and the metals with which it is

found connected, and which are rarely found
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elsewhere,

are

palladium,

osmium, and ruthenium.

rhodium,

iridium,

We have the names

in one of the tables arranged in two columns,
representing, as you see, two groups—platinum,
iridium, and

osmium constituting one group;

and ruthenium, rhodium, and, palladium the
other.
Three of these have the chemical
equivalent of 98%, and the others a chemical
equivalent of about half that number. Then
the metals of one group have an extreme
speciﬁc gravity—platinum being, in fact, the
lightest of the three, or as light as the lightest.
Osmium has a speciﬁc gravity of 21.4, and
is the heaviest body in nature; platinum is
21.15, and iridium

the

same;

the

speciﬁc

gravity of the other three being only about
half that, namely, 11.3, 12.1, and 11.8.

Then

there is this curious relation, that palladium
and iridium are very much alike, so that you
would scarcely know one from the other,
though one has only half the weight of the
other, and only half the equivalent power.
So with iridium and rhodium, and

osmium

and ruthenium, which are so closely allied
that they make pairs, being separated each

EXTRACTION BY THE WET PROCESS.

from its own group. Then these metals are
the most infusible that we possess. Osmium
is the most difﬁcult to fuse: indeed, I believe

it never has been fused, while every other
metal has.

Ruthenium

comes next, iridium

next, rhodium next, platinum next (so that it
ranks here as a pretty fusible metal, and yet
we have been long accustomed to speak of
the infusibility of platinum), and next comes
palladium, which is the most fusible metal of
the whole. It is a curious thing to see this
ﬁne association of physical properties coming
out in metals which are grouped together
somehow or other in nature, but, no doubt,

by causes which are related to analogous pro
perties in their situation on the surface of the
earth, for it is in alluvial soils that
things are found.

these

.

Now, with regard to this substance, let me

tell you brieﬂy how we get it. The process
used to be this. The ore which I shewed you
just now was taken, and digested

in nitro

muriatic acid of a certain strength, and partly
converted into a solution, with the leaving
behind of certain bodies that I have upon the.
,

N
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The platinum being dissolved with

care in acids, to the solution the muriate of
ammonia was added, as I am about to add it

here.

A yellow precipitate was then thrown

down, as you perceive is the case now; and
this, carefully washed and cleansed, gave us

that body [pointing to a specimen of the chlo
ride of platinum and ammonium], the other
elements, or nearly all, being ejected. This
substance being heated, gave us what we call
platinum sponge, or platinum in the metallic
state, so ﬁnely divided as to form a kind of
heavy mass or sponge, which, at the time that
Dr. Wollaston

ﬁrst

sent

it

forth,

was

not

fusible for the market or in the manufac
turers’ workshops, inasmuch as the temperature
required was so high, and there were no
furnaces

that

could

bring the

mass into a

globule, and cause the parts to adhere together.
Most

of

our

metals that

we obtain from

nature, and work in our shops, are brought
at last into a mass by fusion.

I

am

not

aware that there is in the arts or sciences
any other than iron which is not so.
Soft
iron'we do not bring together by fusion, but
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by a process which is analogous to the one
that was followed in the case of platinum,
namely, Welding; for these divided grains of
spongy platinum having been Well washed and
sunk in water for the purpose of excluding
air,

and

pressed

together, and

heated, and

hammered, and pressed again, until they come
into a pretty close, dense, compact mass, did

so cohere, that when the mass was put into
the furnace of charcoal, and raised to a high
temperature, the particles, at ﬁrst inﬁnitely
divided—for; they were chemically divided—
adhered the one to the other, each to all the

rest, until they made that kind of substance
which you see here, which will bear rolling
and expansion of every kind. No other pro
cess than that has hitherto been adopted for
the purpose of obtaining this substance from
the particles by solution, precipitation, ignition,

and welding. It certainly is a very ﬁne thing
to see that we may so fully depend upon the
properties of the various substances we have
to deal with; that we can, by carrying out
our processes, obtain

a

material

like

this,

allowing of division and extension under a
rolling mill—a material of the ﬁnest possible
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'kind, the 'parts being held together, not with
interstices, not with porosity, but so continuous
that no ﬂuids can pass between them; and,
as Dr. Wollaston beautifully shewed, a globule
of platinum fused by the voltaic battery and
the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, when drawn into
a wire, was not sounder or stronger than
this wire made by the curious coalescence of
the particles by the sticking power that they
had at high temperatures. This is the pro
cess adopted by Messrs. johnson and Matthey,

to whose great kindness I am indebted for
these ingots and for the valuable assistance I

have received in the illustrations.
The treatment, however, that I have to bring
before you is of another kind; and it is in the
hope that we shall be able before long to have
such a thing as the manufacture of platinum
of this kind, that I am encouraged to come
before you, and tell you how far Deville has
gone in the matter, and to give you illustrations
of the principles on which he proceeds. I
think it is but fair that you should see an
experiment shewing you the way in which we
get the adhesion of platinum. Probably you
all know of the welding of iron: you go into

WELDING PROPERTY OF PLATINUM
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the smith's shop, and you see him put the.
handle of a poker on to the stem, and by a
little management and the application of heat
he makes them one.
You have no doubt
seen him put the iron into the ﬁre and
sprinkle a little sand upon it.
He does not
know the philosophy he calls into play when
he sprinkles a little sand over the oxide of
iron, but he has a ﬁne philosophy there, or
practises it, when he gets his welding. I can
shew you here this beautiful circumstance of
the sticking together of the particles up to the
fullest possible intensity of their combination.
If you were to go into the workshops of Mr.
Matthey, and see them hammering and welding
away, you would see the value of the experi
ment I am about to shew you. I have here
some platinum-wire.
This is a metal which
resists the action of acids, resists oxidation by
heat, and change of any sort;

and which,

therefore, I may heat in the atmosphere with
out any ﬂux. I bend the wire so as to make
the ends cross: these I make hot by means
of the blowpipe, and then, by giving them a
tap with a hammer, I shall make them into
one piece. Now that the pieces are united, I
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shall have great diﬂiculty in pulling them apart,
though they are joined only at the point where
the two cylindrical surfaces came together. And
now I have succeeded in pulling the wire apart,
the division is not at the point of welding, but
where the force of the pincers has cut it, so that
the junction we have effected is a complete one.
This, then, is the principle of the manufacture
and production of platinum in the old way.
The treatment which Deville proposes to

carry out, and which he has carried out to a
rather large extent in reference to the Russian
supply of platinum, is one altogether by heat,
having little or no reference to the use of acids.
That you may know what the problem is, look
at this table, which gives you the composition
of such a piece of platinum ore as I shewed
you just now. Wherever it comes from, the
composition is as complicated, though the
proportions vary :—
'
Platinum,
Iridium, .
Rhodium,
Palladium,
Gold,
.
Copper, .

.
.
,
.
.

.
.
,
.
.
.

Iron,
.
.
.
Osmide of Iridium, .

Sand,

.

.
.
,
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

76.4
4.3
0.3
1.4
0.4.
4.!

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

II-7
0-5

.

.

.

1.4

100.5

\
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This refers to the Uralian ore.
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In that state

of combination, as shewn in the table, the

iridium and osmium are found combined in
crystals, sometimes to the amount of 0.5 per
cent., and sometimes 3 or 4 per cent.

Now,

this Deville proposes to deal with in the dry
way, in the place of dealing with it by any acid.
I have here another kind of platinum; and I
shew it to you for this reason. The Russian
Government, having large stores of platinum in
their dominions, have obtained it in a metallic
state, and worked it into coin. ‘The coin I have

in my hand is a twelve silver rouble piece.
The rouble is worth three shillings, and this
coin is, therefore, of the value of thirty-six

shillings.

The smaller coin is worth half that

sum; and the other, half of that.

The metal,

however, is unﬁt for coinage.

When you have

the

silver,

two

metals,

gold

and

used

for

coinage, you have a little confusion in the
value of the two in the market; but when you

have three precious metals (for you may call
platinum a precious metal) worked into coin,
they will be sure to run counter to one another.
Indeed, the case did happen, that the price of
platinum coin ﬁxed by the Government was
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such, that it was worth while to purchase
platinum in other countries, and make coin of
it, and then take it into that country and
circulate it.

The result was, that the Russian

Government stopped the issue.
The com
position of this coin is—platinum, 97.0; iridium,
1.2;

rhodium, 0.5;

palladium, 0.25;

a little

copper, and a little iron. It is, in fact, bad
platinum: it scales, and it has an unﬁtness for
commercial use and in the laboratory, which
the other well-puriﬁed platinum has not. It
wants working over again.
Now, Deville’s process depends upon three
points,—upon intense heat, blowpipe action,
and the volatility of certain metals.
We
know that there are plenty of metals that
are volatile;

but this, I think, is the ﬁrst

time that it has been proposed to use the
volatility of certain metals—such as gold and
palladium—for the purpose of driving them off
and leaving something else behind. He counts
largely upon the vofatility of metals which we
have not been in the habit of considering
volatile,

but which we

have

rather looked

upon as ﬁxed; and I must endeavour to
illustrate these three points by a few experi

VOLTAIC IGNITION OF WIRE. >
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ments. .Perhaps I can best shew you what is
required in the process of heating platinum
by using that source of heat which we have
here, and which seems to be almost illimitable

—namely, the voltaic battery; for it is only
in consequence of the heat that the voltaic
battery affects the platinum. By applying
the two extremities of the battery to this
piece of platinum-wire, you will see what
result we shall obtain. You perceive that we
can take about this heating agent wherever we
like,any
andway.
deal Iwith
as we please,
it I
in
am it obliged
to deallimiting
carefully
with it; but even that cirCumstance will have

an interest for you in Watching the experiment.
Contact is now made.

Theelectric current,

when compressed into thin conducting-wires
offering resistance, evolves heat_ to a large
extent; and this is the power by which we
work. You see the intense glow immediately
imparted to the wire; and if I applied the heat
continuously, the effect of the current would
be to melt the wire. As soon as the contact
is broken, the wire resumes its former appear

ance; and now that we make contactagain, you
perceive the glow as before. [The experiment
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was repeated several times in rapid succession.]
You can see a line of light, though you can
scarcely perceive the wire; and now that it
has melted with the great heat, if you examine
it, you will perceive that it is indeed a set of
irregularities from end to end—a set of little
spheres, which are strung upon an axis of
platinum running through it. It is that wire
which Mr. Grove described as being produced
at the moment when fusion of the whole mass
is commencing. In the same manner, if I take
a tolerably thick piece of platinum, and subject
it to the heat that can be produced by this
battery, you will see the brilliancy of the effect
produced. I shall put on a pair of spectacles
for the experiment, as there is an injurious
effect of the voltaic spark upon the eyes, if the
action is continued; and it is neither policy nor
bravery to subject any organ to unnecessary
danger; and I want, at all events, to keep the
full use of my eyes to the end of the lecture.
You now see the action of the heat upon
the piece of platinum—heat so great as to
break in pieces the plate on which the drops
of metal fall.

You perceive, then, that we have

Suﬁiciently powerful sources of heat in nature

*Hmlr w

-

M .d_*_
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to deal with platinum. I have here an appa
ratus by which the same thing can be shewn.
Here is a piece of platinum, which is put into a
crucible of carbon made at the end of one pole
of the battery, and you will see the brilliant
light that will be produced. There is our
furnace, and the platinum is rapidly getting
heated; and now you perceive that it is melted,
and throwing off little particles. What a mag
niﬁcent philosophical instrument this is. When
you look at the result, which is lying upon the
charcoal, you will see a beautifully fused piece
of platinum. It is now a ﬁery globule, with a.
surface so bright, and smooth, and reﬂecting,
that I cannot tell whether it is transparent, or
opaque, or what. This, then, will giVe you an
idea of what has to be done by any process
that pretends to deal with thirty, or forty, or

ﬁfty pounds of platinum at once.

'

Let me now tell you brieﬂy What Deville
proposes to do. First of all, he takes this ore,
with its impurities, and mixes it (as he ﬁnds
it essential and best) with its own weight of
sulphuret of lead—lead combined with sulphur.
Both the lead and the sulphur are wanted; for
the iron that is there present, as you see by the
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table, is one of the most annoying substances in
the treatment that you can imagine, because
it is not volatile; and while the iron remains

adhering to the platinum, the platinum will
not ﬂow readily. It cannot be sent away' by
a high temperature—sent into the atmosphere
so as to leave the platinum behind. Well, then,
a hundred parts of ore and a hundred parts
i of sulphuret of lead, with about ﬁfty parts of
metallic lead, being all mingled together in a
crucible, the sulphur of the sulphuret takes the
iron, the copper, and some of the other metals
and impurities, and combines with them to form
a slag; and as it goes on boiling and oxidising,
it carries off the iron, and so a great cleansing
takes place.
Now, ydu ought to know that these metals,
such as platinum, iridium, and palladium, have
a strong afﬁnity for such metals as lead and tin,
and upon this a great deal depends. Very
much depends upon the platinum throwing out
its impurities of iron and so forth, by being
taken up with the lead present in it. That
y0u may have a notion of the great power that
platinum has of combining with other metals,
I will refer you to a little of the chemist’s

FUSION OF PLATINUIH WITH LEAD.
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experience—his bad experience. He knows
very well that if he takes a piece of platinum
foil, and heats a piece of lead upon it, or if he
takes a piece of platinum-foil, such as we have
here, and heats things upon it that have lead
in them, his platinum is destroyed. I have
here a piece of platinum, and if I apply the
heat of the spirit-lamp to it, in consequence
of the presence of this little piece of lead which
I will place on it, I shall make a hole in the
. metal.

The heat of the lamp itself would do

no harm to the platinum, nor would other
chemical means; but because there is, a little

lead present, and there is an afﬁnity between
the two substances, the bodies fuse together
at once.

You see the hole I have made.

It

is large enough to put your ﬁnger in, though
the platinum itself was, as you saw, almost in-,_
fusible, except by the voltaic batteiy. For the
purpose of shewing this fact in a more striking
manner, I have taken pieces of platinum-foil,

tin-foil, and lead-foil, and rolled them together;
and if I apply the blowpipe to them, you will
have, in fact, a repetition on a larger scale of
the experiment you saw just now when the
lead and platinum came together, and one
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spoiled the other. When the metals are laid _
one upon the other, and folded together and
heat applied, you will not only see that the
platinum runs to waste, but that at the time
when the platinum and

lead are combined

there is ignition produced—there is a power of
sustaining combustion. I have taken a large
piece, that you may see the phenomenon on a
large scale. You saw the ignition and the
explosion which followed, of which we have
here the results—the consequence of the
chemical afﬁnity between the platinum and

the metals combined with it, which is the thing
upon which Deville founds his ﬁrst result.
When he has melted these substances and
stirred them well up, and so obtained a com
plete mixture, he throws in air upon the
surface to burn off all the sulphur from the re
maining sulphuret of lead; and at last he gets
an ingot of lead with platinum—much lead, com
paratively, and little platinum. He gets that
in the crucible with a lot of scoriae and other
things, which he treats afterwards. It is that
platiniferous lead which we have to deal with
in our future process.

What he does with it.

Now, let me tell you

His ﬁrst object is to get

CUPELLA TION OF PLA TINUrlI.

rid of the lead.
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He has thrown out all the iron,

and a number of other things, 'and he has got
this kind of compound indicated in the table.
He may get it as high as 78 per cent. of pla
tinum, and 22 of lead; or 5, or IO, or 15 of
platinum, and 95, or 90, or 85 of lead (which

he calls weak platinum), and he then places it
in the kind of vessel that you see before you.
Suppose we had the mixture here; we should
have to make it hot, and then throw in air upon
the surface.

The combustible metal—that is,

the lead—and the part that will oxidise, are
thoroughly oxidised; the litharge would ﬂow

out in a fused state into a vessel placed to re
ceive it, and the platinum remains behind.
Here is the process which Deville adopts for
the purpose of casting off the lead, after he has
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got out the platinum from the ore. (Having
made use of your friend, you get rid of him as
quickly as you can.)
He gets his heat by
applying the combination of oxygen and hydro
gen, or of carburetted fuel, for the purpose
of producing a ﬁre. I have here a source of
coal-gas; there I have a source of hydrogen;
and here I have a source of oxygen. I have
here also one of the blowpipes used by Deville
in his process for working platinum in the way
I have spoken of. There are two pipes, and

Fig. 37.

One of them goes to the source of coal-gas, and
the other to the supply of oxygen. By uniting
these we obtain a ﬂame of such a heat as to
melt platinum.
You will, perhaps, hardly

OX YH YDROGEN BLO WPIPE.
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imagine what the heat is, unless you have
some proof of it; but you will soon see that
I have actually the power of melting platinum
Here is a piece of platinum-foil running like
wax under the ﬂame which I am bringing to
bear against it. The question, however, is
whether we shall get heat enough to melt, not
this small quantity, but large masses—many
pounds of the metal. Having obtained heat
like this, the next consideration is what vessel

is he to employ which could retain the pla
tinum when so heated, or bear the effects of
the ﬂame?

Such

vessels are

happily well

supplied at Paris, and are formed of a sub
stance which surrounds Paris; it is a kind of

chalk (called, I believe, by geologists, calcaz're
grorsz'ére), and it has the property of enduring
an extreme degree of heat. I am now going
to get the highest heat that we can obtain.
First, I shew you the combustion of hydrogen
by itself. I have not a large supply, because
the coal-gas is sufﬁcient for most of our pur
poses. If I put a piece of lime obtained
from this chalk into the gas, you see we get
a pretty hot ﬂame, which would burn one’s
ﬁngers a good deal. But now let (me subject
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a piece of it to the joint action of oxygen and
hydrogen. I do this for the purpose of shewing
you the value of lime as a material for the
furnaces and chambers that are to contain
the substances to be operated on, and that
are consequently to sustain the action of this
extreme heat. Here we have the hydrogen
and the oxygen, which will give the most
intense heat that can be obtained by chemical
action; and if I put a piece of lime into the
ﬂame, we get what is called the lime-light.
Now, with all the beauty and intensity of
action which you perceive, there is no sensible
deterioration of the lime except by the me
chanical force of the current of gases rushing
from the jet against the lime, sweeping away
such particles as are not strongly aggregated.

“Vapour of lime ” some call it; and it may be
so, but there is no other change of the lime
than
highly-exalted
that under
chemical
the action
condition,
of heat
though
of alj
most any other substance would melt at orrée.
Then, as to the way in which the heat is
applied to the substance. It is all very well
for me to take a piece of antimony, and fuse

it in the ﬂame of a blowpipe.

But if I tried

ADVANTAGE OF THE BLOWPIPE.
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this piece in the ordinary lamp ﬂame, I should
do nothing; if Itried a smaller piece, I should
do little or nothing; and if I tried a still
smaller piece, I should do little or nothing;
yet I have a condition which will represent
what Deville carries to the highest possible
extent, and which we all carry to the highest
extent, in the use of the blowpipe. Suppose
I take this piece of antimony: I shall not be
able to melt it in that ﬂame of the candle
by merely holding it there; yet, by taking
pains, we can even melt a piece of platinum
there. This is a preparation which I made
for the purpose of proving the fusibility of
platinum in a common candle. There is a
piece of wire, drawn by that ingenious pro
cess of Dr. Wollaston’s, not more than the
three-thousandth part of an inch in diameter.
He put the wire into the middle of a cylinder
of silver, and drew both together until the
whole compound was exceedingly thin; and
then he dissolved away the silver by nitric
acid. There was left in the centre a substance
which I can scarcely see with an eye-glass,
but which I know is there, and whiCh I can

make visible, as you see, by putting it into
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the candle, where the heat makes it glow like
a spark. I have again and again tried this
experiment up-stairs in my own room, and
have easily fused this platinum-wire by a
common candle.

You see we have, therefore,

heat enough in the candle, as in the voltaic
battery, or in the highly-exalted combustion
of the blowpipe, but we do not supply a
continuous source of heat. In the very act of
this becoming ignited, the heat radiates so
fast that you cannot accumulate enough to
cause the fusion of the wire, except under the
most careful arrangement. Thus I cannot
melt that piece of antimony by simply putting
it into the candle; but if I put it upon char
coal, and drive the ﬁery current against it,
there will be heat enough to melt it. The
beauty of the blowpipe is, that it sends hot
air (making hot air by the combustion of the
ﬂame) against the thing to be heated. I have
only to hold the antimony in the course of
that current, and particle by particle of the
current impinges upon the antimony, and so
we get it melted. You now see it red-hot,
and I have no doubt it will continue to burn
ifI withdraw it from the ﬂame and continue

FUSION OF IRON.
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to force the air on it. Now, you see it burning
without any heat but that of its own combus
tion, which I am keeping up by sending the
air against it. It would go out in a moment
if I took away the current of air from it; but

there it is burning, and the more air I give
it, by this or any other action, the better it is.
So, then, we have here not merely a mighty

source of heat, but a means of driving the heat
forcibly against substances.
Let me shew you another experiment with
a piece of iron. It will serve two purposes——
shewing you what the blowpipe does as a
sourCe of heat, and what it does by sending
that heat where it is wanted. I have taken
iron in contrast with silver or other metals,

that you may see the difference of action, and
so be more interested in the experiment. Here
is our fuel, the coal-gas; and here our oxygen.
Having thus my power of heat, I apply it to
the iron, which, as you see, soon gets red-hot.

It is now ﬂowing about like a globule of melted
mercury. But observe, I cannot raise any
vapour: it is now covered with a coat of
melted oxide, and unless I have a great power
in my blowpipe, it is hardly possible to break
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through it.

Now, then, you see these beautiful

sparks: you have not only a beautiful kind of
combustion, but you see the iron is being driven
off, not producing smoke, but burning in a ﬁxed
condition. How different this is from the action
of some other metals—that piece of antimony,
for instance, which we saw just now throwing
off abundance of fumes.

We can, of course, burn

away this iron by giving plenty of air to it; but
with the bodies which Deville wants to expose
to this intense heat he has not that means:
the gas

itself must have power enough

to

drive off the slag which forms on the surface
of the metal, and power to impinge upon the
platinum so as to get the full contact that he_
wants for the fusion to take place. We see
here, then, the means to which he resorts—

oxygen, and either coal-gas or water-gas (’9),
or pure hydrogen, for producing heat, and the
blowpipe for the purpose of impelling the
heated current upon the metals.
I have two or three rough drawings here,
representing the kind of furnaces which he
employs. They are larger, however, than the
actual furnaces he uses. .E‘ven the furnace in
which he carries on that most serious opera=

DE VILLE’S PLA TIIVUIll FURNACE.
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tion of fusing ﬁfty pounds of platinum at once
is not much more than half the size of the
drawing. It is made of a piece of lime below
and a piece of lime above.
You see how
beautifully lime sustains heat without altering
in shape; and you may have thought how

Fig. 38.

beautifully it prevents the dissipation of the
heat by its very bad conducting powers. While
the front part of the lime which you saw here
'was so highly ignited, I could at any moment
touch the back of it without feeling any annoy
ance from the heat. So, by having a chamber
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of lime of this sort, he is able to get a vessel
to contain these metals with scarcely any loss
of heat. He puts the blowpipes through these
apertures, and sends doWn these gases upon the
metals, which are gradually melted. He then
puts in more metal through a hole at the top.
The results of the combustion issue out of the
aperture which you see represented. If there
be strips of platinum, he pushes them through
the mouth out of which the heated current is
coming, and there they get red-hot and white
hot before they get into the bath of platinum.
So he is able to fuse a large body of platinum
in this manner. 'Whcn the platinum is melted,
he takes off the top and pours out from the
bottom piece, like a crucible, and makes his
cast. This is the furnace by which he fuses his
forty pounds or ﬁfty pounds of platinum at
once. The metal is raised to a heat that no
eye can bear. There is no light and shadow,
no chiaro-oscuro there; all is the same intensity
of glow. You look in, and you cannot see
where the metal or the lime is; it is all as
one.

We have, therefore, a platform with a

handle, which turns upon an axis, that coincides
with the gutter that is formed for the pouring

VAPO URS OF ME mm.
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of the metal; and when all is known to be
ready, by means of dark glasses, the‘ work;

men take off the top piece and lift up the
handle, and the mould being then placed in a
proper position, he knows that the issue of the

metal will be exactly in the line of the axis.
No injury has eVer happened from the use of
this plan. You know with what care it is
necessary to carry such a vessel of mercury as
we have here, for fear of turning it over on one
side or the other; but if it be a veSsel of melted
platinum, the very greatest care must be used,
because the substance is twice as heavy: yet
no injury has been done to any of the workmen
in this operation.
I have said that Deville depends upon intense
heat for carrying off vapour; and this brings
me to the point of shewing how vapours are
carried off. Here is a basin of mercury, which
boils easily, as you know, and gives us the
opportunity of observing the facts and prin
ciples which are to guide us. I have here two
poles of the battery, and if I bring them into
contact with the mercury, see what a develop
ment of vapour we have. The mercury is
flying off rapidly; and I might, if I pleased,
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put all the company around me in a bath of
mercury vapour. And so, if we take this piece
of lead and treat it in the same way, it will

also give off vapour.

Observe the fumes that

rise from it; and even if it was so far enclosed

from the air that you could not form any
litharge, you would still have those abundant
fumes ﬂying off. I may also take a piece of
gold, and shew you the same thing. I have
here a piece of gold which I put upon a clean
surface of Paris limestone. Applying the heat
of the blowpipe to it, you see how the heat
drives off the vapour; and if you notice at the
end of the Lecture, you will observe on the
stone a purple patch of condensed gold. Thus
you see a proof of the volatilisation of gold.
It is the same with silver. You will not be
startled if I sometimes use 'one agent and
sometimes

another to illustrate a particular

point. The volatility of gold and silver is the
same thing, whether it be effected by the voltaic
battery or by the blowpipe. [A lump of silver
was placed in a charcoal crucible between the
poles of a voltaic battery] Now, look at the
fumes of silver, and observe the peculiar and
beautiful green colour which they produce.

VOLA TILITI’ OF SIL VER.
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We shall now shew you this same process
of boiling the silver, cast on a screen from
the electric lamp which you have before you;

and while Dr. Tyndall is kindly getting the
lamp ready for this purpose, let me tell
you that Deville proposes to throw out in
this way all these extraneous things that I
have spoken of, except two—namely, iridium
and rhodium. It so happens, as he says, that
iridium and rhodium do make the. metal more
capable of resisting the attacks of acids than
platinum itself.
Alloys are compounded up
to 25 per cent. of rhodium and iridium, by

which the chemical inaction of the platinum
is increased,

and

also

other physical properties.

its malleability

and

[The image of the

voltaic discharge through vapour of silver was

now throWn Upon the screen] What you
have now on the screen is an inverted image
of what you saw when we heated the silver
before. The ﬁne stream that you see around
the silver is the discharge of the electric force
that takes place, giving you that glorious
green light which you see in the ray; and if

Dr. Tyndall will open the top of the lamp, I
you will see the quantity of fumes that will
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come out of the aperture, shewing you at once
the volatility of silver.
I have now ﬁnished this imperfect account.
It is but an apology for not having brought
the process itself before you. I have done
the best I could under the circumstances; and
I know your kindness well, for if I were not
aware that I might trust to it, I would not
appear here so often as I have done. The
gradual

loss

of memory

and

of my other

faculties is making itself painfully evident to
me, and requires, every time I appear before
you, the continued remembrance of your kind
ness to enable me to get through my task.
IfI should happen to go on too long, or
should fail in doing what you might desire,
remember it is yourselves who are chargeable,
by wishing me to remain.
I have desired
to retire, as I think every man ought to do
before his faculties become impaired; but I
must confess that the affection I have for
this place, and for those who frequent this
place, is such, that I hardly know when the
Proper time has arrived.

(‘) Page 16. The Royal George sunk at Spithead on
the 29th of August, 1782. Colonel Pasley commenced
operations for the removal of the wreck by the explo—
sion of gunpowder, in August, 1839. The candle which
Professor Faraday exhibited must therefore have been
exposed to the action of salt water for upwards of ﬁfty

seven years.
(2) Page 17. The fat or tallow consists of a chemical
combination of fatty acids with glycerine. The lime
unites with the palmitic, oleic, and stearic acids, and

separates the glycerine. After washing, the insoluble
lime soap is decomposed with hot dilute sulphuric acid.
The melted fatty acids thus rise as an oil to the surface,
when they are decanted. They are again washed and
cast into thin plates, which, when cold, are placed
between layers of cocoa-nut matting, and submitted to
intense hydraulic pressure. In this way the soft oleic
acid is squeezed out, whilst the hard palmitic and stearic
acids remain. These are further puriﬁed by pressure at
a higher temperature, and washing in warm dilute sul—
phuric acid, when they are ready to be made into candles.
These acids are harder and whiter than the fats from
which they were obtained, whilst at the same time they
are cleaner and more combustible.
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(3) Page 19.

A little borax or phosphorus salt is some

times added, in order to make the ash fusible,

(4) Page 27. Capillary attraction or repulsion is the
cause which determines the ascent or descent of a ﬂuid
in a capillary tube. If a piece of thermometer tubing,
open at each end, he plunged into water, the latter will
instantly rise in the tube considerably above its external
level. If, on the other hand, the tube be plunged into
mercury, a repulsion instead of attraction will be ex
hibited, and the level of the mercury will be lower in the
tube than it is outside,
'
(5) Page 29. The late Duke of Sussex was, we believe,
the ﬁrst to shew that a prawn might be washed upon
this principle. If the tail, after pulling off the fan part,
-be placed in a tumbler of water, and the head be allowed
to hang over the outside, the water will be sucked up the
tail by capillary attraction, and will continue to run out
through
thethe
head
thetowater
in it.
the glassihas
sunl:
so low that
tail until
ceases
dip into
I

(6) Page 37. The alcohol had chloride of copper dis~
solved in it: this produces a beautiful green ﬂame.
(1) Page 54. Lycopodium is a yellowish powder found
in the fruit of the club moss (Lyropodz'um ﬂat/alum). It
is used in ﬁreworks.
(8) Page 58. Bunsen has calculated that the tem
perature of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe is 8061? Centi
grade. Hydrogen burning in air has a temperature of

3259" C,, and coalvgas in air, 2350‘2 C.
(9) Page 60. The following is the action of the
sulphuric acid in inﬂaming the mixture of sulphuret of '
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antimony and chlorate of potassa. A portion of'the
latter is decomposed by the sulphuric acid into oxide of
chlorine, bisulphate of potassa, and perchlorate of potassa.
The oxide of chlorine inﬂames the sulphuret of anti
mony, which is a combustible body, and the whole mass
instantly bursts into ﬂame.
(‘°) Page 63. The “air-burner," which is of such
value in the laboratory, owes its advantage to this
principle. It consists of a cylindrical metal chimney,
covered at the top with a piece of rather coarse iron
wire gauze. This. is supported over an argand burner,
in such a manner that the gas may mix in the chimney
with an amount of air sufﬁcient to burn the carbon and
hydrogen simultaneously, so that there may be no separa
tion of carbon in the ﬂame with consequent deposition
of soot. The ﬂame, being unable to pass through the
wire gauze, burns in a, steady; nearly invisible manner
above.
(‘1) Page 74. Water is in its densest state at a tem
perature of 39.l° Fahrenheit.

('2) Page 74.

A mixture of salt and pounded ice

reduces the temperature from 32° F. to germ—the ice at
the same time becoming ﬂuid.
(‘3) Page 82. Potassium, the metallic basis of potash,
was discovered by Sir Humphrey Davy in 1807, who
succeeded in separating it from potash by means of a
powerful voltaic battery. Its great afﬁnity for oxygen
causes it to decompose water with evolution of hydrogen,
which takes ﬁre with the heat produced.
(‘4) Page 98. Professor Faraday has calculated that
there is as much electricity required to decompose one

W‘Mwﬂw~v’~w~m*\ \~ - -- *'\\a--~
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grain of water as there is in a very powerful ﬂash .of
lightning.
(‘5) Page 101. A solution of acetate of lead submitted
to the action of the voltaic current, yields lead at the
negative pole, and brown peroxide of lead at the positive
pole.

A solution of nitrate of silver, under the same

circumstances, yields silver at the negative pole, and
peroxide of silver at the positive pole.
(‘6) Page 129. The gaswhich is thus employed as a
test for the presence of oxygen, is the binoxide of nitrogen,
or nitrous oxide. It is a colourless gas, which, when
brought in contact with oxygen, unites with it, forming
hyponitric acid, the red gas referred to.
(’1) Page 152. Aim/ﬁle is
acid and lime. The muriatic
the two, takes the place of
escapes as a gas, the residue
chloride of calcium.

a compound of carbonic
acid being the stronger of
the carbonic acid, which
forming muriate of lime or

(‘8) Page 186. Lead pyrop/mwm is made by heating
dry tartrate of lead in a glass tube (closed at one end,
and drawn out to a ﬁne point at the other) until no more
vapours are evolved. The open end of the tube is then
to be sealed before the blowpipe. When the tube is
broken and the contents shaken out into the air, they
burn with a red ﬂash.
’ (‘9) Page 216. Water-gas is formed by passing vapour
of water over red-hot charcoal or coke. It is a mixture
of hydrogen and carbonic oxide, each of which is an
inﬂammable gas

Bell and Bain, P71121273, 41 [Mitt/mil Street, Glasgow.
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trated with 360 Plates and Woodcuts. Cr.
8vo, cloth extra, gilt and emblazoned, 7:.611.
‘,,* This volume, beautifully printed on tonzdjapn',
contain: not only the ordinary matter to be found
in the best books on the science of A rnzmy, but seve
ral other subjects hitherto unnotired. Amongst
these may be mmtianed:—1. DIRECTIONS FOR
TRACING PEDIGREES. 2. DECIPHERING ANCIENT
MSS., ILLUSTRATED BY ALPHABETS AND FAc
SIMILES. 3. THE APPoIN'rMENT or LIVBRIB.
4. CONTINENTAL AND AMERICAN HERALDRV, &c.
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VERY IMPORTANT COUNTY HISTORY.

,

es.

Oussans' History. of Hertfordshire.
A County History, got up in a very superior manner, and rang-ing
with the ﬁnest works of its class. Illustrated with full-page Plates
on Copper and Stone, and a profusion of small Woodcuts. Parts
I. to VI. are now ready, price 2n. each.
'3 An entirely new History of this important County, great attention being
given to all matter: pertaining to the Fnmi y Histary of the iomlity.

UNIFORM WITH THE “CHARLFS DICKENS EDITION.”

Dickens: The Story
of his Life.
LOR,

By THEODORE TAY

Author

Thackeray.”

of

the

“Life

of

Uniform with the

“ Charles Dickens Edition" of his
Works, and forming a Supple
mentary Volume to that Issue.
Cr.

8vo, crimson cloth, 3:. 6d.
“Anecdotes seem to have
the author from all quarters.
we will through these 370
something worth reading is
eye."—-The Standard.

poured in upon
. . Turn Where
pleasant pages,
sure to meet the

A150 Published :

THE “BEST EDITION ” of the above Work, illustrated by Photo

graphic Frontispiece of “ Dickens as Captain Bobadil,” Portraits,
Facsimiles, &c.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 71. 6d.

THE “ CHEAP EDITION,” in 16mo, paper wrapper, with Frontispiece
and Vignette, 2:.

74 a 75, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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UNIFORM WITH THE “ CHARLEs DICKENS EDITION.”

Dickens’ Speeches, Social and Literary,
now ﬁrst collected.
Uniform with, and forming a Supplemen
tary Volume to, the “CHARLES DICKENS EDITION.” Crown 8vo,
crimson cloth, 3:. 6d.
" His speeches are as good as any of his printed writings."—The Times.
Also Published:

THE “BEST EDITION,” in crown 8vo, with ﬁne Portrait by Count
D’ORSAY, cloth extra, 7:. 6d.

THE “CHEAP EDITION,” without Portrait, in 161110, paper wrapper,
2:.
Dickens’ Life and Speeches, in One Volume, Iémo, cloth extra,
23. 6d.
BALZAC’S CONTES DROLATIQUES. _

Droll

Stories,

Abbeys of Touraine.

collected

from

the

Now FIRST TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH,

COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED, with the whole 425 Marvellous,
Extravagant, and Fantastic Illustrations (the ﬁnest he has ever done)

by GUSTAVE DOR-E.
gilt top, 125. 6d.

Beautifully printed, in 8vo, cloth extra, gilt,

'.‘ The mast singular designs ruerattempled by any artist. Sa crammed 1':
the bank withpictures, that men the content: ar: adarned with thr'rty't/lree Illus
trations.

A few copies of the FRENCH ORIGINAL are still on sale, bound half
Roxburghe, gilt top—a very handsome book—price I2:. 64'.
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The Danbury Newsman.

A Brief but

Comprehensive Record of the Doings of a Remarkable People, under
more Remarkable Circumstances, and Chronicled in a most Re
markable Manner. By JAMES M. BAILEY. Uniform with Twain’s

“ Screamers.”

Fcap. 8vo, illustrated cover, Is.
“A real American humorist.”—Fzigara.

The Derby Day.

A Sporting Novel ot

intense interest, by a well-known writer.
cover, Is.

Disraeli’s

(Rt.

Hon.

Fcap. 8vo, illustrated

B.)

Speeches

on the Conservative Policy of the last Thirty Years, including the
Speech at the Literary Fund Dinner, specially revised by the Author.

Royal I6mo, paper cover, with Portrait, Is. 44'. ; in cloth, Is. 10d.

D’Urfey’s (“Tom ") Wit and- Mlrth;
or, PILLs TO PURGE MELANCHOLY: Being a Collection of the
best Merry Ballads and Songs, Old and New. Fitted to all Hu—
mours, having each their proper Tune for either Voice or Instrument :
most of the Songs being new set.
London: Printed by W.

Pearson, for J. Tonson, at Shakespeare’s Head, over-against Cathe
rine Street in the Strand, I7I9.
An exact and beautiful reprint of this much-prized work, with the

Music to the Songs, just as in the rare original. In 6vols., large
(cap. 8vo, antique boards, edges uncut, beautifully printed on laid
paper, made expressly for the work, price 1:3 3s. ; or LARGE PAPER

COPIES (a limited number only printed), price £5 5s.
5' The PILLS To PURGE MELANCI-IOLY have now retained their celebrity for a
century and a half. The diﬁieulty ofobtaininr a coty has oflate years raised sets
to a fabulous to ice, and has made ruen odd Volumes costly. Considering the clas—
sical reputation whieh the book has thus obtained, and its very hieh interest as
illustrative of the manners, customs, and amusement: (f E nglish 11' e during the

halfcenturyﬁllowin the Restoration, no apology is neededﬁrplacinzsueh a worh
more within the reac ofgeneral readers and students by re-z'ssuing‘ it for thefirst
time sine: its original appearance, and at about a tithe of the price for which
the old edition could now be obtained.
For drinking- songs and love-songs, sﬁrllghtly ballads, merry stories, and political
squibs, there are none to surﬁass these in the language. In improvising such
pieces, and in singing them, D’URFEY was terhaps "er-er equalled, were)! in our
own century by THEODORE HOOK. The sallies of his 1111'! amused and delighted
three sucressz'z'e English sovereigns ; and while his flay: are [0 ' gotten, his songs
nna' ballad: still retain the light abandon and joyous freshness that rerommended
them to the wits and beaux q/ Queen Anne's days. [Var can the warm and aﬂ'ec.
tionate eulogy ofStee/e and Addison beforgot/en_ and D'URFEY may now take his
[flare on the bookshelves of the curious, side by side with the other worthies of
1s age.
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The Earthward Pilgrimage, from the
Next World to that which now is. By MONCURE D. CONWAY.
Crown 8vo, beautifully printed and bound, 7:. 6d.

Edgar Allan Poe’s Prose and Poetlcal
Works; including Additional Tales and the ﬁne Essays by this
great Genius, now FIRST PUBLISHED IN THXS COUNTRY.

2. Translation of CHARLES BAUDELArRE’s “Essay on Poe."

With

750

pages, crown Svo, with ﬁne Portrait and Illustrations, cloth extra,
7:. 6d.

PoE’s COTTAGE AT FORDHAM.

Mrs. Ellis's Mothers of Great Men.
A New Edition of this well-known Work, with numerous very beau~

ful Portraits.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, over 500 pages, 7:. 60'.
[In preparation.

THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

Emanuel on Diamonds and Premous
Stones ; Their History, Value, and Properties ; with Simple
Tests for ascertaining their Reality. By HARRY EMANUEL, F.R.G.S.
With numerous Illustrations, Tinted and Plain. A New Edition,

with the Prices brought down to the Present Time. Crown 8vo, full
gilt, 6:.
“ Will be acceptable to many readers."— Times.
“All invaluable work for buyers and sellers.”—S)eclntar.
',‘ The present. which is greatly superiar ta the/int erl'ilian, give: the latest
market value/or Diamond: and Precinu: Stones ofn/ery size.

74 av 75, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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The Engllshman’s House, from a Cot
tage to a Mansion. A Practical Guide to Members of Building
Societies, and all interested in Selecting or Building a House. By

C.
RICHARDSON, Architect, Author of “Old English Mansions,”
&c. Second Edition, Corrected and Enlarged, with nearly 600
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 550 pages, cloth, 7:. 6d.

'3 This Work might not inappraprzhfely be tzrmzd“A Book nfHouses." It
[ii/e: nury variety ofhause, from a workman': cottage ta a n06!!man’.r1§alaa.
The book is intzmz'zd in supply a want long felt, 11121., a plain, non-technical
account q/ruzry sly]: afltausz, with the cast and manner 0/ building.

Our English Surnames: Their Sources
and Signiﬁcations.

By CHARLES WAREING BARDSLEY, M.A.

Crown 8vo, about 600 pages, cloth extra, 9:.
INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY HOUSEHOLD.

Everybody Answered.

A Handy Book

for All; and a Guide to the Housewife, the Servant, the Cook, the
Tradesman, the Workman, the Professional Man, the Clerk, &c.,
&c., in the Duties belonging to their respective Callings.
One
thick volume, crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 4s. 6d.
[In preparation.

Famlly Falry Tales; or, Gllmpses of Elf
land at Heatherstonc Hall. Edited by CHOLMONDELEY PENNELL,
Author of “Puck on Pegasus,” &c. Adorned with beautiful

Pictures of “ My Lord Lion,” “King Uggermugger,” and other
Great Folks, by M. ELLEN EDWARDS, and other artists. Hand
somely printed on toned paper, in cloth, green and gold, price 4:. 6d.
plain, 5:. 6d. coloured.
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Faraday’s

Chemlcal

I7

History of a

Candle. Lectures delivered to a Juvenile Audience. ANew
Edition of this well-known volume, which has been so long out of
print, Edited by W. CROOKES, Esq., F.S.A., &c. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, with all the Original Illustrations, price 4:. 6d.

Faraday’s Various Forces of Nature.
A New E ition, with all the Original Illustrations, Edited by W.
CROOKES, Esq., F.S.A., 81c.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4;. 6d.

FLAGELLA'I'ION AND THE FLAGELLANTS.

A H lStOI‘y Of the Rod In all Countries,
from the Earliest Period to the Present Time.

The use of the Rod

in the Church, Convent, Monastery, Prison, Army, Navy, in public
and private ; the use of the Birch in the Family, Ladies’ Seminaries,
_Boys’ Schools, Colleges, the Boudoir, Ancient and Modern. By the
Rev. \V. COOPER, B.A. Second Edition, revised and corrected,
with numerous Illustrations. Thick crown 8vo,cloth extra gilt, 12:.611'.
“ A remarkable, and certainly a very readable volume."—Daily Telegraph.
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The Fiend’s Delight: A “ Cold Collation”
of Atrocities.
By DOD GRILE. New Edition, in illustrated
wrapper, fcap. 8vo, II. ; or crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3:. 612’.
" A specimen of ‘American Humour ’ as unlike that of all other American
humourists, as the play of young human Merry-Andrews is unlike that of a young
and energetic demon whose horns are well budded."-—New Var/e Nntz'zm.

The FInISh to Life in and out of
London; or, The Final Adventures of Tom, Jerry, and Logic.
By PIERCE EGAN. Royal Svo, cloth extra, with Spirited Coloured

Illustrations by CRUIKSHANK, 21:.
‘3 An extraordinary pictur: of “ LONDON BY NIGHT " in the Day: 1y“ George
the Faurl/I. All {he strung: place: 13/ amuszmtnl in M: neighbourhood qf Caveat
Garden and St. Yawn“: arefully descriéed, and ‘Utrj/ queerplates they were too J

WALK UP! WALK U?! AND SEE THE

Fools’ Paradise ; with the Many Wonder
ful Adventures there, as seen in the strange, surprising

PEEP-SHOW OF PROFESSOR WOLLEY COBBLE,
Raree Showrnan these Five-and-Twenty Years.

Crown 4to, with nearly 200 immensely funny Pictures, all beautifully
coloured, bound in extra cloth gilt, price 7r. 6d.

\

THE PROPEssoR's LEETLE Musrc LESSON.

A SECOND SERIES Is now READY, CALLED

Fu rther Adventures in Fools’ Paradise,
with the Many Wonderful Doings, as seen in the
PEEP-SHOW OF PROFESSOR WOLLEY COBBLE.
Crown 4to, with the Pictures beautifully Coloured, uniform with the
FIRST SERIES, in extra cloth gilt, price 7:. 6d.
74 in 75, PICCADILLY, LONDOZV, W.
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A COMPANION TO ALL FRENCH
DICTIONARIES.

French Slang; or,
Eccentricities of
Language.

the

French

A DICTIONARY OF

PARISIAN
ARGOT,
including all recent expressions,
whether of the Street, the
Theatre, or the Prison. Hand

somely bound in half - Rox
burghe, illustrated with 30
large Wood Engravings. Price
7:. 6d.
'8 This look is indispensable to all
readers (5/ modern French literature.
It is, besides, amusing in itself,
and may be taken up to while away
an idle karlﬁ/wurl It does for French
'ZU/lllt our ‘Slang Dictionary" doesfvr
English.

Fun for the M|ll|on:
A

Gathering

of Choice

Wit and Humour,

Good

Things, and Sublime Non
sense, by DICKENS, JER
ROLD, SAM SLICK, CHAS
H. Ross, HOOD, THEO
DOREHOOK,MARKTWAIN,
BROUGH, COLMAN, TITUS
A. BRICK, and a Host of
other Humourists.
With
Pictures by MATT MOR
GAN, GILBERT,
NAST,
THOMPSON, CRUIKSHANK, I '
Jun., BRUNTON, &c. In
fcap. 4to, profusely illus

trated, with picture wrap
per, 14‘.
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The Genlal Showman ;

or, Show Life

in the New World. Adventures with Artemus Ward, and the Story
of his Life. By E. P. HINGSTON. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, Illus
trated by BRUNTON, cloth extra, 7:. 6d.
'.‘ This is a most interesting Work. It gives Sketches of Show-Life in the Far
West, on the Paciﬁc Coast, among the Jilines J California, in Salt Lake City,
and across the Rockyjllountains; with chapters descriptive of Artemus W'ard’s
visit to England.

RUSKIN AND CRUIKSHANK.

German Popular Storles.

Collected by

the Brothers GRIMM, and Translated by EDGAR TAYLOR. Edited
by JOHN RUSKIN. With 22 Illustrations after the inimitable

designs of GEORGE CRUIKSHANK.

Both Series complete.

Square

crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.; gilt leaves, 7:. 6d.
',' These are the designs which Mr. Ruskin has fraised so highly, )lacin them
for above all Cruihslmnk': other works of a similar chararter. So rare 1211' the
original book (published in r823—1826) heeome, that £5 to )6 6 per copy was an or
dinaryprice. By the consent of Mr. Taylor’sfamily a New Edition is now issued,
under the rare and superintendence of the printers who issued the originals forty
years ago. A few copiesfor sale on Large Paper, price 21:.

Gesta

Romanorum ;

or,

Entertaining

Stories, invented by the Monks as a Fireside Recreation, and com

monly applied in their Discourses from the Pulpit.

A New Edition,

with Introduction by THOMAS WRIGHT, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.

Two

vols. large fcap. 8v0, only 250 copies printed, on ﬁne ribbed paper,
18s.; or, LARGE PAPER EDITION (only a few copies printed), 30:.

Gladstone's (Rt-Hon. W. E.) Speeches
on Great Questions of the Day during the last Thirty Years.

Col

lated with the best public reports. Royal r6mo, paper cover, Is. 411. ;
cloth extra, rs. 10d.

Golden Treasury of Thought. The Best
Encyclopaedia of Quotations and Elegant Extracts, from Writers of
all Times and all Countries, ever formed. Selected and Edited by
THEODORE TAYLOR, Author of “Thackeray, the Humorist and
Man of Letters,” “Story of Charles Dickens’ Life.” Crown 8vo,

very handsomely bound, cloth gilt, and gilt edges, 7:. 60'.

Grose’s

Dictionary

of the Vulgar

Tongue. 1785. A genuine unmutilated Reprint of the First Edi
tion. Quarto, bound in half-Roxburghe, gilt top, price 8:.
*.‘ Only a_small numher of copies of this very vulgar, but very r‘urious, look
have hem printed, for the Collectors of “ Street Words" and Collogumlzsms.
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Hall’s (Mrs. S. C.) Sketches of lrlsh
Character.

With numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood, by

DANIEL MACLISE, R.A., Sir JOHN GILBERT, W. HARVEY, and
G. CRUIKsHANK. 8vo, pp. 450, cloth extra, 7:. 6d.
rgf'_
.

f 4-}

I

t
(\X‘igé“

\l\_~:_

"The Irish sketches of this lady resemble Miss Mittord's beautiful English
Sketches in 'Our Village,’ but they are far more vigorous and picturesque and
bright."—Blnck~waad's Magazine.

COMPANION To “THE SECRET OUT.”

Han ky-Panky,
Book

of Very

A New and Wonderful

Easy Tricks, Very Difﬁcult Tricks,

White

Magic, Sleight of Hand; in fact, all those startling Deceptions

which the Great Wizards call “ Hanky—Panky.” Edited by W. H.
CREMER, of Regent Street. With nearly 200 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, price 4:. 6d.
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Hans Breitmann’s Ballads.

By J. G.

LELAND. The Complete \Vork, from the Authbr’s revised Edition.
Royal r6mo, paper cover, 1:. ; in cloth, 1:. 6d.

Hatton’s

(Jos.)

Kites and Pigeons.

A

most amusing Novelette.
\VithIllustrationsbyLINLEY
SAMBoURNE, of “Punch.”

heap. 8vo, illustrated wrap
per, 1:.

H awt h o r n e ’s
English and American
Note
Books.
Edited,
with an Introduction, by
MONCURE D. CONWAY.
Royal 16mo, paper cover,
IL; in cloth, IJ‘. 6d.

Holidays with Hobgoblins, and Talk of
Strange Things.

By DUDLEY COSTELLO.

Fcap. Svo, illustrated

boards, with Picture by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK.

2:.

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES’ WORKS.

Holmes' Autocrat of the Breakfast
Table.

An entirelyNew Edition of this Favourite Work.

Royal

16mo, paper cover, IL; in cloth, neat, 1:. 6d.

Holmes’ Poet at the Breakfast Table.
From January to June.

Paper cover, 1:.

Holmes' Professor at the Breakfast
Table.

A Companion Volume to the “ Autocrat of the Breakfast

Table.”

Royal 16mo, paper cover, 1:. ; cloth neat, U. 6d.

Holmes’ Wit and Humour.
Verses, in the style of the elder Hood.

Delightful

Fcap. 8vo, illustrated

wrapper, 1:.
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THE ONLY COMPLETE HOGARTH EVER PUBLISHED.

5

Hogarth’s Works ; Wtth Life and Anecdotal
Descriptions of the Pictures, byJOHN IRELAND and JOHN NICHOLS.
The Work includes 150 Engravings, reduced in exact facsimile of
the Original Plates, specimens of which have now become very
scarce. The whole in Three Series, 8vo, cloth, gilt, 22:. 61!. Each
series is, however, Complete in itself, and is sold separately at
7;. 6d.

Hogarth's F|ve Days’ Frollc; or, Pere
grinations by Land and Water.

llustrated with Tinted Drawings,

made by HOGARTH and SCOTT during the Journey.

4to, beautifully

printed, cloth, extra gilt, 10:. 64'.
R“ A graphic and most extraordinary picture (If the hearty Englzkh time:
in which these merry artists lived.

Hood’s Whims

and

Oddities.

The

Entire Work. Now issued Complete, the Two Parts in One Volume,
with all the Humorous Designs. Royal 16mo, paper cover, Is. ; cloth
neat, 1:. 6d.
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Hunt’s (Leigh) Tale for a Chimney
Corner, and other charming Essays. With Introduction byEDMUND
OLLIER, and Portrait supplied by the late THORNTON HUNT.
Royal 161110, paper cover, Is. 411.; cloth neat, Is. 104'.

'

Hunt’s (Robert, F.R.S.) Drolls of Old
Cornwall; or, POPULAR ROMANCES or THE WEST or ENG
LAND. New Edition, Complete in One Volume, with Illustra
tions by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. Crown 8vo, extra cloth gilt,
7s. 6d.
'.' “Mr. Hunt's charming book on the Drolls and Stories of the West of
England."—Saturday Review.
I

1

Jen n | ngs

(Hargrave)

One of the Thirty. Vl'ith curious Illus
trations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 10:. 6d.
5

‘8 An extraordinary narrative, tracing down
one of the accursedpieces of silverfor which Yes-us Qf
Nazareth “was sold. Through eighteen centuries is
this ﬁtted coin tracked, now in the possession of the
innocent, now in the grasf of the guilty, but every
where carrying with it t e evil thatfell upon Yodas.

dennmgs’

(Hargrave)

The Rosicrucians: Their ites and
Mysteries.
With chapters on the Ancient Fire and Serpent
Worshippers, and Explanations of the Mystic Symbols represented
in the Monuments and Talismans of the Primeval Philosophers.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with about 300 Illustrations, Ice. 64'.

doe Miller’s Jests; or, The Wit’s Vade
Mecum. Being a collection of the most brilliant jests, the politest
Repartees, the most elegant Bon-Mots, and most pleasant short
Stories in the English Language. London: Printed by T. Read,
1739. A remarkable facsimile of the very rare ORIGINAL EDITION.
8vo, half-Roxburghe, 9s. 64'.
'n' Only a very few copies of this-humarous and racy old book have heen re
produced.

Josh Billings: His Book of Sayings.
With Introduction by E. P. HINGSTON, Companion of Artemus
\Vard when on his “ Travels." Fcap. 8vo, illustrated cover, Is.
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Kalendars of Gwynedd ; or, Chrono
logical Lists of Lords-Lieutenant, Sheriﬁ's and Knights for Anglesey,
Caemarvon, and Merioneth. With Lists of the Lords-Presidents of
Wales, and the Constables of the Castles of Beaumaris, Caernarvon,

Conway, and Harlech. Compiled by EDWARD BREESE, F. S.A.
With Notes by WILLIAM WATKIN EDWARD WYNNE, Esq., F. S.A.,
of Penairth. Only a limited number printed. One volume, demy
4to, cloth extra, 28:.

Lamb’s (Charles) Essays of Elia.
Complete Work.
of Leigh Hunt.”

The

Beautifully printed, and uniform with the “Essays
Royal I6mo, paper cover, I:.; cloth neat, I:. 6:].

Leigh’s Carols of Cockayne.
L Societé, mostly descriptive of London Life.

Vers de

By HENRY S. LEIGH.

With numerous exquisite Designs by ALFRED CONCANEN and the
late _IOHN LEECl-I.
6:.

Small 4to, elegant, uniform with “Puniana,”

UNIFORM WITH “DR. SYNTAX.”

Life in

London ;

01',

The Day and Night Scenes of Jerry
Hawthom and Corinthian Tom. WITH
THE WHOLE OF CRUIKSHANK’S VERY

DROLL ILLUSTRATIONS, in Colours,

after the Originals.
extra, 7:. 6d.

Crown 8vo, cloth

‘,' 0n: aftbz mostfafular book: ever issunl.
I! an: an immune far/01017: 'zi/iI/i George I V.,
and a: a picture ofLandou life fifty year: ago
qua: ty'ten quoted by T/mrkeray, who devote: one
u/lii: “Roundabout Papers” to a ducriﬂian q/it.

Literary Scraps.

A Folio Scrap-Book of

340 columns, with guards, for the reception of Cuttings from News
papers, Extracts, Miscellanea, &c. A very useful book. In folio,
half-roan, cloth sides, 7:. 611'.

Little Breeches, and other Pieces (PIKE
COUNTY BALLADS).

By Colonel JoHN HAY.

Foolscap 8vo, illus

trated cover, I:. 6d.
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The Little London Directory of l677.
The Oldest Printed List of the Merchants and Bankers of London.
Reprinted from the Exceedingly Rare Original, with an Introduction
by JOHN CAMDEN HOTTEN. Iﬁmo, in a beautiful binding, after
the original, 6:. 6d.

The Log ofthe Water Lily, during Three
Cruises on the Rhine, Neckar, Main, Moselle, Danube, Saone, and
Rhone.
By R. B. MANSFIELD, B.A.
Illustrated by ALFRED
THOMPSON, B.A. Fifth Edition, revised and considerably enlarged.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 5:.

m Longfellow’s

lil

Prose

Works, Complete, including his
Stories and Essays, now for the
ﬁrst time collected.
Edited, with
a Preface, by the Author of “Ten

nysoniana."

With

Portrait and

Illustrations, drawn by VALENTINE

BROMLEY, and beautifully engraved,
\

"

A ,

WWW}

650 pages, crown 8vo, cloth gilt,
73. 6d.

Lost Beauties oftheEnglish Language.
An Appeal to Authors, Poets, Clergymen, and Public Speakers;
with an Introductory Essay. By CHARLES MACKAY, LL. D. In

crown 8vo, cloth extra, uniform with the “Slang Dictionary,” 6:. 6d.
UNIFORM WITH “ THE MAOICIAN’s OWN BOOK.”

Magic and Mystery.

A Splendid Collec

tion of Tricks with Cards, Dice, Balls, &c., with fully descriptive
working Directions. Crown 8vo, with numerous Illustrations, cloth
extra, 4:. 6d.
[Preparing
COMPANION To

“THE SECRET OUT.”

The Magician’s Own Book.

Containing

ample Instructions for Performances in Legerdemain with Cups and

Balls, Eggs, Hats, Handkerchiefs, &c. All from Actual Experience.
Edited by W. H. CREMER, Jun., of Regent Street.

with zoo Illustrations, 4:. 6d. _
74 6'“ 75, PICCADILLY, LONDOZV, W'.
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MARK TWAIN’S WORKS.

Mark Twa| n’s ChO|ce Works.

Wlth

extra passages to the “Innocents Abroad,” now ﬁrst reprinted, and
a Life of the Author.- 50 Illustrations by MARK TWAIN and other
Artists, and Portrait of the Author. 700 pages, cloth gilt, 7:. 6d.

Mark Twain’s Inno
cents Abroad : The Voyage Out.
Crown 8vo, cloth, ﬁne toned paper,
3:. 611.; or fcap. Svo, illustrated

wrapper, 1:.

Mark Twain’s New
Pilgrim’s Progress : The Voy
age Home. Crown 8vo, cloth, ﬁne
toned paper, 3:. 6d. ; or fcap. 8vo,
illustrated wrapper, 1:.

i

_,

Mark Twain’s Bur

lesque Autobiography, First
Medizeval Romance, and on Children. Fcap. 8v0, illustrated cover, 6d.

Mark Twain’s Eye-Openers. A Volume
of immensely Funny Sayings, and Stories that will bring a smile upon

the gruffest countenance.

Fcap. 8vo, illustrated wrapper, 1:.

Mark Twain’s Jum ping Frog, and other
Humorous Sketches.

Fcap. 8vo, illustrated cover, 1:.

“ An inimitably funny book."—Saturday Review.

Mark Twaln’s Pleasure Trip on the
Continent of Europe. (The “Innocents Abroad " and “New
Pilgrim’s Progress” in one volume.) 500 pages, paper boards, 2:. ;
or in cloth, 2:. 6d.

Mark Twain’s

Practical Jokes ;

0r,

Mirth with Artemus Ward, and other Papers.
By MARK TWAIN,
and other Humorists. Fcap. 8vO, illustrated cover, 1:.

Mark Twain’s Screamers. A Gathering
of Delicious Bits and Short Stories. Fcap. 8v0, illustrated cover, I:.

74 s7 75, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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Mayhew’s London Characters : Illus
trations of the Humour, Pathos, and Peculiarities of London Life.

By HENRY MAYHEW, Author of “ London Labour and the London
Poor,” and other Writers. With nearly 100 graphic Illustrations.
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, about 500 pages, 7:. 6d.

[Preparing

Magna Charta. An exact Facstrnlle of the
Original Document, preserved in the British Museum, very carefully
drawn, and printed on ﬁne plate paper, nearly 3 feet long by 2 feet
wide, with the Arms and Seals of the Barons elaborately emblazoned
in Gold and Colours. A.D. 1215. Price 5:. ; or, handsomely framed
and glazed, in carved oak, of an antique pattern, 22r. 64.
A full Translation, with Notes, has been prepared, price 611.
ENTIRELY NEW GAMES.

The Merry Olrcle, and How the VlSltOl‘S
were entertained during Twelve Pleasant Evenings. A Book of
New Intellectual Games and Amusements. Edited by Mrs. CLARA.
BELLEW.

Crown 8vo, numerous Illustrations, cloth extra, 4:. 6d.

‘5‘ A capital Baak 0f Hauulwld Amusements, which will please but]: aid and
young. It is an zxrelhnt book to mnrull before gaing to an waning purl].

Monumental Inscrlptlons of the West
Indies, from the Earliest Date, with Genealogical and Historical
Annotations, &c., from Original, Local, and other Sources. Illus
trative of the Histories and Genealogies of the Seventeenth Century,
the Calendars of State Papers, Peerages, and Baronet-ages.
With
Engravings of the Arms of the principal Families. Chieﬂy collected

on the spot by the Author, Capt. J. H. LAWRENCE-ARCHER. One
volume, demy 4to, about 300 pages, cloth extra, 211‘.

74 e= 7s, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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Mr. Brown on the Goings-on of Mrs.
Brown at the Tichbome Trial, &c. Fcap. 8vo, illustrated cover, 14'.

lVlr. Sprouts: His Opinions. Fcap. 8vo,
illustrated cover, I:.
UNIFORM WITH
“TOM
D'URFEY's PILLS."
I
I
I

M usaru m

Del Iowa, or, The Muses

,

l

Re

creation, 1656 ; Wit Restor’d, 1658 ; and Wit’s Recreations, I640.

The whole compared With the originals ; wnh all the Wood Engrav
ings, Plates, Memoirs, and Notes.

A New Edition, in 2 volumes,

post 8vo, beautifully printed on antique laid paper, and bound in
antique boards, 214*. A few Large Paper copies have been prepared,
price 35s.
‘3 0f the Poet: of the Rerfarntion, there are none whose work: are more m re
thn u there ofsir Yohn 1!!ermir and Dr. fame: Smith. The small volume entitled
“ Mumrum Delz'eiz ; or, The ﬁlmes’ Reereatz'an," which contain: the productions
of these two friends, was not accessible to Mr. Freeman when he compiled his
" Kentirh Poets,” and has since become so rare that it i: onlyfound in the cabinet:
of the curious. A refrinl y" the " Mumrum Delz'ei¢,” together with several other
kindredpieee: of the period, appeared in x817, forming two volumes 1f Faeetizz,
edited by Mr. E. Dubai's, author of “ The,W'real/I,"é-’c. These volume: having in
turn become exeeedingly source, the Publisher: penture to )utﬁrth the present new
edition, in which, while nothing has hem omitted, no pain: have been spared to
render it more complete and elegant than any that has yet appeared. The tyje,
plates, and "woodcut: of the original: have been accurately followed ; the note: of
the Editor of 1817 are considerably augmented, and indexes have heen added,
together with a fortrait of Sir 70hr: llIermis, from a painting by Vandyhe in Lord
Clarendon’: Colleetion.

The Mystery of Mr. E.
Adaptation.
cover, 1:.

By ORPHEUS C.

KERR.

DroOd.

An

Fcap. 8vo, illustrated

The Mystery of the Good Old Cause:
Sarcastic Notices of those Members of the Long Parliament that
held Places, both Civil and Military, contrary to the Self-denying

Ordinance of April 3, 1645; with the Sums of Money and Lands
they divided among themselves. Small 4to, half-morocco, 7:. 6d.

Never Caught in Blockade-Running.
An exciting book of Adventures during the American Civil War.
Fcap. 8vo, illustrated cover, I:.

74 6:4 75, PICCADILLY, LONDON, IV.
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G.

Napoleon "L, the Man of HIS Tlme;
from Caricatures. PART I. THE STORY OF THE LIFE OF NAPO—

LEON 111., as told by]. M. HASWELL.
PART II. THE SAME STORY, as told by the POPULAR CARICA—

TURES of the past Thirty-ﬁve Years.

Crown 8vo, with Coloured

Frontispiece and over 100 Caricatures, 400 pp., 7:. 6d.
“‘ T11: ob/nt 4/ this Work i: to give Both Side: 1] ill! Story. The Artirt has
gone over the :ntir: ground of Continental and Engllk/l Caricature: for the last
third 1] a 0011109, and a very interesting book 1': the result.

Nuggets and Dust, panned out in Cali
fornia by Don GRILE.

Edited by J. MILTON SLOLUCK.

style of Humour and Satire.

A new

Fcap. 8vo, illustrated cover, u.

'3 (f A rlzmu: Wara' may be considered the Douglas Yarrold, and Mark
Twain tke Sydnty Smith of America, Dad 671']: will rank as their Dmn Swift.

The Old Prose Stories whence TENNYSON’S
“ Idylls of the King” were taken.

By B. M. RANKING.

l6mo, paper cover, 1:. ; cloth extra, 1:. 6d.

74 e4 75, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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THE OLD DRAMATISTS.

Ben Jonson’s Works.

Wlth Notes, CI‘ltl

cal and Explanatory, and a Biographical Memoir by WILLIAM
GIFFORD. Edited by Lieut.-Col. FRANCIS CUNNINGHAM. Com
plete in 3 vols., crown 8vo, Portrait. Cloth, 6:. each; cloth gilt,
6:. 6d. each.
.

George Chapman’s Plays, Complete, from
the Original Quartos. With an Introduction by ALGERNON CHARLES
SWINBURNE. Crown 8v0, Portrait. Cloth, 6:. ; cloth gilt, 6:. 611.
[In preparation.

Chrlstopher

Marlowe's

Works: In

cluding his Translations.
Edited, with Notes and Introduction,
by Lieut.-Col. F. CUNNINGHAM. Crown 8vo, Portrait. Cloth, 6:. ;

cloth gilt, 6:. 6d.

Ph|||p

Massmger’s

Plays.

From the

Text of WM. GIFFORD. With the addition of the Tragedy of
“ Believe as You List." Edited by Lieut.-Col. FRANCIS CUNNING
HAM.

Crown 8vo, Portrait.

Cloth, 6:. ; cloth gilt, 6:. 6d.

Orlgmal Llsts of Persons of Quallty;
Emigrants ; Religious Exiles ; Political Rebels ; Serving Men Sold

for a Term of Years; Apprentices; Children Stolen; Maidens
Pressed ; and others who went from Great Britain to the American
Plantations, I600—I7oo. With their Ages, the Localities where they

formerly Lived in the Mother Country, Names of the Ships in
which they embarked, and other interesting particulars. From
MSS. preserved in the State Paper Department of Her Majesty’s
Public Record Oﬁice, England.
Edited by JOHN CAMDEN
HOTTEN. A very handsome volume, crown 4to, cloth gilt, 700

pages, 31:. 6d.
price 50:.

A few Large Paper copies have been printed,

Parochial History of the County of
Cornwall.

Compiled from the best authorities, and corrected and

improved from actual survey.

4 vols. 4to, cloth extra, £3 3:. the

set; or, separately, the ﬁrst three volumes, 16:. each; the fourth
volume, I8:.

74 6'“ 75, I’ICCADILLY, LONDON, PV.
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COMPANION TO THE “BON GAULTIER BALLAns."

Puck on Pegasus. By H. CHOLMONDELEY
PENNELL. In 4to, printed within an India-paper tone, and elegantly
bound, gilt, gilt edges, price 10:. 6d.
‘8 This most amusing work 114: ﬁasud lhrou h Fir'e Editions, ﬂair/ing
[anywhere the higher! fruit: as “a diver and rilliant bank." In additiau
to the designs qfGEORGE CRUIKSHANK, jot-m LEECH, JULIAN PORTCH, “PHIZ,”
and othtr nrlisl: Sir N051. PATON, MrLLArs, jot-m TENNIEL, RICHARD
DOYLE, and M. ELLEN EDWARDS have now contributed :n/eml exqm'rite
firtures, thus making the [Very Edition—which is Twice the Size of the old am:
—the best book for 1/1: Drawing-mam tablejiublirhld.
a
By the same Author.

Modern

Babylon,

and

other

Poems.

Small crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 4:. 6d.
COMPANION To “ CUSSANS' HERALDRY.”

‘ The Pursuwant ofArms;
0r, Heraldry founded upon Facts.

A

Popular Guide to the Science of Heraldry.
By J. R. PLANCHE, Esq., F.S.A.,
Somerset Herald. To which are added,
Essays on the BADGES OF THE Houses OF
LANCASTER AND YORK. A New Edition,

enlarged and revised by the Author, illus
trated with Coloured Frontispiece, ﬁve
full-page Plates, and about 200 Illustra
tions. Beautifully bound in cloth, with

Emblematic Design, extra gilt, 75. 6a'.
PICCADILLY ANNUAL FOR 1874.

The Knowm g
Ones at Home. Stories
of their Doings at a Local

Science Meeting, at the
Crystal Palace, at St.
Paul’s, at a Foresters’
Féte, &c., &c. A New
and entirely Original Hu—
morous Story, crammed
with Fun from the ﬁrst
page to the last. Pro

fusely

Illustrated

by

BRUNTON, MATT MOR—
GAN, and other Artists.
4to, hand some wrapper, Is.

74 ea 75, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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Policeman Y: His Opinions on War
and the Millingtary.
ED\\'ARD

SODEN.

With Illustrations by the Author, JOHN

Cloth, very neat, 2:. 6.1'. ; in paper, is.

FOR GOLD AND SILVERSMI'I‘HS.

Private Book of Useful Alloys and
Memoranda for Goldsmiths and Jewellers.
COLLINS, C.E., of Birmingham.

By JAMES E.

Royal 16mo, 3s. 6d.

3' The secrets of the Gold and Si lr'ersmiths' A rt are here given, ﬁzr the benefit
(y'young Afire” tires and Practitioners. It is an invaluable bank to the Trude.

“AN AWFULLY JOLLY BOOK FOR PARTIES.”

Pu nlana: Thoughts ~
Wise and Otherwise.

By the

Hon. HUGH ROWLEY. Best
Book of Riddles and Puns

ever formed. \Vith nearly 100
exquisitely Fanciful Drawings.
Contains nearly 3000 of the
best Riddles, and 10,000 most
outrageous Puns, and is one of

the most Popular Books ever
issued.
New Edition, small
quarto, uniform
with
the
“ Bab Ballads." Price 6:.
“ Enormous
burlesque — unap
pronchable and pro-eminent.
e
venture to think that this very queer
volume will be a favourite.
It
deserves to be so; and we should
suggest that, to a dull person desirous to ﬁre credit with the young holiday
people, it would be good policy to invest in the
k, and dole it out by instalments '
~Saturday REZ‘IZW.
By the same Author.

A Second Serles Of Punlana: Containing
nearly 100 beautifully executed Drawings, and a splendid Collection
of Riddles and Puns, fully equal to those in the First Volume. Small
quarto, uniform with the First Series, cloth gilt, gilt edges, 6:.
[ll/early ready.

Remarkable
Modern.

Clalmants,

ADCICDt and

Being the Histories of all the most celebrated Pretenders

and Claimants during the last 600 years.

Fcap. 8vo, 300 pages,

illustrated boards, 2:.

74 o~ 75, PICCADILL Y, LONDON, W.
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GUSTAVE DORE’S DESIGNS.

The Works ofRabelals. 'Fatthfully trans
lated from the French, with variorum Notes, and numerous charac
teristic Illustrations by GUSTAVE DORE. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

700 pages.

Price 7:. 6d.

UNIFORM WITH “WONDERFUL CHARACTERS.”

Remarkable Trlals and
Characters.

Notorious

From “Half-Hanged Smith,” 1700, to Oxford, who

shot at the Queen, 1840.

By Captain L. BENSON.

full-page Engravings by PHIZ.

With spirited

8vo, 550 pages, 7:. 6d.

*3 A Com/lei: Library (J Sematz'on Literature ! There are flat: enough Izere
taproduee a hundred “ excilillg” Novels, and at least ﬁve hundred “powerful "
'llagezzine Stories. 7712 book will be appreciated by all readers whore tarle lie; in
.‘lu's direetzon.

Rochefoucauld’s

Reﬂections

and

Moral Maxims. With Introductory Essay by SAINTE-BEUVE, and
Explanatory Notes.
neat, U. 60'.

Royal I6mo, elegantly printed, 1:. ; cloth

74 or 75, PJCCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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Rogues and Vagabonds of the Race
Course.

Full Explanations how they Cheat at Roulette, Three

Cards, Thimble-rig ; with some Account of the \Velsher and Money
Lender. By ALFRED TOULMIN, late 65th Regt. Fcap. Svo, illus
trated cover, 1:.

Roll of Battle Abbey; or, A List ofthe Prin
cipal \Varriors who came over from Normandy with \Villiam the
Conqueror, and Settled in this Country, A.D. Io66-7. Carefully
drawn, and printed on ﬁne plate paper, nearly three feet by two
feet, with the Arms of the principal Barons elaborately emblazoned

in Gold and Colours.

Price 5:. ; or, handsomely framed in carved

oak of an antique pattern, 22:. 6d.

Roll of Caerlaverock: the Oldest Heraldic
Roll; including the Original Anglo-Norman Poem, and an English
Translation of the MS. in the British Museum.
By THOMAS
WRIGHT, M.A. The Arms emblazoned in gold and colours. In
4to, very handsomely printed, extra gold cloth, I2:.

Roman Cathohcs In the County of
Yor,k in I604. Transcribed from the Original MS. in the Bodleian
Library, and Edited, with Genealogical Notes, by EDWARD PEA
COCK, F.S.A., Editor of "Army Lists of the Roundheads and
Cavaliers, 1642.” Small 4t0,‘ handsomely printed and bound, I 5:.
'3 Cerualoglsls and/Inffquarl'r: will ﬁnd lnurlz new and curious matter in
Mi: quark. A n elaborate Indrx refer: to every nn me in 1/1: volume, among "a lull:
will bzﬁnmd many qf the lug/rat lam! interest.

Ross’s (Chas. H.) Unlikely Tales and
Wropg-Headed. Essays.
amusmg Illustrations, 1:.

Fcap. 8vo, with numerous quaint and *
-
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Ross’s (Chas. H.) Story of a HCney
moon. A New Edition of this charmingly humorous book.
Fcap. 8vo, illustrated boards, 2:.
[ll/early ready.

School Life at Winchester College;
or, The Reminiscences of a \Vinchester Junior. By the Author of
“ The Log of the Water Lily ;" and “The Water Lily on the
Danube."

Second Edition, Revised. COLOURED PLATES, 7s. 6d.

aria
__———;

The Secret

Out;

'_

or, One

{vi

Thousand

Tricks \vith Cards, and other Recreations; with Entertaining Ex

periments in Drawing Room or “ White Magic.”
of the “ Magician's Own Book.”

By the Author

Edited by W. H. CREMER, Jun.,

of Regent Street. With 300 Engravings.

Crown 8vo, cloth,‘4s. 6d.

'3 Under the title bf “Le Magician des Snlans," this book has long been a Standard
ﬁlagic Book with all French and German Prafessnrs of the A rl. The trirks are
deseribed so carefully, with engravings to illustrate them, that not the slightes
diﬁieulty can be exﬁerienceri in ﬁetfarming them.
>.

Shaving Them; or, The Adventures of
Three Yankees.

By TlTUS A. BRICK.

Fcap. 8vo, illustrated

cover, Is.

,.

Shelley , s

.

Early

.

Llfe.

.

From

-

Original

Sources. With Curious Incidents, Letters, and Writings, now
First Published or Collected. By DENIS FLORENCE MAC-CARTHY.
Cheaper Edition, crown 8vo, with Illustrations, 440 pages, 7:. 6d. '
*t' A most interesting valume If new bingrapbiml facts. The work )0:
sesses speeinl interest to Iris/1 readers, as the poet's folitical pamphlets, adva- .
mting Hume Rule and other rights, are here or the ﬁrst time given in a
calleeledfvr‘m. These pamjhlels Shelley and is wife threw row the balcany
(3/ a window in Sackuille Street, as the best means qf )1; ﬁshing the [vet's
jolitiral )rincrlﬂes.
~
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'I'HE POCKET SHELLEY.

SHELLEY, FROM THE Goowm Sxa'rcr‘.

Shelley's Poetrcal Works.

Now F1rst

Reprinted from the Author's Original Editions. In Two Series, the
FIRSTCOntaining "‘ Queen Mab ” and the Early Poems ; the SECOND,
“ Laon and Cythna,” “The Cenci,” and Later Poems. In royal

16mo, over 400 pages in a volume, price 1:. 8d. each, in illustrated
cover ; 2:. 24'. each in cloth extra.
The Third Sen'er, complding 11:: Work, will .r/mrtly 6: ready.

Sherldan's (Rrchard Brunsley) Com
plete Works, with Life and Anecdotes.

Including his Dramatic

Writings, printed from the Original Editions, his works in Prose
and Poetry, Translations, Speeches, Jokes, Puns, &c.; with a Collec

tion of Sheridaniana.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, with Portrait and

Illustrations, 7:. 6d.

[Preparing

_

Shirley Brooks’ Amusing Poetry.

A

Collection of Humorous Poems.
Selected by SHIRLEY BROOKS,
vEditor of Punt/l. Fcap. 8vo, paper boards, 2:.
[Preparing
‘3 This work hasﬁr many year: hen out rg/prinl, and wry :carre.

74 ed 75, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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Signboards: Their History.

NVith Anec

dotes of Famous Taverns and Remarkable Characters. By JACOB
LARWOOD and IOHN CAMDEN HOTTEN. SEVENTH EDITION.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 580 pp., 7:. 6d.

BULL AND Mov'rn.
“ It is not fair on the part of a reviewer to pick out the plums of an author's book,
thus ﬁlching away his cream, and leaving little but skim-milk remaining; but, even if we
were ever so maliciously inclined, we could not in the present instance pick out all
Messrs. Larwood and Hotten's plums, because the good things are so numerous as
to defy the most wholesale depredation.”—- The Times.
',‘Near1y 100 most curious illurtm tion: on wood are given, showing the various
old .ngn: which wereformerly lmngfrom taverns and other houses.

CHARLES DICKENS’ EARLY SKETCHES.

Sketches of Young Couples, Young
Ladies and Young Gentlemen. By “ QUIZ ” (CHARLES DICKENS).
With 18 Steel-plate Illustrations by “PHIL” (H. K. BROWNE).

A New Edition, crown 8v0, cloth gilt, 4r. 6d.

[Preparing

T—__The Slang DIC'lZIOﬁaFYI
Q

Etymological, Historical, and Anecdotal.
An ENTIRELY NEW EDITION, revised
throughout, and considerably Enlarged,

containing upwards of a thousand more
words than the last edition. Crown Svo,
with Curious Illustrations, cloth extra,
6:. 6d.
“Valuable as a work of reference."-—Saturdny
Review.

74 a 75, PICCADILL Y, LONDON, W.
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A KEEPSAKE FOR SMOKERS.

The Smoker’s Text-Book. By J. HAMER,
F. R. S.L. Exquisitely printed from “silver-faced” type, cloth, very
neat, gilt edges, 2:. 611., post free.
“A pipe is a great comforter, a pleasant soother. The man who smokes, thinks
like a sage, and acts like a Samaritan."—Bulwer.
“A tiny volume, dedicated to the votaries of the weed; beautifully printed on
toned paper, in, we believe, the smallest type ever made (cast especially for show
at the Great Exhibition in Hyde Park), but very clear, notwithstanding its minute
ness. . . . . The pages sing, in various styles, the praises of tobacco. Amongst
the writers laid under contribution are Bulwer, Kingsley, Charles Lamb, Thackeray,
Cowper, and Byron."— The Field.

WEST-END LIFE AND DOINGS.

The Story of the London Parks.

By

JAG-OB LARWOOD. _ \Vith numerous Illustrations, Coloured and
Plain. In One thick Volume, crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 7:. 6d.
'3" A must intermtz'ng warh, giving“ complete History of the:efawurite out-of
doar re:ort:,fram th: earlier! period to the prerent time, together with thefashions,
the promennrz’es, the ruler, the review:, and other displays

Summer Cruising in the South Seas.
By C. W. S'I‘ODDARD. With about Thirty Engravings on Wood,
drawn by \IVALLIS MACKAY. Crown Svo, cloth, extra gilt, 5:.
‘3 Chafter: d:scr1'}tivl qf life and adventure in the South Sta Islands, in the
31]]: made :apvjular by “ The Earl and the Doctor."

74 s» 75, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE’S WORKS.

Swinburne’s William Blake: A Critical
Essay. With facsimile Paintings, Coloured by Hand, after the
Drawings by Blake and his Wife. Thick 8vo, cloth extra, pnce 16:.

Swinburne’s
New Edition.

Atalanta

in Calydon.

Foolscap 8vo, price 6:.

'

Swinburne’s Bothwell.

A New Poem.
[Inprepqmliom

Swinburne’s Ohastelard.

A Tragedy.

New Edition. Price 7:.

Swinburne‘s
New Edition.

T

Poems

and

Ballads.

Price 9:.

Swiriburne’s Notes on his

Poems,

and on the Reviews which have appeared upon them.

Price 1:.

Swinburne’s Queen Mother and Rosa
mond.

New Edition.

Foolscap 8vo, price 5:.
3

Swinburne's Song of Italy.

.

Foolscap

8vo, toned paper, cloth, price 3:. 6d.

74 s: 75, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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WILLIAM COMBE’S BEST WORK.

Dr. Syntax's Three Tours.

WITH THE

WHOLE OF ROWLANDSON'S VERY DROLL FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRA
TIONS, IN COLOURS, AFTER THE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS. Com

prising the well—known TOURS—
I. IN SEARcrrlor THE PICTURESQUE.
2. IN SEARCH or C0N50LAT10N.
3. IN SEARCH or A WIFE.
The Three Series Complete and Unabridged, with a Life of the
Author by JOHN CAMDEN HOT'I'EN. 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, in one
handsome volume, price 7:. 6d.
‘.' On: q/ flu most amusing and la uglmb/z £00k: n'erpuﬁlislml.

A SMALLER EDITION, with Eight Coloured Plates, the textIcomplete,

price 3:. 6d.

THEODORE Hoox's HOUSE, NEAR PUTNEY.

Theodore

Hook’s

Ramsbottom

Papers. The whole 29 Letters, complete and unabridged,
precisely as they left the pen of their genial and witty Author. Fcap.
8vo, illustrated cover, I:.
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Taylor’s History of Playing Cards.

'3 Ancient and Modern Gaines, Conjuring, Fortune- Tellz'ng, and Card S/m r;
iﬂg, Gambling and Calculation, Cartomam'y, Old Gaming-Homes, ard Revel:
and Blind Hookey, Picquetaud Ving‘t-et-uﬂ, lV/u'st and Cribooge, Tricks, ésc.

Thackerayana.

Notes

and Anecdotes illustrative of Scenes
and Characters in the Works of \VIL
LIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY. With
nearly Four Hundred Illustrations,
coloured and plain. In 8vo, uniform
with the Library Edition of his works,

7:. 6d.

Theodore

[Preparing

Hook’s

Choice Humorous Works, with his
Ludicrous Adventures, Boris-mots, Puns,
and Hoaxes. With a new Life of the
Author. PORTRAITS, FACSIMILES, and
ILLUSTRATIONS. Cr. 8vo, 600 pages,
cloth extra, 7:. 6d.
, 1
',* “As a wit and humorist of the highest order
‘ * his name will be preserved. His political songs
‘ and jeux d'esprit, when the hour comes for col
lecting them, will ﬁrm a volume of sterling and
lat-ting attraction 1 "—J. G. LOCKHART.
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Tm: SUBSCRIPTION ROOM AT BRooxss‘S.

Timbs’ Clubs and Club Life in Lon
don.

With ANECDOTES of its FAMoUS Com—:12 HOUSES, HOSTEL

RIES, and TAVERNS. By JOHN TIMES, F.S.A. New Edition,
with NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS, drawn expressly. Crown 8vo,
Cloth extra, 600 pages, 7:. 6d.
',' A Companion to “ The History qfSzk'n-Baarzis.” It ahaund: in quaint
:tvrie: 1y“ old London Clubs—the Blue Stocking, Kit Kat, Beef Steak, Robin Hood,
Mohocks, Scriblerus, One o‘Clock, the Civil, and hundreds of athers; tngel/zér
with Tom’s, Dick's, Button's, Ned’s, Will's and thefamau: Cnﬁie Home: :3f the
[art century. A full account ufthe grmt mart'l’rn club: q/Pall Mall and St. 7a;rz:_:':
1': also given. The houh i: a mine of anecdote.

_.T|mbs’ English Eccentrlos and E0
centricities.

Stories of \Vealth and Fashion, Delusions, Impos

tures and Fanatic Missions, Strange Sights and Sporting Scenes,
Eccentric Artists, Theatrical Folks, Men of Letters, &c. By JOHN

TIMES, F.S.A. An entirely New Edition, with numerous Illustra—
tions. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 600 pages, 7:. 6d.
[Preparing
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UNIFORM \vITII “TIIE TURF, Cruse, AND ROAD."

“ Tom Smlth."

- I

Reminiscences of the late

THOMAS ASSHETON SMITH, Esq. ; or, The Pursuits of an English
Country Gentleman.
By Sir J. E. EARDLEY WILMOT, Bart.
A
New and Revised Edition, with steel-plate Portrait, and plain and
coloured Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7:. 6d.

Vers d'e Scolete.

An entirely New Se

lection, fuller and better than any hitherto made; introducing all the
Old Favourites, and many new ones. Edited by H. CHOLMONDELEY

PENNELL, Author of “ Puck on Pegasus.” Beautifully printed, and
bound in cloth, extra gilt, 6:.
[Preparing

Victor Hugo’s Les M Iserables: Fan
tine. Now ﬁrst published in an English Translation, complete and
unabridged. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2:.
[Nearly ready.
TIn? ol/zer Stories (ear/1 [ample/z in [ti-elf) will fallow.

Vyner’s Notltla Venatlca:

A Treatise

on Fox-Hunting, the General Management of Hounds, and the
Diseases of Dogs ; ~ Distemper and Rabies; Kennel Lameness, &c.

Sixth Edition, Enlarged.

By ROBERT C. Vvmm, Esq., of Eathorpe

Hall, Warwickshire. WITII SPIRITED ILLUSTRATIONS IN COLOURS,

BY ALKEN, 0F MEMORABLE FOX-HUNTING Scenes.

Royal 8vo,

cloth extra, 21:.
'.' A n entirely new trillion ay' ﬁre but Quark an Fax-Hunting.

Walt Whitman’s

Leaves

of Grass.

The Complete Work, precisely as issued by the Author in Washing
ton.

A thick volume, 8vo, green cloth, price 9:.

>

’

" Whitman is a poet who bears and needs to be read as a whole. and then the
volume and torrent of his power car the disﬁgurements along with it and away.
He Is really a ﬁne fellow."-—Clmmberrr Yaumal.
>

Warrant to Execute Charles I.

An

exact Facsimile of this important Document, with the Fifty-nine
Signatures of the Regicides, and corresponding Seals, admirably

executed on paper made to imitate the original document, 22 in. by
14 in. Price 2:. ; or, handsomely framed and glazed in carved oak
of antique pattern, 14:. 6d.
. ' 1-?
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Warrant to Execute Mary Queen of
Scots. The Exact Facsimile of this important Document, includ
ing the Signature of Queen Elizabeth and Facsimile ol' the Great
Seal, on tinted paper, made to imitate the Original MS.

Price

2:.; or, handsomely framed and glazed in carved oak of antique
pattern, 14:. 6d.

Wonderful Characters : M€m01rS and
" Anecdotes of Remarkable and Eccentric Persons of Every Age and

Nation. From the text of HENRY WILSON and JAMES CAULFIELI).
~ Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Sixty-one full-page Engravings of
Extraordinary Persons, 7:. 6d.
'3 The" are :0 man ruriou: mall”: discurszzi in this volume, that any )0
son who take: it up 101'! not readily lay it down until he has read it through.
The Introduction is almost entirely devoted to a consideration 0/ Pig-Faced
Ladies, and the various :torie: concerning them.

llllright’s (Andrew) Court-Pland Re
. stored; or, Student’s Assistant in Reading Old Deeds, Charters,
Records, &c.

Half Morocco, a New Edition, 10:. 6d.

',,‘ The ﬁrst guide to th: reading qfold Recordr, é-‘r.

.

-

.

Wri ht , s History of Carlcatu re and
the rotesque in Art, in Literature, Sculpture, and Painting, from
the Earliest Times to the Present Day. By THOMAS WRIGHT, Esq.,
F.'S.A. Profusely illustrated by FAIRHOLT. Small 4t0, cloth
extra gilt, red edges, 21:.
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Wright's Caricature H lstory of the
Georges (House of Hanover). A very Entertaining Book of 640
pages, with 400 Pictures, Caricatures, Squibs, Broadsides, \Vindow
Picturt
&c. By THOMAS WRIGHT, Esq., F.S.A. Crown 8vo,
cloth exb'a. 7:. 60'. A few copies of a Large Paper Edition are still
on sale, With extra Portraits, bound in half-morocco, 30:.
“ A set of caricatures such as we have in Mr. Wright's volume brings the surface
of the age before us with a vividness that no prose writer, even ofthe highest power,
could emulate. Macaulay’s most brilliant sentence is weak by the side of the little
woodcut from Gillray, which gives us Burke and Fox.”-—-Saturday Review.

ALL THE BEST AMERICAN HUMOUR.

Yankee Drolleries.

Edited by GEORGE

AUGUSTUS SALA. Containing ARTEMUS WARD, HIS BOOK; BIGLow
PAPERS; ORPHEUS C. KERR; MAJOR JACK DOWNING; and NASBY
PAPERS. 700 pages, cloth, 3:. 6d.

More Yankee Drolleries.
Series Of the best American Humorists.

A Second

Containing ARTEMUS

WARn’S TRAVELS; HANS BREITMANN; THE PROFESSOR AT THE
BREAKFAST TABLE; BIGLOW PAPERS, Part 11.; and IOSH Bu.
LINGS; with an Introduction by GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA. 700
.pages, cloth, 3:. 6d.

A Thlrd Supply ofYankee Drolleries.
Containing ARTEMUS WARD’S FENIANS ; THE AUTOCRAT OE THE
BREAKFAST TABLE; BRET HARTE’S STORIES; THE INNOCENTS

ABROAD; and NEW PILGRrM’s PROGRESS; with an Introduction by
GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA. 700 pages, cloth, 3:. 6d.
74 6* 75, PICCADILLY, LONDOJV, W.
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ﬁnpular §hilling Banks, nmatlp itjumormts,
In Illustrated Covers.
(See also under alphabetical arrangement.)

AMERICAN HAPPY THOUGHTS.
ARTEMUS WARD : AMONG THE MORMONS.

——-—-

HIS BOOK.
LETTERS To PUNCH.
AWFUL CRAMMERS. By Titus A. Brick.
BABIES AND LADDERS. By Emmanuel Kink.
BIGLOW PAPERS.

BRET HARTE’S EAST AND WEST.
LUCK 0F ROARING CAMP.
—— STORIES OF THE SIERRAS.
BRIGHT’S SPEECHES, cloth.
BROWN (Mn) ON THE GOINGs ON OR MRS. BROWN.
BYRON IN LOVE. By Howard Paul.
CARLYLE (THOMAS) ON THE CHOICE OF BOOKS.
CHIPS FROM A ROUGH LOG.
DANBURY N EWSMAN. By J. M. Bailey.
DERBY DAY: 8. Sporting Novel.
DOD GRILE’S FIEND’S DELIGHT.
NUGGETS AND DUST.
DU CHAILLU’S COUNTRY OF THE DWARFS.

FUN FOR THE MILLION.

By the best Humorists of the Day.

HANS BREITMANN’S BALLADS.

HATTON’S KITES AND PIGEONS.

Illustrated.

HOLMES’ AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST TABLE.
--——- POET AT THE BREAKFAST TABLE.
PROFESSOR AT THE BREAKFAST TABLE.

WIT AND HUMOUR.
HOOD’S WHIMs AND ODDITIES. Both Series, complete.
JOSH BILLINGS: HIS BOOK OF SAVINGS.
LAMB’S ESSAYS 0F ELIA. Both Series, complete.
MR. SPROUTS: HIS OPINIONS.
MARK TWAIN’S INNOCENTS ABROAD.

-——-—-— IUMPING FROG.
-_———— NEW PILGRIM’S PROGRESS.
PRACTICAL JOKES.
—— SCREAMERS.
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SHILLING

BOOKS—millilmm'.

MYSTERY 0F MR. E. DROOD. By 0. C. Kerr.
NEVER CAUGHT. The Blockade-Tanner’s Story.
ORPHEUS C. KERR PAPERS.
PICCADILLY ANNUAL FOR 1874: KNOWING ONES AT HOME.

POLICEMAN Y: BALLADS. Illustrated.
ROCHEFOUCAULD’S MAXIMS, with Sainte-Beuve’s Essay.
ROGUES AND VAOABONDS OF THE RACECOURSE.
Ross’s UNLIKELY TALES AND WRONG-HEADED ESSAYS.
SHAVING THEM. By Titus A. Brick.
THEODORE HOOK’S RAMSBOTTOM PAPERS.

@112 Qgﬂlbtll library of the ﬁttest Atttlwra.
*3 A charming collection of Far/aurite [Var/Er, elegantly friulea' in Handy
Volumes, ungfvrm will: the Taue/milz Sen'er.
(See also under alphabetical arrangement.)

BAYARD TAYLOR.—DIVERSIONS OF THE ECHO CLUB. Is. 611.;
cloth, 2:.

CARLYLE—ON THE CHOICE OF BOOKS. 13.; cloth, 13.611.
CHARLES LAMB.—THE ESSAYS 0F ELIA. Complete. Both
Series.

1:.'; cloth, 14‘. 6d.

HOLMES.—AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAK FAST TABLE. Is. ; cloth,
1:. 6d.
—-——PROFESSOR AT
cloth, 1:. 6d.

THE
-

BREAKFAST

TABLE.

14:;

HOOD.—WHIMS AND ODDITIEs. 8o Illustrations. Two Series,
complete.

1:.; cloth, 1:. 6d.

LEIGH HUNT.—A TALE FOR A CHIMNEY CORNER, and
other Essays.

Is. 411.; cloth, Ir. Iod.

LELAND—HANS

BREITMANN’S

BALLADS, Complete.

18.;

cloth, 1s. 6d.

ROCHEFOUCAULD.
REFLECTIONS AND MORAL MAXIMS.
With Essay by SAINTE-BEUVE. 14".; cloth, 1:. 6d.
SHELLEY.—~POETICAL WORKS. From the Author’s Original
Editions. First Series, QUEEN MAB and EARLY POEMS. Second
Series, LAoN AND CYTHNA, the CENCI, and LATER POEMS. Each
Series 1:. 811.; in cloth, 2:. 2d.

SIR T. MALLORY.—THE OLD PROSE STORIES from which
TENNYSON took his “ IDYLLs 0F THE KING."

Ir.; cloth, 1:. 6d.

J. OGDEN AND Ga, PRXN'IERS, 172, ST. jOHN STREET, E.C.
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